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AN ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT ACC!DEtlTS 
INVOLVING FIRES 
G.V. Lucha, M.A. Robertson, and F.A
. Schooley 
Stanford Research Institute 
I SUMMARY 
Published acddent brie,fs and repor
ts, NTSB coded data, and investi-
gators I factual baakup files were st
udied to assess the exten't of total
 
personnel, air"raft, and p'ltoperty da
mage in accidents and ar.cidents 
involving fire for U.S. Air Carriers
 between 1963 and 1974. A secondary
 
obje"tive, which was to dete'l'lll·ine the degree t
o which more fire-resistant 
or 1ess toxic ma,terials could reduce
 injuries, fa,talities, and aircraft 
damage costs, could not be fully me
t because the accident data studied 
did not describe in sufficient deta
il propaga,tion o,f fires within the c
abin, 
injuries or fatalities. due to toxic gases, or 
rela,tionships between fire 
characte'ltistics and in,terior ma,teri
als. Upper and lower bounds for the
 number 
of dea,ths and d'amage cos,ts specifica
llY due to fire were determined. 
!'luring the twelve year period studie
d there were 122 accidents with 
fires involving the airframe and 36 
additional enp,ine or wheel nacelle 
fires. Eighty-seven percent of the
 a.irframe fires occurred after impa
ct, 
and a tnaj'ority of the lis,ted causes involved r
uptu'lted fuel tanks, severed 
fuel. lines, lind other fuel related f
acto,rs. 'the fires which followed 
more than half of the severe impact
s destroyed or seriously damaged the
 
wreckage, indica,ting that improved f
ire hardening should p'ltobably 
accompany any efforts to imp,rove Pa
ssenger impact survivability. 
Acaiden,t da,ta specificlilly ascribed
 320 of the 2530 reported air-
craft accident fatalities to fire an
d its effects. It is highly likely,
 
bowever, that up to 555 of the death
s were due to th:!.s cause • 
1 
:~ 
~---'~~~,:j 
Aircraft damage in 300 seriouB aircraft accidents exceeded $500,000,000 
between 1~63 and 1974. Approximately $285,000,000 of this damafl;e occurred 
in 91 serious accidents which involved fire. It was not possible to. 
definitely apportion impact damage and fire damage costs for accidents 
where both types of damage were present. Specific fire-caused damage 
costs were between $42,000,000 and $149,000,000 over the twelve years. 
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II INTRODUCTION 
This is the final report of "An Analysis of Aircraft Accidents 
Involving Fires" conducted by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) under 
Contract NAS2-8535 wUh the National Aeronautics and Space Administra,tion, 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. This report documents 
all research activities conducted during the study, which extended from 
October 22, 1974 through May 22, 1975. 
A. lIacltground 
This study is one of several bein/\ sponsored by the NASA-Ames Chemical 
Research Projects Office as pa'rt of Us Aircraft Interior Fire Protection 
Program. Other studies in the series include an evaluation of combustion 
detectors, mass spectroscopic analysis of pyrolysis and combustion 
processes, as well as full-scale fire testing. 
B. Qbjectiv(i!s 
The purpose of this study was to provide a basis for assessing the 
exten,t of total personnel, aU"craft, and property damage occurring in 
accidents on U.S. commercial aircraft in the period 1963-1974 and to 
assis,t in de.termining the degree to which mate,rials with improved fire 
resistance and/or decreased toxicity could reduce injuries, fatalities 
and aircraft damage costs. 
c. aeiinitiQns andSc!>pe 
the study concerns U.S. Air Carriers· comprising the U.S. Certificated 
Route and Supplemental Air Carriero which perform scheduled and nonscheduled 
passenger and cargo services, both domestic and interna,tional. Only 
fixed wing aircraft were included wnich, as of December 1974, included 
2,464 aircraft, 95% of which were turbine~powered. Anocher group of 
ca,rriers flying large jets--the "Commercial Operators," such as PSA--was 
•• Non~U. S" Air Carrier Ilccidents, such as the Va,rig 707 near Pa,ris in July 
1:973, a,re not included in this study; two are mentioned briefly in 
Appendix F, however. 
3 
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examined, but because of the minor degree of fire involvement, this group 
is not included in the results. 
The study has examined all reported accidents and incidents involvinll 
fire between 1963 and 1974. Data for 1974, however, are still incomplete 
pending final determination of causal factors of 23 accidents (including 
7 fatal accidents) by the National Transportadon Safety Board (NTSB). 
The,refore, all tables purporting to show 1974 data should be interpreted 
with care, and the phrase "1974 incomplete" is repeated frequently through-
out the report as a reminder. 
The term" ACCIDENTs" as used in this study has a precise definition 
and is distinguished from "incidents" and "occurrences." 
Briefly, 
"Aircraft Aacident" means an occurrence associated with the 
operation of an aircraft which takes place between the time 
any person boa,rds the aircraft with the intention of flight 
until such time as all such persons have disembarked, in 
which any person suffers death or serious injury as a result 
of being in ot upon the aircraft or by direct aontact with 
the aircraft or anything a'ttached thereto, or the aircraft 
receives substan,tia1 damage. * 
"INCIDENTS" are specific occurl!'ences, such as an inf1ight fire, fol!' 
which repol!'ts a'l!'e required by NTSB/FAA. Incidents occur with pa,rked aircraft 
nearly as often as in moving aircraft; this is not the case f.or "accidents." 
(A listing of reportable incidents appears in Appendix A, Definitions.) 
This study uses the term "OCCURRENCES" to refer to any other situation 
besides an accident or an incident which aoncerils fire and U.S. Air 
Carrier aircrMt. Some of these a,re required to be reported to the FAA 
under the Federal Avia,tion Regulations and a,re known to the FAA as 
"Service Difficulty Reports." The following section of the report will 
describe such occurrences in more detail. ethers are fire occurrences 
* ,Bone fractures are considered serious injuries. The full definition of 
the terms "serious injury" and "substant:l.al damage" is inc:J.uded in Appendix A, 
Definitions. 
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which did not appear in the FAA's SDRs but were found in the files of the 
National Fire Protection Association. These are only a few, usually on 
parked, empty aircraft and with no injuries. 
ether terms will appea,r in the report from time tc. time with brief 
definitions in the text and more extensive descriptions in Appendix A. 
D. Method of Approach and l>at~a Sou,rces 
major tasks. Task 1 was the The study was organized into three 
collection of most o·f the accident d'a'ta and the prepanttion of a number of 
statistical summaries describing the frequency of accidents and the 
frequency of acciden,ts involving fires, along with a series of severity 
and accident typology comparisons. This work was basic to the en,tire 
study but results are primarily reported in Chapter III. 
Task 2 involved detailed examina,tion of. the individual reports of 
each fire-involved accident using published data and detailed case files 
for the 1970-3:974 accidents which were made available to ou,r researchers 
by the National Transpo,rtation Safety Board (NTSll). The NTSB case files 
for pre-1970 accidents were stored in sepa,rate archives and could not be 
obtained in time to be used for this study. For these accidents the 
needed detail was obtained from published information and from NTSB computer 
files. The case files were examined pa'rticularly for the effects of 
fire fln passengers and crew, tim1ng and opportunity of escape and the 
in}uries and fa·talities "pecifically a,ttributed to burns and toxic fume 
inhala,tion, as well as to those inj"ries frem airframe damage. The 
results of these analyses are reported in Chapters IV and V and in several 
appendices. 
Task 3 is a cost analysis designed to deterlll1ne the I'lonetary impact 
of both fire and notl-fire acciden,ts and is reported in Chapter VI. 
At the beginning of Task 1, a listing was requested from NTSB for 
all accidents and incidents involving U.S. Air Carriers from 1963·1974 
under the following fire codings: 
Fire or explosion--inflight 
Fire or explosion--otl greund 
Fire after impact 
5 
Cases involving fires restricted to engines or wheel nacelle areas were 
sepa,ra,ted out, and the study focuses on a remaining 122 accidents and 
27 incidents. A data collection form was designed to reflect data from 
CAB and NTSB accident briefs, from 64 NTSB-published Aircraft Accident 
Reports and from the in-depth files (factual reports by NTSB investi~ators) 
maintained by the NTSB in Washington, D.C. Files a,t the National Fire 
Protection Associa,tion (NFPA), Boston, were used to supplement the 
accident informa,tion. 
A computer printout of all flame and smoke reports involving U.S. 
Air Ca'rriers from 1970-1974 (the only machine readable data period 
available) was obtained from the FAA Maintenance Analysis Center (MAC) 
in Gklahoma City. Fires occuning :f'l the cabin were divided into threE> 
groups: cabin, lavatory and galley fires. These reports are required 
by Federal Aviation Regulations, Pa,rt 121 (Certifica,ti,on and Operations: 
Domestic, Flag, and Supplemental Air Ca,rriers and Commercial Operators o
f 
Large Aircraft), Section 121.703, Mechanical Reliahility Reports (MRR), 
and Sec tion 121. 705, Mechanical In,terruption Summaries (mS). The FAA MAC 
has recently combined the MRRs and MISs and called them Service Difficu
lty 
Reports (SDR). It is required tha't the following, among others, be 
reported: fires during flight, smoke vapor, or toxic or noxious fumes 
in 
the crew compartment or passenger cabin during flight and aircra,ft 
* structure that requires major repair. (See Appendix A for the full 
cita,tions.) SDRs reflect occurrences which might have become fire 
inciden'ts or accidents but which we,re located and arrested. Although n
ot 
included in the original scope of the study, some of the statistics from
 
the SORs are presen,ted to supplement the accident d'ata and ?rovide a 
further index of the occurrence o,f fires in airframe accidents. 
* In addition, 121. ~'-~;(c) states that "In addition to the reports required 
by paragraph (a) of this section, each certificate holder shall report 
any other failure, malfunction, or defect in an airc.aft tha,t occurs 
or is detected at any time if, in its opinion, that failure, malfunctio
n, 
or defec t has end'an!!;ered or may endanger the Safe operation of an 
aircraft used by it." 
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On~ other set of data obtained through the NFPA files involved 
aircraft which wer~ parked with engines not operatin~. (Sollie of these 
may have resulted in SORs (see belo,,) but they were not in FAA-MAC's 
computerized file begun in 1970. Also, some of the 1963 occurrences may 
have been "inciden,ts" for which NTSB data were not available.) 
The major study effort was carried out in Task 1: locating data 
sourcws and extracting and assembling a large number of detailed accident 
and fires accident/incident sta,tistics from available published material 
and files. Task 2 presents and compares the assembled statistics from the 
followin~ points of view: 
• Flight purpose: passenger, cargo or ferry/training 
• Phase of operation when "accident/incident" occurred: while 
air"raft sta,ti" (with or without engine" operating), taxiing, 
taking off, inflight, or landing (each phase has several 
subphases) 
• Aircraft damage: from impa"t and from fire 
• Injury severity: faLal, serious, minor/none and number due to 
fire 
• Type of acddent: 59 ca,tegories, 32 of which contain fire 
involved ac"idents/incidents. 
• Aircraft make and model. 
The "os't analysis effort of Task 3 involved obtaining aircraft and 
a"cident cost data, developing average "ost indi"es for various crashes, 
and ""nducting a cost analysis of fires acciden,ts related to the general 
a""ident pi"ture. .'\. more "omplete trea,tment of the costin~ mei:hodology 
is conta~ned in Chapter VI. 
The project staff gratefully acknowledges the assistance provMed 
by the following organizati<Jns and personnel in opening their files to 
dalta colle"tion or '.>,rovidinp, data used in this study: 
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National Transportation Sa,fety Board, Washington, D.C. 
Office of General Manager 
Accident Inquiries and Records Section 
James Constantine, Jr. and David Parker 
and 
Informa.tion Systems Branch/Bureau of Aviation Safety 
Gene Koski and Dennis Grossi 
National Fire Protection Association, Boston 
Fire Analysis Department 
John Ottoson and James Lathrop 
Feder.al Avia,tion Administration 
Maintenanc.; Analysis Cen·ter, Oklahoma City 
Bill Chandler 
Civil Aeronautics Board, l~ashing.eon D.C. 
Office of the General Counsel 
Peter Schwartzkopf 
Cantact was also made with the Flight Safety Foundation, the Air 
Transport Associatian, A:!.rline Pilots Assaciation, Ame,r.ican Airlines, 
United Airlines, FAA-Flight Standa'rds Service Accident Investigation Sta,ff, 
and FAA~Airport· Setv;!,ces to find previous s,tudies tha't may have been done 
concerning airc·raft fires and with McDOnnell Bouglas, Boeing, Lockheed, 
and General Bynamies/Convair to obta:!.n a:!.rcraft cha,raeteris,tics. 
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III AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS AND ACCIDENTS INVOLVING FIRES, 1963-1974 
A. Introduc::tion 
The results of Task 1 of the study are presented in this chapter. 
Task 1 was an aircraft accident data review designed to develop sUIDDIS,ry 
statistics contrasting the frequency of aircra,ft accidents involving fire
s 
with the frequency of ether types of aircraft accidents. The summary 
tables "hich follow are for aircraft flown by U.S. Air Carriers (defined 
in Chapter II), unless otherwise stated; more detailed tabulations have 
been placed in Appendix B. The reader is again cautioned that these 
tables do not show 23 1914 acdden,ts not yet released by the NTSB. 
S. Accident, ,8J!IiuiIa';Y SUUst_ic,E! 
The da,ta review yielded a reported 7:1-3 accidents for U.S. Air Ca,rriers 
between 1963 and 1974 with 158 (22%) of these involving some degree of 
fire. Thirty-six of the 158 fires, however, were limited to the engines 
or wheel nacelles and are not of primary interes-t to this s,tudy. Thus, 
the remaining 122 aGcidents involve fires in the airfl'ame and repre-
set\,t 17 percent of total reported aGcidentJil; these will be emphasized. I
n 
addition, 168 of the 713 reported accidents were non-crash accidents wit
h 
* injuries due only to turbulence. These are excluded from some comparisons 
and froin the reported total, resulting in 54.5 accidents, 122 of which invo
lved 
fire tn the airframe. T",ble 1 sUmmllrizes these comparisons. 
* -An inflight sirc,raft encounters clear air turbulence and a standi
ng 
oCGupant falls and frac turesa bone, a serious injury. This, t;he-refo,re, 
by definition becomes an "accident;" no collision ~s involved. 
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Table 1 
Comparison of Fire-Involved U.S. Air Carrier 
Accidents with All Accidents, 1:963-1974 (1974 IncOmplete) 
Category 
No. of Percent 
Accidents of Total 
U.S. Air Carrier Acciden,ts 713 100% 
1963-19741< 
Above Acciden,ts Involving 158 22% 
Fire 
Above Acciden,ts involving 122 17% 
Fires in Airframe 
No. of non-Turbulence 545 100% 
Acaidents 
Above Accidents Involving 122 22% 
Fire in Airframe 
1< 
1974 da'ta a,re prel:Lmina,ry and exclude 23 accidents 
pending NTSB determination of the cause. 
E'atali.ty and .. Injury Summar)( . Sta.t.istics 
While only 22 percent of all non-turbulence accidents involved 
airframe fires, the majority of the fa'tal accidents did. As shown in 
Table 2, 75 percent o,f the fatal accidents involved some degree of 
airframe fire. . However , these accidents seem to involve fires as a 
byproduct of their severity rather than deriving their seve·rity due to 
the fire. As shown in the following table, only 14 p~rcent of all faetal 
accidents had deaths specifically noted as being fire cauaed .,.ad only 
13 percent of the people killed in fatal acciden·ts were reported to have 
died due to burns, fumes and othe.r effee ts of the fire. Chapter IV 
includes add:!-tional data addressing the question of fire·r.elated 
fatalities oceurring in otherwise survivable accidents. 
EXau4ning inj,uries and injury accidents, 33 percen,t of seriously 
injured people were .involved in fire accidents, and at least two percen,t 
of those injured were reported inj'urM as a direct result of the £ire 
" 
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(sllloke, burns, etc.). Others were injurad as an indirect result of a 
fire while evacuating the aircraft, for example. 
the following table compares the severity of accidents involvifir, 
fires with all accidents in terms of whether the accidents resulted in 
dea,ths or injuries. 
Table 2 
Comparison of Fatal and InJury U.S. Air Ca,rrier Accidents 
with Fire and Without Fire, 1963-1974 (1974 Incomplete). 
No. of 
Ca·tegory Accidents Percent 
of f,iven of Total 
Severity 
Fatal Aircraft Aeciden,ts 95 100% 
Fa,tal Ai.rcraft Accidents with Fire 71 75% 
Accidents with spec if ically identified 13 14% fires-caused deat'hB 
Persons Killed in Aircraft Accidents 2530 100% 
Killed in Aireraft Fires Accidents 2116* 84% 
Deaths specifically a,ttributed to 320 13% fires 
Serious Injury Acciden'ts (excluding 
turbulenee, engine and wheel :1,03 100% 
nacel1" accidents) 
Above Acciden,ts with Fire 16 16% 
Persons Seriously Injured in Aircraft 126.5 100% Accidents 
Seriously Injured in Aircraft Fires 414 33% Accidents 
Injuries specif:!-cally noted as fire n 2% caused 
* Most were ki:l,led in the impac t. Further discussion is 
included in Chapter IV. 
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Table 3 examines accident injury level as a function of fligbt 
purpose. The Cargo and Ferry/Training flights are significant in teEDS of 
damage and accident totals if not in terms of inj,uries and fatalities. 
Table 3 shows the numbers of acciden,ts and numbers of accidents with 
fires and, for fatal accidents, the number of accidents with fatalities 
due ,to fire. 
Table 3 
Comparison of Fire-Involved U.S. Air Carrier Acciden,ts 
(Excluding Non-Crash Turbulence, Enlline and Wheel Nacelle Fire Accidents) 
with all Such Accidents 1963-1974 (1974 Incomplete) 
According to Flight Purpose 
Ma>cimum Seve,rity Level 
Flight Pu'rpose Fa,ta1 Serious Minor/No Injury Injury 
All Fire All Fire All Fire 
Passengel' 67 49(11) * 90 
, 
9 250 20 
Cargo 19 16(1) 8 5 62 l(i) 
Ferry/Training 8 6(1) 5 2 36 5 
Totals 94+ 71(13) 103 16 348 35 
* Numbers in ( ) are accident!! with fa,talities speci-
fically cited by NTSB to be caused by fire. A few 
others not specifically cited may have included 
fire~caused deaths. 
l' This value differs frOlll that shown in Table 2 
because one non-crash tultbulence acciden,t involved 
a passengerflltality. 
Sixty-two percent of U.S. Air Carrier accident!! from 1963-1974 (1974 
~ncomplete) which caused serioue injury (as the IIreatest degree of :!:njury) 
we,re non-crash turbulence acciden,ts, in which an aircrab: encountered 
clear air turbulence and a stan4ing occupant fell and Ilsually fractured 
a leg or am. These accidents are not included in Tabl" 3. Seriol1s 
inJury also frequen,tly occurs during evacuation of an lIi~~'.aft because 
of the threat or rel!l:!:ty of fire; occuPants jU1l!P off wings, for example, 
and fracture legs. This is discuseed in Chapter IV. 
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D. Damag!! Summa,ry Statist~ 
Th!! numb!!r of aircraft d!!stroy!!d in accid!!nts with fir!! and th!! 
numb!!r of aircraft d!!stroy!!d du!! to fir!! a'r!! ahown in Tab1!! 4. (Non-
impact turbul!!nc!! accid!!n,ts ar!! !!xc1ud!!d from th!! tab1!!.) 
Tab1!! 4 
Comparison of Aircraft Damag!! in Fir!!-Invo1v!!d U.S. Air Ca'rri!!r 
Aedd!!nts with All Accid!!nts (Excluding Non-Crash Turbul!!nc!!), 
1963-1974 (1974 Incompl!!t!!) 
Cat!!gory No. of P!!rc!!n,t AGcid!!n,ts of Total 
Numb!!r of Non-Turbu1!!nee 545 100% Aedden'ts 
Numb!!r of AirGraft D!!stroy!!d ll,3 21% 
Numb!!r 9!!stroy!!d itt Accid!!nts 91* 17% Involving Fir!!s 
Numb!!r gestroy!!d by Fir!! * 55 1@% 
* MAny of th!!se had a1r!!ady b!!!!n !!xtr!!m!!ly damag!!d 
by impaet. 
As shown abov!! in t!!n p!!rc!!ot of th!! Grash!!s fire destroyed th!! aircraft. 
The re1ativ!! contributions of fir!! and impact will b!! further addr!!ss!!d 
in Chapt!!rs IV and VI. 
A:i,rcraft damag!! statistics for thr!!!! Gst!!gori!!s of flight purpos!! 
a,r!! shown in Table 5. Tb!! damsg!! s!!v!!rity in this tabl!! is bas!!d on th!! 
total !!ff!!cts of both impact-caused and fir!!~eaus!!d damag!!. Numb!!rs 
shown in pa,r!!n,th!!ses pr!!s!!ot airGraft damag!! s!!verity sp!!c:i,fically r!!port!!d 
as du!! to th!! effects of fir!! alone. Thus, for !!xamp1e, 55 a:i,reraft w!!r!! 
d!!stroy!!d by fire; som!! of which probably would hav!! had som!! sa1vag!! 
'Valu!! had th!! fir!! not occurred. Th!!r!! w!!r!! 258 pass!!ng!!r aircraft with 
subs,tantial damag!!. Ther!! w!!r!! 25 aircra,ft with overall substantial 
dSlfI>lg!! in aecid!!nts involving fir!! and th!!r!! w!!r!! 12 accid!!nts wh!!r!! th!! 
fir!! damaR!! was substantial. 
Table 5 
Compat'ison of All U.S. Air'Cat't'iet' Accidents with Fire Involved 
Accidents (Excluding Non-Crash Turbulence, end Engine and tfuee1 
Nacelle Fire Accidents) by Aircraft Damage, 
1963-1974 (1974 Incomplete) 
-
Accoding to Flight Purpose 
Aircraft Damage 
Flight Purpose Destroyed Substan,tia1 
All Fire All Fire Involved Involved 
Passenger 68 53(28) 258 25(12) 
Cargo 32 27(17) 53 4(5) 
Ferry/Training 13 11(10) 35 2(1) 
'Fota1s 113 91(55) 346 31(18) 
Note: NUIIlbet's in ( ) indica'te numbet' of 
aecidents where fire caused the 
indicated d'amage sevet'ity. 
E. Accid.ent Involvement .of DHferE\nt Aircraft Mod!i!ls 
The number of acciden,ts and fire related accidents reported for each 
turbine powered airGraft type represen,ted in the U.S. Air Carrier fleet 
a,re shown in Tab~e 6 along with the number 0'1' aircraft-years each type 
was in set'viee in the fleet over the same 12~yea'r period as an index of 
exposure. Also shown in Table 6 are two invo1vemen,t index values based 
on the ra'tio between the number of accidents or fires accidents and the 
number of aircraft serviee yea'rs fat' the same 12-year period. 
Involvement Index • Service Yeat's x 100 
Additional data showing the number of aceidents, fire- accidents and number 
of aircraft in the fleet fot' each ca1endat' year 1:963-1974 is presented 
in Table B~:l, Appendix B. 
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An examina,tion of Table 6 shows overall accident involvement to be 
relatively uniform across 
the figures in Table 6 as 
aircraft types. Readers may be tempted to view 
an index to the relative safety of dHfe·rent 
aircraft types, bllt extreme caution is urged in making such an inter-
pretation. First, the accident totals include many minor accidents. 
Also, the accidents and exposure index are based on a different mixture 
of passenger and ca'rgo aircra,ft for each aircraft type. The use of 
aircraft-years of service as the expoaure index also introduces problems 
because this assumes each aircraft type has an equal utilization factor 
in terms of number of trips, aircra·ft miles, passenger miles, or other 
statistics which the analyst believes should be correlated with human 
accident exposure. The maJor value of Table 6 is that it shows the 
degree to which the aircraft fires problem cuts across different ~ypes or 
classes o,f aircraft. Data are available in Appendix B to repeat the 
analysis for each calendar year to examine temporal trends in the number 
of accidents or airframe fires; this analysis is left for the reader 
to perform if desired. 
F. Accident Types 
Fire-involved accidents occurred in 32 of 59 accident ca·tegories 
distinguished by NTSB, and eighty pe,rcent of the accidents involving the 
airframe fell into one of the 12 categories shown in Table 7. 
1.5 
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Table 6 
U.S. Air Carrier Accidents by Type of Aircraft, 1963-1CJ74 
(1974 Incomplete) 
No. of '" Aircraft Accident 
Aircraft Accidents Fire f Service Years Involvement in 12 Year Accidents 
Period D
uring Period Index 
Boeing 707 58 16 3606 1.6 
... Boeing 720 22 2 1208 1.8 ~ Boeing 747 9 - 505 1.8 0 
Q) -e Convair 880 7 2 
474 1.5 
Ji " Convair 990 3 1 139 
2.1 
~ 
Ot MeD D DC8 41 7 2445 1.7 Jl 
t g Lockheed 188 1.4 .... 15 3 1104 8 Lockheed 382 6 2 148 4.0 
-e Vickers 745 11 5 
252 4.3 
~ V8l0 ,C144 ,AW650' 9 4 247 3.6 - . 
~ Boeing 727 52 9 5616 0.9 ~~ J, Ji 0 Lockheed 1011 3 1 133 2.2 be-e MeD D OC10 4 - 271 1.5 a.:' 
.. Boeing 737 7 2 982 .7 ~ HcD D nC9 32 12 2489 1.3 0 
.a BAC 111 6 2 506 1.2 ~ Carave11e 3 - 140 2.1 
Q) 
Ji Convair 580 12 4 514 2.3 be ~ Con 600/640 . ~ 9 2 138 6.5 
t J.< Fairchild F27 16 3 506 3.2 
'" ~ Fairchild FH227 14 4 373 3.7 
-e . YS-1l 3 - 130 2.3 Ii: Convair 240T 0 - 144 0 
'Convair 340T 1 - 381 0.3 
-
Other Turbine 17 2 208 8.1 
Piston Powered 185 39 6408 2.8 
Totals 545 122 
I< ~xcludes non-crash turbulence 
+Excludes engine and wheel nacelle fires 
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Fire 
Accident 
Involvement; 
Index 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
0.4 
0;7 
0.3 
0.3 
1.3 
1.9 
1.6 
0.2 
0.8 
0 
0.2 
0.5 • 
0.4 
0 
0.8 
1.4 
0.6 
1.0 
0 
0 
0 
0.9 
0.6 
Table 7 
Comparison of Major Types of Fire-Involved 
and Non-Fire Accidents, 1963-1974 (1974 Incomplete) 
Fire Accidents 
NTSB Accident Type Category Airframe En~ine or Non-Fire 
Fire Hheel Accidents 
Accidents Fire Accidents 
Controlled Collision with Ground 18 0 6 
Uncontrolled Collision with Ground 17 0 2 
Undershoot 12 0 12 
Collision with Trees 8 0 3 
Engine Failure 8 12 22 
Collision with Aircraft Inflight 7 0 8 
Stall 5 0 2 
Fire on Ground 5 9 0 
Groundloop Swerve 5 2 30 
Gear Collapsed 4 0 40 
Collision with Other Objects 4 0 14 
Fire Inf1ight 4 10 0 
Total in These 12 Categories 97 33 139 
Percent of All in Involvement Class 80% 92% 19% 
Total in 20 Qther Ca.tegories ;. 25 3 334 
Percent of All in Involvement Class 20% 8% 47% 
Total in Remaining 27 Ca.tegories;' 0 0 83 
Percent of All in Involvement Class 0% Or, 12% 
. 
~ 
;. . 
See Appendix B, Table B-3 for these 20 ca,tegories and a partial list 
of the remain.ing 27. 
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These 12 categories accounted for 97 of 'he 122 fire-involved accidents 
reported during the l2-year period studied. The remaining fire accidents 
are distributed among 21 other accident categories. Table 1!-3 showing 
all 32 accident classifications and a comparison with all accidents in 
the period was prepared and is shown in Appendix B. An analysis of these 
tables indicates that an overwhelming majority of the fires accidents have 
type classifica,tions that involve collisions or abnor.mal contact with the 
ground. 0nly 19% of the non-fire accidents occur in these 12 c!ltegories; 
47 percent more occur in the additional 20 categories where fire-involved 
accidents a're found, but half of those were turbulence accidents. 
(Two turbulence aCCidents did involve airfl ~me breakup and subse'luent fire.) 
A remaining 34 percent of all non-fire accidents are distributed among 
27 accident types. As will be shown in Chapter IV, 87 percent of fire-
invnlved airframe accidents involved fires after impact. 0nly four of the 
122 airframe accidents are listed in the fire-infl:Lght initiation category. 
G. Acci,d!!nt Involv,ement, vs,., Phas,eat).d ,Purpos,e of Flight 
The occurrence of accidents and fires-accidents during various phases 
of operation is sUllDllBrized in Table 8 below. 
Table 8 
Comparison of Airframe Fire Accidents with All U.S. Air 
Carrier Accidents (Excluding Non-Crash Turbulence) by 
Phase of 0peration, 1963-1974 (1974 Incomplete) 
, 
No. of Percent Airframe Fire 
Phase of 0pera,tion Non-Turbulence of Total Related Accidents Acciden,ts 
Static (On Ground) 39 7 3 
Taxi 51 9 3 
Takeoff 82 15 28 
Flight 122 23 29 
Landing 249 35 58 
Npt Reported 2 1 1 
Total 545 100% 122 
18 
Percent of 
Airframe 
Fires 
2 
2 
23 
24 
48 
1 
100% 
I 
, I 
I 
I 
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As shown in Tsble 8, more than one-third of all accidents, and half of all 
airframe fires accidents, occur during landing. About three quarters 9f 
the accidents and airframe fires accidents occur at or near airports, and 
the remaining one fourth occur during flight. 
The following table compares the phase of operation of fire involved 
accidents (excluding engine and wheel nacelle fires) with all U.S. Air 
Carrier accidents (excluding non-crash turbulence accidents) according 
to phase of operation and flight purpose. 
Table 9 
Comparison of All U.S. Air Carrier Accidents 
(Excluding Non-Crash Turbulence) with Those Involving Fires 
(Excluding Engine and Wheel Nscelle), 1963-1974 (1974 Incomplete) 
by Flight Purpose 
Phase of 0peration All Phase 
Flight Purpose Sts,tic 'fa,xi Takeoff • Flight Landing Totals 
,All Fire All 'Fire All Fire All Fire All Fire All Fire 
Passenger 37 2 39 2 56 15 101 22 172 36 405 77 
Ca·rgo 1 0 9 1 18 10 13 6 47 14 89 31 
Ferry/Training 1 1 3 0 7 3 8 1 30 8 49 13 
- -
Totals 39 3 51 3 82 28 122 29 249 58 543* 121* 
Per Gent Involving 
Fire at Phase of 8% 6% 34% 24% 23% 22% 
0peration 
-
* For two accidents (one involving fire) the phase of opera,tion was not 
shown in the report. 
Excluding inflight non-crash turbulence acciden·ts, 249 (46 percen,t) occurred 
during the landing phase of ope·ration, with 23 percent involving fire. 
Eighty-two aGGidents occurred on takeoff, With 34 percent involving fires • 
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IV • INJURIES, FATALITIES AND DAMAGE IN ACCIDENTS INV0LVING FIRE 
A. Introduc tion 
This report section is devoted primarily to the results of Task 2, 
an analysis of the injuries, fatalities and aircraft dal'1llge res",ltinR 
from fires. The statistics and discussion included and in Chapter V ar'a 
are designed to improve the understanding of fires accident causes, 
occurrence and effects. The data are also necessary inputs to the cos': 
analysis, described in Chapter VI, which will express the accident eff ects 
in monetary terms. 
As mentioned in Chapter III, 158 o·f the 713 accidents reported durlnR 
the l2-year study period (1963-1974) involved an aircraft fire of some 
type. The distribution of these 158 accidents in terms of flight pu,rpose, 
fire occurrence and phase of operation when the accident occurred is shown 
in Table 10. 
it Ma.trices describing each of the fire involved accidents, incidents, and 
occurrences in terms of damage, inju·ries and accident desl;riptors are 
provided in Appendix D. 
~,",-"." ,~'",,,,-,', >'1':\J"~ '."'I?'~'_;--;-:~"'~'''' ',':-"1,'",- """'''~--rt''<"'''n''f'·'-· 
Table 10 
··'~lt"~~·~f"",~?\",~,=~,""""""","Q1'i""-f'\".-'t'aH~5'.","":~~~~ 
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;! 
U.,s. Air Carrier Ac:cid'en,ts Involving Fire !l!963·1974 (1974 Incomp!l!ete) 
..., 
..., 
I: 
, 
, 
, 
i I 
, 
Flight ,Fires 'Engine or Ailrframe 
IPu'ripose Accidents, 'Wheel 'Firesi Accid'en,ts 
I 
' I 
1 I I 
I' 
,I , Passenger ](l6 2'8 78 
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As can be seen in the table, 36 out of 158 (23 percent) of the 
accident:s involved fire in only the engine or wheel nacelle area. En~ine 
and lan,ding gea,r fires ra,rely affect the airframe and thus are not 
discussed in further detail in this report. (A listing.of these with a 
few",!' the:!.r characteristics is included inTable D-3, Appendix n) The 
majority of reported data wUl reflect the incidence and effect of: fire 
occurring in the airframe only. (Technically, the landinfl gear a,re part 
of the airframe but for this report, "airframe" shall refer to I:he wings, 
fuselage and tail sections only.) After elitml.nating the engine and wheel 
fires accidents, the fire-accident study population consisted of 122 
airframe accidents. Table lI!l shows tha,t 64 percent of these were 
passenger-carrying flights, 25 percent were cargo, and 11 percent were 
ferry or train,ing flights. These were distributed among the three 
listed fire occurrence situations as follows: 
On Ground: 
6% 
In Flight: 
i% 
After Impact: 
87:~ 
Static (such as pal1ked at terminal), 
taxiing, ground run for takeoff, etc. 
Cruise (lightning stl1ike, turbulence 
breakup) 
Accident OCCU'l1S upon takeoff (aborted 
and then object struck), inflight (mid-air 
colliSiOns, descending and hi,tting 
mountain ridge), or on landing (mainly 
during final approach, too low, hitting 
tl1ees) 
The fact that 87 percent of the fire-involved accidents were accidents 
with fires after impact is of major importance and is discussed 1a,ter and 
in Table C-2 of' Appendix C. 
Further analysis of the 122 airframe fires acciden'ts showed that 
414 persons were ser:ious1y injured in acciden,ts involv:ing fire, with 
at least 31 of the injuries definitely attl1:11butable to fire. Fifty .. 
eight of the sel1ious injuries occu!"red in 1-6 accidents with no fatalities, 
and the remaining serious injuries occurred in 24 accidents which also 
23 
had fatalities. The serious injuries are often broken limbs incurred 
during emergency evacuation of the aircra,ft while jumpinR off the wing. 
NTSB defines broken bones as a serious injury. The inJury severity 
breakdown for the 122 accidents in the study population is shown below. 
Table 11 
Accident Injury Classes by Flight Purpose, 
1963-1974 (1974 Incomplete) 
No. of Accidents with 
Flight Purpose Maximum S~verity Shown Totals 
Faul Serious Minor/None 
Passenger 49 9 20 78 
Ca'rgo 16 5 10 31 
Ferry /Training 6 2 5 13 
, 
TotalS 71 16 35 122 
There were 95 fatal accidents in the 12 years of data, 71 Of which 
occurred in acddents involving some degree o·f fire. Nearly all of the 
fire-involved fatal accidents (65 out of the 71) involved after-impact 
fires. The six'exceptiOns Occurred inflight and involved a lightninR 
strike, airframe b'reakup in tu·rbulence, airframe plenum chamber fire also 
involving hyd:caulic fluid" fire in baggage compartment or cabin, imprope·~ly 
packaged nitric acid (cargo flight), and an unknown cause. 
The 71 fa·tal fire-related a",ci<len:ts represent 58 percen:t of 
all airframe fire-acciden,ts and account for 2116 of the 2530 total U.S. 
* Air Carrier fa,talities between 1963~1974. Qf these 2116 fatalities in 
* It is noted that 370 ·fatalities occ"tred in 1974 in seven fatal accide.nts 
for which NTSB has not yet deteI'lllined cause and which are not included 
in the above totals; it is unknown how many of those accidents involved 
fire or how many fatalities may have been due to fire alone. 
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fire-involved accidents, only 320 or 15 percent, were reported as definitely 
due to fires according to NTSB reports (based on post-mortem eXaminations, 
autopsy and toxicological tests). The remaining 1796 deaths in the fire-
involved accidents were not identified in the investigators' reports as 
being fire-caused, and thus it is believed that many if not all of these 
deaths were caused by impact rather than by the subsequent fire. From the 
designations recorded in published NISH accident reports or in the NTSB 
factual investigation files, the 71 fatal accidents involvinf\ fire were 
groupe" into three classes: 
* • 39 fatal accidents that were not impact-survivable with 
1377 deaths 
• 13 fatal impact-:survivable accidents in which some (a20) 
of the fatalit,,"es were definitely caused by the fire1' 
• 19 fatal accidents with impact and not specifically 
designated as impact survivable or non-survivable with 
419 deaths. 
This third ca,tego,ry is subject to more uncertainty than the other two. 
All but one of the 19 acciden,ts involved after-impact fires, and the 
number of fa,talities for this group tetaled 419. this means tha,t there 
were 739 potential fire-caused deaths (320 definitely due to fire plus 
the 419 in the third group) if all of the undesigna·ted acdden'ts were in 
fact impact-survivable. A minimum of 320 were fire-caused deaths if none 
of the 19 acciden,ts were impact-survivable. In an attempt to reduce the 
* A "survivable" accident is defined by NtSH as one in which the fuselage 
remains rela,tive1y intact, crash forces do not exceed the limits of. 
human telerance, there a,re adequate occ"pant restraints and sufficient 
escape provisions. In 28 of the 39 acciden,ts the "non-survivable" 
designa,tion was stated as such in the published Aircraft Accident Report. 
The remaining 11 were designllted as such by the SRI analy",t, based on an 
"impact severity" cede of "extreme" in the NtSB compu,ter records as 
well a" NTSB'" definit,,"ons for these terms when publ,,"shed desiRIlation" 
could not be located. (Section A.5 of Appendix A has a discussion of the codes.) 
t These thi.neen acciden,ts and the number of persons killed by the fires 
were identif,,"ed from data recor"ed on the NISB "A,,"rcrart Accident Analysis 
.Sheet" Fomn 6120.12. Da,ta on serious injuries due to fire were taken 
from published accident reports whe,re available or factual backup I!lateria1 
(1970-1974 only) and thus are available in less detail. 
25 
uncertainty each of the 19 accidents was further analyzed according to its 
impact severity code and fire severity codes and then 8·rouped according 
to these codes. The results are shown in Table 12. First, three accidents 
that were very probably not impact-survivable were removed from the 
undesignated group. 0ne of these aircraft disintegrated inflight and the 
other two had extreme to severe impact codes and minor and no fire da)118ge, 
respectively. Next, three undesignated accidents were removed because 
reports ascribed their fatalities to impact. This reduced the maximum 
number of fire-caused deaths to 555. 
Table 12 
Impact SutvivabiLlity Estimates for Undesignated Cases 
- . 
Remaining No. of 
No. of No. of Possible Fires Gt'oup Acciden·ts Dea·ths Deaths If Accideilts 
were Non-Impact 
Su·rvivable 
- -
- . 
Total Undesignated 19 419 739 (maximum) 
Probably No Fil!e 
Fa,talities: Impac.t 
was COded ~eve'J!!'e to 
extreme and fire 6 184 555 (probable damage was. m,inOl! or maximum) 
none or the repo·rt 
ascribed fatal 
inj,udes to impact 
. 
... 
, 
- -
Possible Non Impact 
Survivable .: Impi;i~t 4 96 459 
WB:S sever~, fuselage. 
was destl!oyed by f:tt'e 
Impact Survivability 
Nnknown* 9 139 32fiJ (minimum) 
-
* Three aceiqents had 47 s)1rvivprs in ~dition to 34 fa,talities. 
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It is believed fTom the above that a maximum of 26 of the 
accidents could have been su~ivable (13 specifically designed in the 
second gToup, .,lus the 13 undesign-.. ted accidents Temaininll: after the ab
ove 
analysis). It is also estimated that no more than 555 of the fatalities 
could have been due to the fire--from bu,rns or from inhala,tion of comb
ustion 
products. Table 13 gives some cha'racte,ristics of the 13 impact-suTviva
ble 
accidents with definite fire-caused deaths. All the fiTes occurred aft
er 
impact, thTee occurring during takeoff, one in flight, and nine upon 
landing (six dUTing the final appToach). There were survivors in all but 
one case. In that ca'se, a tTaining flight, one of the four persons 
killed probably would have survived had there been no fiTe. Among the 
survivors in the other 12 aceidents, 188 were injured seTiously, a,t least 
17 by the fire itself, and there were 3(}6 persons with minor or no injuries 
(in 8 aceidents). 0,£ the 417 who died in these 13 accidents, 320, or 
77 percent, died fTom fire while the others appa,rently died fTOm impac t
. 
The preceding subsection suggests that in 45 of the 71 fatal 
fire-involved aecidents it was inunaterial from a fatality standpoint 
whether or not the fire oecu,rTed. Most of these accoidents were so seve
re 
as to be totally non-survivable from an impaet standpoint. The issue, 
however, in these nonsurvivable cases, is that if the aireraft struetur
e 
had been more cTashworthy--and at present there aTe onll:oing research 
p,rograms dealing with eTashworthiness--the fire threa,t is still present
 
and many of the oceupafi,ts might then have died from ensuing H.res. In 
20 of the 39 nonsuTvivable aeciden,ts in the fiTs,t gToup, the airCTaft w
as 
ultimately destroyed by fire and in an add'itional six cases the aiTera
ft 
suffeTed substantial fiTe damage. 
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Tabl. 13 
CHAllACrERlSTICS or IHPACT. ... SURvIVABLE ACCIDENTS WI'ftI DEfINItE PIRS r..AIJSED DEATHS 
Injurie. • File PJ.re Phase o~ 
••• 
Dat. Location Alrer.~t 
..... B· Operation Fire Factors Fatal Ber.. H/., 
--
1' ... 8DI8r: 
1-0080 11-23-64 .... 1WA 101-331 D 48(44) 11 14 Takeoff 3' Fuel line tore free on 
impact; 8PeviftR fuel was 
·ignited; fuel from right 
ving tip Burge vent burned; 
f:l:re spread to center 
fuselage tank, exploded 
1-0032, 11-11-65 Salt Lake united 727 S 43(43) 35 13 Landing 3 Ruptured fuel Una and 
aparka 
1-0033 u- 4-65 Camel. NY Eastern LlO49C D 4(2) 34 16 IInflight 2: Ground fire 
1-0001 4-22-~6 Ardaore, OK 'Amer. Fly LlBBe D 83(12) 15 ,1;8n4108 1. Struck bi'll 
1-0062 6-13-68 Calcutta Pan Am 707 D 6(6) 56 Landing 8 Collided with trees 
1-0026 '12-28070 St. Thomas Vl ,Trana Carib 727 D 2(2) 11 42 :Landing 4 Left wing root, explosion, 
ma:l.1 fire 
1-0025 11.-27-70 Anchorage Capitol DC8 D 41(47) 49 13rl Takeoff 3, Pire left aide during firs 
impact 
100006 6- 7-71 Hew Haven CT >Ulegheily CV580 D 28(27) 3(3) LandinR 3 Hit buHding., power lines; 
wing fixed; sp1Ued fuel 
i'RUited 
1-0017 '12-20072 Chicago Ho. Centr~l 009, D 10(10). 9(9) 26 Takeoff 2- After impac.t fire in rear 
cabiD 
1-0048, U,·~ ~n Chicago united 737 D 43(27) 12 6 ILanding 3' Struck electric line, 
houses 
1"0001 1-30-74 Pagu Pago p~ Am 707-32U1 D 95(95) 5(5) 
-
Landing 3 Fire outside on right; 
flaming fuel trai1inR 
wing edge 
carso: 
1-0003 2- 3-63 San Francisco' Slick 110498 D 4(4) 4 LandinR 3 Ground fire 
Trainina: 
1-0003, S~.lO~72: Ft. Worth Delta 009 S 4(1) 
- -
Landing 3' Ruptured right wing fuel 
~ank (winK hit rUnway); 
friction 
--
~ 
- -
·Ftgures in ( ) are injuries or fata'Hties due to fire. 
D, destroyed; S, subllt.ntial; Ser •• Ber,ious; !oi/N. minDr"/:n;.:.n.~,'~~~~~~ 
3. abor.ted; Inj1ight 2. cruise; Landing 1. in traffic p 
Ta1<eoff. 2.. 
4, le.vel 
.ff/".uch,' •• m, 8, other-. 
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Table 13 - Continued 
! F110 EVacuation Factors Fuel Remarks No. 
-.S A_eta- Exit No. Evae Type Exits tance Loc. Evee Time 
PasseDler: 
1 .. 0080 C GIlL 46 31-60 ? Aircraft IItoPped 20 sec. after impact; first explosion 
sac. 40 aee. after impact; 2nd expo 60 sec.; COHb on4Joard 
'fatals averaged 23%; lethal agent was extremely ahott 
exposure Ure wl·th fire blast 
1.-0032 C Too late GIll 50 61-90 , Fire on board throughout evacuation; elevation 4.300 £1'; 
sec. -altitude hypoxia problem. 
1.;;0033 ? 
1-0001 ? 
1-0062 C Effective 57 ? 
1-0026 Effect-tve GK 53 31 .. 60 Kerosene 
aec. Type A 
1-0025 c 182 JPI 
Type A 
1-0006 A AV8i'lable H 3 0-30 JPI Fi!re and smoke frOP1 bumtnJt houses and aircraft fuel OUt-
but side aircraft; cabin filled rapidly wit!h smoke; only 
uoable attendant probably incapcitated by impact forces 
1-0011 GIll 36 Jet A 
Kerosene 
1-0048 Too late EK 18 Over 
2 oin 
l-OOOl! C lraa late HK 10 ? Kerosene 
T,ype. A 
Cargo: 
1-000a: DII Octane 
AVGAS 
T~aini1!B: 
l~OOM ,Jet A 
I 
I 
-
Emet1genc-y Exits: A, functioned normally, uaed; a, \lould nat open (one or more); E~~:: ___ Lo~t.i~na! C, main 
dooia, fo}:e ani! aft; D, auxil.fary door, forward; E, auxiliary door, aft.; F. auxiliary door, other; G. both 
main and auxiliary doors (one or more of each); H, emergency window exit(a); I, cockpit .window; K, break 
in fuselage; L. thrown clear. 
ORIGINAl:; PAGE 18 
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3. Evacuation 
The inability of passengers to accomplish self evacuation appeared 
to be a major cause of fatalities in post-impact fires in many of the 
accounts of such fires read during the present study. The importance 
of evacuation was also underscored by some of the accident statistics. 
Altho~ 'h most people killed in aircraft acciden,ts die from force of impact, 
in all but one of the 13 impact-survivable crashes, some occupants were 
able to evacuate successfully. Others, however, d'ied from the effe'!ts 
of fire in these crashes and it seems clear that more would have. been 
saved if they had been able to evacuate soonel.". 
A second major factol." implied by the accident da,ta is tha't 
the evacua,tion pl."ocess itself can be the cause of injul."Y in accidents 
involVing fires. In some of the less se·rious fires, all of the serious 
inj,udes happened during evacuation and the fires can be said to have 
been an indirect rathe·r than a direct cause of the injul."Y. For example, 
in the 122 airframe fire-involved accidents, 16 acciden,ts (13 percen,t) 
had serious injudes as the greatest severity and in the 36 accidents 
with engine/wheel nacelle fires, 10 accidents (28 pel."cen,t) wel."e in the 
serious injury sevel.":!,ty class. Each of the 21 sedous injuries in these 
10 engine/wheel nacelle acciden'ts happened during evacua,tion and probably 
at least 15 of the injurie" in the liirframe acci4ents wel."e due to 
Although a detailed discussion of evacuation problems 11> beyond 
the scope of this report, the readel." is referred to publica'tions listed 
in Appendix E, particularly to the report by Snow et al. which includes 
a human factors d'iscussion o,f two of the fire accidents (Rome, lb23~6" 
and Salt Lake City, 11-11-65). 
D. Air!itr.aftUamage 
NTSB A:!.rcraft Accident Reports al."e coded fo·r overall aircraft 
damage; impact sevedty (froD! Ii hQIDan factors point of view); impact 
damlige severity to the cockpit, forward, center and aft cabin; and 
damage by I:!.re. 
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"Impact severity" and "damage severity (impact)" are coded 
Ie according to the following classification and definitions: 
extreme--nonsurvivable 
severe-~slightly less than extreme w,here there 
is extensive damage and the aircraft is 
demolished but survival is a fact or 
could have been 
modera,te or minor--investigator I s judgment based 
on investigative evidence 
none-~nane 
Fifty-eight of the 122 a1.rcraft in the airframe fires acciden,t ' 
population had impact and/or damage severity coded as "extreme" or 
"severe." These, therefore. were demolished even without the effects 
o,f fire. Thirty-five of these 58 aircraft were subsequently destroyed 
by fire. In 21 acciden,ts with moderate, minor, or no impact damaRe at 
all, the following fire damage was reported: 
8 aircraft destroyed by fire 
8 received substantial fire d'amage 
5 had minor, no or unkn<>Wn fire damaRe 
Some of these 21 accidents a're examples of situa,tions where a fire suppression 
or inerting system may have reduced property loss. 
Impact and fire-caused damage for the 122 accidents between 
1963~1974 involving airframe fire are shown in Table 14. The same infor-
mation for ea"h of 21 differen,t models of aircraft has been included 
in Table C-l, Appendix C. As can be seen in Table 14. the aircraft were 
des,troyed by fire in 56 of the 122 airframe fire-involved accidents. At least 
35 of these had extreme or severe impact dama'ge, and thus the damage done 
by fire in these 35 cases probably did not increase substantially human 
or mOlle,tary cOsts already illcurred. Hnfortulla,tely, impact damage or 
severity were not coded for 43 acciden,ts, and the relative importance 
of fire damage ill those cases could not be deduced. 
Ie 
These definitions are from the Bureau of Aviation Safety, Safety Analysis Division, National Transporta,tion Safety Board, Analyst I s Handbook, 
revised JanUary 1973. See Section A.5. Acciden't 'Codes--Severity and Damage, Of Append'ix A for further discussion. 
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Tabl!e 14 
]impact Damage and, Fi.:e Damage in U.S. Air €arrier Accidents Involving Fire 
I:963-19J!4 (1974 Incol1l!'l,ete) 
Impact Damage 
, , 
Unknown FUgbt II Extreme Severe Moderate Minor None , , 
Pu.:pose '~ire Damage; Fire Damage Fi<re Damage Fire Damage Fire Damage' Fire Damage , 
, , 
I'D MI:N? !M 
, 
iDI,S * S D S N: ? D·i S MI~ ? " I 1M: N '? D S M N? D S M IN ? , 
,I ' , 
" 
' I' I 
78 1 9' 4 
, 
2:1 j,l Iii 13 I 'Passenger 3! 6 10, 1 4 1 4 1 1: 4 1 6 2 , 
! 
: ! 
I 
, 
I III 
, , 
Cargo 3il 7 ' IL 5 1: 2 :1 111 ;1 1 4 3 1 2 
I' : 
' , 
Ferry/ i 
I 
! I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
13 2: I 2 1, , 1 5 l! 1 Training ; , , , , I 
, , , 
" 
Totals ! 122 18 4 311il 16 17 ,3:1'2 2 2 3 ~ 2 0' 1 4 1 0 '0 II 1 5 1 1 0 13 4 8 2 16 I 
, , 
Fire Damage ~ey: D=Des't.:oyed; S=Subs,tantiail; M=Milnor; N=None; ?=Unknown 
* Note: l!6 ca'ses do not 'have impact damage, !l!mpact seve'City or fire damal!e coded separa,tely 
but overall airc.:aft d'amage was coded as followa: Passenger, 5 destroyed, 
8 substan,tial! damap;e; Cargo, 2 destroyed; Ferry/Training, 1 subs,tantial! damage. 
I~t;:"~""',;i""l:-,-,".,~;J,\', .. "'~ '~i-~i.~,<.;, ·~~Y-",," ." '_ "':_':;:_'~;--'" ;,,:.' "~" 
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E. Comparison with 1955-1962 Data 
In March 1966 the Bureau of Safety of the Civil ,leronautics Board 
issued a report entitled "A Study of United States A1r Carrier Accidents 
Involving Fire, 1955-1964" (BOSP 7-6-3). This report provided statistical 
and analytical data on 155 accidents caused by or resulting in fire. 
After removing from this data 21 accidents which occurred in 1963 and 1964 
(an overlap with the present study) and five helicopter accidents, the 
following table was prepared to describe the aircraft fire dcciden,t 
picture for the eight years preceding our selected time frame. 
Table 15 
Aircraft Accidents Involving Airframe Fires 1955-1962 (CAB Study) 
NO. af No. of No. of Fire Total 
* 
Fatal Fa,talities Serious Minor/ Occurrence Aceidents Accidents Accidents None Accidents 
, 
In Flight 14 11 218 3 
After Impac t 89(10) 53(10) 1428(243) 9 
on Ground 3 3 
Total 106(10) 63(10) 1646(243) 9 3 
* An additional 23 accidents were engine or wheel well fiTe accidents, 
only two of whieh involved serious injuries. 
Figures in Pllrentheses indica,te those specifieally due to fire rather 
than impac t • 
The 10 accidents with fatalities due to fire occurred during landing 
and takeoff operations and for the following aiTcraft types: 
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-Year Aircraft 
1957 DC6A 
1958 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1960 
1961 
1961 
1962 
1962 
DC3 
CV240 
L049 
DC6B 
c46 
DC8 
L049 
LI049H 
DC7 
Remarks 
Crashed after takeoff in instrument 
weather 
Struck trees during single engine climbout; 
training 
Struck ground short of runway during instru-
ment approach 
Slid down embankment ~rom slick runway 
Hit moun,tain shortly after takeoff 
Lost control during takeoff and crashed 
Thrust reversal failure on landing; hit 
runway construction 
Crashed short of runway 
Struck ground short of runway durinr, 
instrument approach 
Struck ground during attempted o;o-around 
Five occurred during landing, four occurred during takeoff and one 
(slick runway) is unknown. All but one of these aircra,ft were piston-
powered. 
Thus, of 106 acciden,ts and 63 fatal accidents, 10 resulted 
in deaths from fire. Of 1646 fatalities, 243 or 15 percent were due 
to fire. Of the 106 acciden,ts, 14 occurred in flight, 89 occurred 
after impact, and three took place on the ground. These findings are 
compared with the 1963-1974 time frame of the present study in T"b1e 16 
below. 
Table 16 
Accidents Involving Airframe Fires 1955-1962 and 1963~1974 Compared 
(1974 Incomplete) 
Fire Occurrence Percent due to Fire 
Study Fatal as Percent After 0n ,0£ All Fire Accidents Fa,tal T'lflight Impact ,Ground Accidents Fatalities 
~ 
CAB 1955-19621 13% 84% 3% 59% 16% 15% 
1963-1974 7% 87% 6% 58~ 18% 15% 
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The eight recommendations in the 1966 CAB report included the following
: 
"the increased strength of environmental structures and occupant restr
aint 
systems to withstand the impact forces that are tolerable to man," 
"further improvement and development of integral fuel inerting, fire 
suppression and fire extinguishing systems," and "the suppression or 
elimination of toxic fumes that originate f1:'om burning fabl:ics and 
interior furnishings." Almost ten years later, these three conclusio
ns 
are still airline safety issues. 
F. Aircraft Fire Etiology 
In this section the causes, origins, and reasons for many of the 
aircraft fires studied will be presen,ted and briefly discussed. 
Fire causes were sta,ted def ini tely or could be conf iden,tly assumed 
from the information available in investigato,rs' reports ~or 49 o~ the 
122 accid,ents involving airframe fires. However, no specific details 
concerning the fires could be obtained in the remaining 73 cases. 
Table 17 compares the "ha,racteristics of the 49 a"cidents with known 
fire causes with characteristi"s of the group for which causal info,rm
a,tion 
was lacking. Most of the latter occurred between 1963 and 1969, the 
period for which the NTSB backup reports are in a,rchives and which cou
ld 
not be made available in time to be studied. 
Causes for the 49 accidents for which this info1'l1lation was available 
are tabula,ted in Table 18. Based on these reported cases, fuel-relate
d 
factors pred,ominate. In 11 cases fuel tanks ruptllred, often after a 
wingtip hit the runway and friction spa,rks ignited escaping fuel. In 
eight more cases, fuel lines were severed during impact and the fuel 
ignited. Foel was also a factor in seven other cases. there weLe also
 
three ca,ses in which the aircrllft exploded on il'lpact. The reasons beh
ind 
the remaining 2(i) fires are va,ried and may be seen in Table 18. 
One may als" infer something about fire causes by studying <'he 
incident data. These fires did not become accidents because they were
 
controlled bef"re serious injury or death "ou1d result. However, any 
of the incidents discussed here could have become ac"idents in differe
nt 
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Table 17 
Characteristics of Fire Involved Accidents 
with Known vs, Unknown Causes, 1963~1974 
(1974 Incomplete) 
~* Cause Known Cause Unknown 
Characteristic 
Number Percen,t Number Percent 
-
Total Number 49 100 % 73 100% 
-
"" 
5 Static 2 4 1 1 
OoM Ta"i 2 4 1 1 ... Q) ., 
Takeoff 10 20 18 25 Ul J.;,j 
.&& tnflight 11 n 19 26 ~ - Landing 24 49 34 47 
- -
Bestroyed 18 37 38 52 
Q) Subs,tantia1 lli 31 4 5 ~ I Minor 8 16 8 11 None 1 2 4 5 
I'l Nnknown 7 14 19 26 
~~ Fatal 28(81 57 (16) 43(5) 59(7) 
" ' Serious 8 16 9 12 "Ei"O 
<= <=, Minor/None 13 27 21 29 H t-4, 
- -
,~ ~ 
'" ~' -- - -e <= Infl-ight 8 16 1 1 
Q) Q), Gn Ground 5 10 2 3 JoI Iootl 
'!ioiI I-f' After Impact 36 73 10 96 
, r:. ~::l, 
- _. -
* Causes listed in Table 8 
t Figure$ in ( ) indicate fa,ta1ities due to fire 
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circumstances and thus studying them could help to avert future acciden
·ts. 
There were 27 incidents involving fuselage fires, and the causes are 
known for 13 o·f these. Unlike the accident data, no single cause 
predominates. The distribution of incident causal factors for the 27 
incidents f<'." w·hich the cause was sta·ted is shown below in Table 19.* 
Table 19 
Fire Inciden,t Causal Factors 
No. of Ca,sEls 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
14 
F;irEl CausEl Qr S tarUng Po:!.nt 
Electrical 
Oxygen system 
Lavatory refuse eontainer 
Incendia.ry device 
Pape,r (in heater duct) 
Chemical ca·rgo 
Refueling on ground 
Cause not staced 
There were also seven fire "occurrences" :!.n the Na.tion!i1 Fire 
Protection Assodation files for 1963. These may have all been 
inciden,ts, but no 1963 list of CABINtSIl incidents could be found to 
verify this. An additional five occurrences 0'£ cabin fires were found 
in the NFPA files for 1965-1912, and these are summarized in the n"rrati
ve 
below. 
In one case, aliphatic naphtha was being used fo,r spot c1eaninR 
vinyl plastic and, as the mainten"nce man shifted positions, sta,tic 
electricity eaused the rug to burst into flames. the airera,ft was 
destroyed by the fire. 
In ofte case, electrical a,rcing (a short caused by water) was the 
eause of a fire in the galley a,rea. 
In one e!ise, an electrical f"ult in a razor outlet caused a fire 
whilOh was enhanced by the venting o·f oxygen cylinders in the hat racks.
 
In another, an o><ygen bottle e><ploded in the cOlOkpit. 
In the last case, !i fire was cau",ed by a malfunction as a result of 
heat by friction or electrical short circuit in the recircula,ting air u
nit. 
n' 
A listing of all fire relate<l incidents, 1964-1974, is in Appendix B-2. 
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Table 18 
nu CAUSAL FACToRS PoR. 49 AcctDENTS WITH REASONS STATED 
H404 Tahoff 
Pl!221 Landing 
CV440 Landing 
CV580 ~andlng 
CV600 In Pl1gt,t 
1011 In Flii'nt 
5-18-65 DC6A loand1nr~ 
3-2'1-68 727 Takeo;,d 
3-1~71 GA382B ~81tdina 
5-30-12 DC9 Landing 
5- 3-68 Ll8B In Flightt 
707-331 takeoff 
727 Lan~~g 
DC9 Landing 
101 Takeoff 
137 ~andlng 
DC1C Takeoff 
Ll049H In PUghtt 
121 t.anding 
101 t In Flight 
D79-31 Landing 
CV580 In F.light 
(mid-n,,) 
DC9 'takeoff 
1-30-14 10j-321B Landing 
8-24 .. 10 U88 T,*eoff 
9- 4-7-1 727 Landin$ 
8-16-65 121 In Pl-~gbt 
CV8BO L~41ng 
3-31-71 120 t.anding 
1-16-14 101 
6-23-67 Flisht t 
QIUGllNA;J; l' AGlI'lII 
OF POOR QUA.IJr\1 
Destroyed 
21 
Ye. 
Yea· 
Y •• 1 
Yea Unknown 
44 Destroyed 
43 
Minoi' 
Minor 
Destroyed 
Yea n.8. 
Ye. 
Minor 
95 Destroyed 
Destroyed 
Yes 
Ye. Minor 
Destroye~ 
Yea Destroyed 
Destroyed 
Ye. n.a. 
38 
Remarks 
Fuel contacted engine parts 
Sit Mountain 
Right wing failed in turbulence; 
fuel released. fire. 
Ground filre at R win~ SPpd.i:8r.ion 
and 63. 4 engines 
R engine separated 
Engine came to ~est under empennaRe 
and sta~ted fire 
12 enRi~ ~nd prop separated 
n.? endne separated.at impact, 
cabin tear 
str·ike c.aused Ure 
on hot engine 
burning (mid-air 
then lta:pact t4tfi ground) 
engs: fuel spill 
fUel. at winS'; rt. 
on fire 
blew fite from ~S 
to ta11.; fuel spill 
At-l fuel containers 
di8~tegrated on impact 
Into Lake Michig~ fire .nd 
on impact 
after impact 
on impact 
wheel ste~ring hydraul.'ic. Une 
I,f"actu,,.d, friction of tires + 
~gn:Hed'· 
progressed to vert-leai 
sta~ted in plen~ chamber 
LJ 
u 
! 
I 
I ~ 
I ~ ~ 
I 
, 
'" 
f 
r,. 
" ~,' 
9; , 
f: 
( 
,~ 
f~ 
L' 
Reason I Date Aireraft For Pire 
Electric",}! 
5-10-72 009 
12-24"68 CV580 
8-16-·'': PC6H2 
8- B-71 v74SD 
M1Bce~ '-23-65 CV440 
~: 
1- 6-69 CV440 
8- 6-66 kU 
5"28-63 LlO49 
1:2-28-10 127 
7-31-6,1 V145n 
!l2-2o..n 009 
7- 9-64 v·745D 
12- Ikon 731 
3,...19.-72 l>C9 
11- 3"" 707 
6-lt)...n 727 
3"250 65 CV440 
3"26-65 701 
*but 77 survivors (99 fatats·) 
l'ire oCCUl't:"ed while in flight 
*Y-ire occurred while on ground 
I Phaoe of
 Non-
Operation Survivable? 
Static t 
Landin8 
I L
anding 
Taxi • 
Takeoff 
Landing 
In FUght 
t Y., 
Landing 
Landing 
In F·Ught 
Takeoff 
(collided on 
runway) 
In FUgntt Yes 
Landing 
• Takeoff 
Landing t Y •• 
Static t 
: 
Taxi • 
Landing 
iatals 
r Due To Fire D8111818 Fire , 
~ub.tant1al 
Minor 
n.a. 
Substantial 
Destroyed 
None 
n.R. 
DeStroyed 
2 Destroyed 
10 Destroyed 
Destroyed 
27 Destroyed 
Minor 
n.a. 
Minor 
Substant-ial 
Substailti'al 
Remarks 
Elee tTi~al Rhort. cabin row 
Severed electrical vire bund 
19 
10 
in tight wing 
Blectricel Hre at Btrut 
pune'ture 
Lef·t nicke1-cadiutil battery 
thermal runaway 
Engine failure; flash fire 
during skid 
Plasb fire + fuel puddles 
Airframe failure due to 
tutbuleneei flasb in sky, 
fell flamiilg 
Wing and fuselage fuel tank • 
Wing root 
Nose wheel penetrated fUBe 108· 
cargo compartment; 
fsuited 
lU8~ase 
P·ire in rir,nt enR1.ne indica ted; 
flame in rear cabin 
P:it 6ydroc8"bon.?; cabin or 
baRBage fire 
Chimney effect of house she 11; 
hit electric:~l lines, house • 
Fire at buffet; engine camp res.or 
par·ts penetrated fuselage 
Improperly packaged nit-ric acid 
in cargo 
02 bott-le exploded: cont8l'll1 
boUle 
nated 
Mail bag In baggage contact 
11.8~nt 
Dragge~ wing tip 
. Note: Those cases not footnoted 8S p
er above two footnotes had f±re occurr
ing after ia;pact. 
n.a. - not available 
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To conclude this section on fire causes, attention is directed to 
a recent study of airport firefighting services need" which included a 
discussion of fire causation, propagation, and occupant survivability. 
Excerpts from this treatment of aircraft fire problems have been 
included as Appendix F. 
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v AIRCRAFT CABIN FIRES 
A. Cab_:\;n Fi1'.e Accidents, Inc:!,dents, and Sel'viceD1 cficulty !tepo-n_s 
the following discussion is limited to 1970~1973, a nel'iod fol' which 
Gomplete data from three differen-t sources coincide. The SOUl'ces of cabin 
flame 01' smoke OCCUl'rences a're the following: 
• NTSB Acddent Reports 
• NTSB Incident Reports 
• FAA Service Ilifficu1ty Reports (SOR). 
The maj.ority of the "fire" OGCUl'rence d-ata a,re Service Uifficul,ty Repo,rts 
(Mechanical Reliabi1:\;ty Reports and Mechanical Inte-rruption Summary 
Reports) covering problems r" , 'el,ative1y minol' na-ture which do not 
cause substantial damage 01' •. -. ey because they are discovered and 
cont1'olled. Most of these are smoke/fume reports; only 48 (38 pen:en-t) 
actually cite "flame" as the condition present. 
The next 1al'gest cabin fiFe oCCUrrenGe da-ta base is "acciden-ts," 
most of which o<:cur afte" impaGt. These "esu1ted in destruction o-f the 
aircraft by fire in 16 cases; substantial fire damage, 9; minocr fire 
dama-ge, 5; and unknown fil'e damage in 4 cases. 
Finally, there we1'e 9 "inciden,ts" resulting in subs-tantial fire 
damage in 3 cases, IM.nor in 3 cases. and none in 3 G~ses (2 cases where 
portable oxygen gene-1'a,tors ignited and bU!lmed and 1 where a defeGtive 
auxilia"y power unit atomclzer ignited and then was extinp.uished). 
The follOWing figures show the numbel's of fl~me or smoke o<:cUl'1'enCes 
fo-r different pOrtions o,f the cabin. 
Galley: 
56 SURs (28 flame) 
Lavatories: 
1 inddent 
11 SURs (9 f1~rne) 
41 
I 
r 
Remainder of cabin: 
8 inciden t B (3 ground, 5 fl igh t) 
34 accidentB (4 ground, 2 flight, 28 after impact) 
58 SDRB (11 flame) 
There were a total of 168 reported flame or Bmoke occurrenceB involving 
aircraft cabinB between 1970-1973. To place thiB figure in perBpective, 
there were approximately five million departureB per year during the 
'* Bame time frame. The ra,te of occurrence of cabin fireB iB thuB 
exceedingly low on a per departure baBis. The approxima,te figureB are: 
6 cabin, galley, lavatory SDRB per million departureB 
1.7 airframe fire accidentB per million d"pa,rtureB 
0.4 fire incidentB per .a11ion departureB 
B. Se)tvice Diff!cjllty Reports 
1. 
The flame and Bmoke reportB from the FAA Maintenance Ana1YBis 
Center Bhowed 26 oceurrences .in lavatories from 1970-1974, three percent 
of all oceurrences reported for tha,t period. These were distributed as 
followB (figure in pa'rentheseBindicates flame reports): 
'!.9(11) in lavatory Bpace (12 in disposa'!. coMainers) 
1 in lavatory light sYBtem 
6 in 1avatpry flush motors 
The aircraft concerned were the follOWing: 
nC8 
727 
747 
5 
6 
3 
707 
737 
DC10 
3 
2 
2 
Dc9 
:\lOll 
l88A 
3 
1 
1 
The 11 flame and 15 smoke occurrenceB we're during the following phases 
o·f operation: 
Cruise 18 
Inspection/Maintenance 3 
Climb 2 
Approach 1 
DeBcent 1 
Taxi/Ground Handling 1 
'* The exact figures are given in Appendix B.4 
42 
Of 12 fire or smoke reports involving wastepaper containers, eiRht noted 
the presence of a cigarette. One other report noted chaffed wires as the 
problem. Five occurred in 1970, 4 in 1973 and 3 in 1974. The 12 involved 
3 DCSs, 3 747s, 3 727s, and 1 each DC10, DC9 and 707. 
2. GalleYs 
The flame and smoke reports showed 95 occurrences in !!;alleys 
from 1970-1974 (12 percent of those reported), 36 flame and 59 smoke. 
These were distributed as follows (Ugure in pa,rentheses indicate flame 
reports) : 
The aircraft 
727 
747 
707 
12(5) in buffet/galley area 
49(24) in ovens 
2/(5) in ,,-offee makers 
1 in equipment/furnishings 
1 in "-"mmuni,,-a,ti,,ns equipment 
2(1) in electrical p"wer 
1 in light system 
1(1) in drinking water system 
1 sm"ke in galley fr"m engIne flameout. 
cencerned were the fOllowing: 
23 JilC10 11 737 5 
13 JilCS 10 720 s 
12 DC9 9 lOn 3 
CV5S0 
CVSSO 
))C6 
The oc,,-urrences were during the f"llowing sta!!;e of flight: 
Cruise 
Taxi/Ground HandlinR 
Inspecti"n/Maintenance 
Climb 
Takeoff 
Jiles cent 
Appr"ach 
70 
7 
5 
5 
4 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
Fire and smoke occurren,,-es in the buffet/galley area which did not concern 
c"ffee make,rs or ovens included p,roblems such as refriRerator 
c0mpressors, water pump fuses, hot cup 0verheating, fan m"t"rs, burned 
resist0rs. 
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3. Cabin 
The flame and smoke reports showed 97 occurrences in the cabin 
from 1970-1914 (13 percent of those reported), 14 flame and 83 smoke. 
These were distributed as follows (figures in parentheses indicate flame 
report) : 
The aircra.ft 
009 20 
CV580 13 
747 10 
10(7) equipment/furnishings (seats, etc.) 
11(1) lights 
41 air conditioning 
8(1) airborne auxiliary power 
8(1) engines 
5(1) communications (movie p-rojecto-rs, etc.) 
3(2) oxygen 
3 pneumaUc 
2 (1) water/waste 
2 elect-rica1 power 
1 fuel 
1 navigation 
1 bleed ai-r 
:I. engine oil 
concerned were the rollowing: 
727 10 707 5 
DC10 10 737 4 
DC8 7 L188 2 
1011 2 
CV600/640 2 
F27 2 
The occurrences were du-ring the following stages of flight: 
C-ruise 
Taxi/Ground Handling 
Climb 
Takeoff 
App.-roach 
Descent 
Inspection/Maintenance 
Landing 
Unknown 
42 
15 
10 
9 
8 
6 
2 
1 
4 
CV880 1 
1-11 1 
Other 8 
Occurrences involving the air conditionin~ system include problems such 
as slOoke from oil in the engine driven compressor (EDC) duct and other 
EDC problems (15 occurrence.,,), coalescer ba~ problems, .fan problems, etc. 
The equipment/furnishings occu-r-rences included fi-re. iIi tne arm rests, 
light cove ove-rtemperatures, ai-r v.etlt overheats, elevato-r moto-r burned 
out. Seven of the 14 flame reports occur-red in equipment/.fu-rnishin~s. 
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4. Other Flame and SmpkeR."pprt" 
547 pther flame and smoke report" occurred from 1970-1974 but 
did not involve the cabin a'rea. These occurred mainly in engine" (116) 
and the air conditioning "ystem (74), electrical power (56), landing 
gear (59), lighu (40), airborne au>dliary power (32) and enRine fuel 
and eontro1 "y"tems (32). The"e, along with tho"e mentioned in 1avatorie", 
galley" and cabin, accounted for pver 75% pf the report" during the time 
period. The remaining report" were distributed among 26 pther "ystellls. 
(See Appendix C.3 for a listing pf all systems and the number pf reports 
in each.) 
C. Addittpnal Qccurrences 
Eight occurrences from 1965-1972 were found in the NFPA fi.les but 
not on the NTSB incident or SUR lists. These involved seven parked 
aircraft and one landing aircraft. Causes were as follows: three electrical 
a,r(dng, one static electricity with cleaning fluid, one oxy!!:en bottle explo-
sion, one broken propeller parts, two cleaning solvent a't wheel well with 
spa,rks. 
Also in the NFPA files were seven occurrenees in 1963 which may have 
been classified as "inl2iden,ts." NTSB has npt computer coded the 1963 
incidents and a listing of them was npt found elsewhere; therefore, this 
cannpt be confirmed. Causes of those seven fires, aix occurring while 
the aircraft was parked anc:! one in flight, were sparks from taxiin!!: aircraft, 
fuel sprayed on hot engine during refueling, cigarettes in eabin (during 
cleaning in two cases), electril2al, oxygen system contaminated, and 
unknown. 
There were four 1974 occurrenees in the files; these may turn out tp 
be NTSB "incidents" also; the NTSB will not cOIiIplete cause determination 
rpr the 1974 incidents until later in 1975. Three pf these occurred during 
takeoff and one inflight; two involved the engine and no further details 
were available. In one, the cause was eleetrica1, and in the other ("heel 
nacelle fire), friction frpm blown tires ilUlited leaking hydraulic fluid. 
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VI COST ANALYSIS 
A. Introduction 
The objective o,f the cost analysis was to determine the economic 
impact of airline fire related aircraft accident danta~es and to compare 
the result with airline total accident dama~e. The cost impact of 
personal injury and fatality occurrences was beyond the scope or the 
investigation. However, preliminary information on personnel 
injury passenger recoveries (both jud~ements and settlements) was obtained 
and will be reported in this section. 
The accident population for the cost analysis differed in two 
respects from the population reported in the two preceding chapters, and, 
therefore, the aecident totals reported here may be sliRhtly different 
than those reported earlier. First, sinGe 95 percent of the present 
U.S. air carrier fleet is turbine powered, only turbine powered aircraft 
types were considered in the cost analvsis. Also, foreip.n Made 
aircraft were not cos ted and the few accidents involvinp. U.S. carriers 
flying foreign made aircraft were not analyzed. Included, however, were 
engine and wheel nacelle fire aGcidents which had been removed for most 
of the previous analyses. 
The p~ocedure used in obtaining information on aircraft daMage 
costs involved the following steps: 
1. C"nduct a literature review of all current and historical 
publiGations relating to the general subJeGts of aircraft 
accident occurrenGe, aircraft damage and aircraft repair 
costs a,s well as specific accident descriptions and reports. 
2. Review the aircraft acciden,t rep"rts prepared by the National 
Transportati"n Safety Board (NTSB) on each specHic accident 
investigated between 1963 and lQ74. 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Determine the cost of aircraft and equipment purchased by 
certified carriers durinp, a recen't two-year period (September 
1971 through September 1973). 
Adjust the aircraft costs to include communications and other 
miscellaneous equipment. Develop a cost factor for each 
turbine powered (Turbo~fan, Turbo-jet and Turbo-prop) aircraft 
in service on commercial airlines as of January 1, 1973. 
Sup,plement the NTSB reports by obtaininp, additional information 
and reports on specific accidents from the National Fire J>rotec~ 
tion Association In Boston. 
Obtain information on aircraft takeoff weights and develop a 
cost-estimating formula based upon the cost/weight relationship 
using a standa,rd computerized least squares curve fit technique. 
7. Select accident reports from fire related and U.S. turbine 
powered aircraft accidents involving substantial damage and/or 
total aircraft destruction. 
8. Develop the costs of fire related turbine powered aircraft 
damage (sub$tantial and total destruction) by reviewing the 
appropria-te damage report and applying the cost factors and 
cost/weight rela,tionship developed in steps il4 and 116 above. 
9. Estimate the cost of total aircraft damage by comparinp, the 
total number of turbine powered accidents by degree of damage 
with similar da,ta on fire related acciden'ts annually for a 
12"'yea,r period (1:963 thru 1974). 
10. Compa-re the cost of total aircraft damage with that of. fire 
l'elated dSJQage by using average cost factors both for destroyed 
and for 8ubstan,tially damaged turbine powered aircraft. 
It would have been desir~ble to specifically isol~te fire-caused 
accident dllmage from total damage, bu,t because of the nature of the 
aecident reports this could not be done accurately. Typically, airct:aft 
d~mage occurs on impact, fire OCCUl'S following impact, and often no 
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specific report is made separating and isolating the magnitude and extent 
of each type of damar,e (impact versus £.'re). 'rherefore, instead of a sinr,le 
damage cost, we place upper and lower bounds on the cost of fire damap,e. 
This has been done by subtracting the cost of 34 impact-destroyed 
aircraft in accidents involving fire from the total costs of destroyed 
and substantially damaged aircraft in these accidents. This sets an 
upper bound on fire-caused damage. (Even if impact accounted for none 
of the damage in the remaining accidents the fire caused damar,e could 
not have exceeded this upper bound.) A lower bound on fire-caused 
damage was set by estimating the cost of the 13 survivable accidents 
in the 12-year data base which involved extensive fire damar,e but only 
moderate to minor impact damage to set a lower bound. (At least I:hat 
much damage was definitely fire caused.) 
B. Cost Factors 
Early in the study da,ta concerning air ca,rrier unit costs was obtained 
from the Civil Aeronautics Board. The results derived from this data 
are shown in Table 20 on the following par,e. The table indicates the 
airframe average cost, and engine average cost over a two-year period 
based on 176 airframe purchases by 13 certifica,ted carriers (Braniff, 
Continental, Delta, Eastern, Frontier, Piedmont, Air Nest, Southern, 
North Central, National, Northwest, Western, and TWA) over a two-year 
period beginning in September 1971. 
Th~' airframe cost figures were adjusted upward by 10 percent to 
cover the cost of engines and other necessary equipment. The resulting 
Airframe Adjust8d cost factors shown in Table 20 aJ'e roul1;hly equivalent 
to those under Cost Less One Year's Depreciation in Table 21. 
The factors shown on Table 20 were used, therefore, along with a cosc/ 
weight formula derived in Section D to estimate annual accident costs. 
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Table 20 
COST OF TURBINE-POWERED AIRCRAFT AND EQUIPMENT PURCHASED 
BY CERTIFIED CARRIERS DURING THE TWO-YEAR PERIOD 
ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1973 
Airframe Airframe Engine 
Aircraft T)!lle Averaae Cost* AdJusted. Cost ..,!Yerase Cost 
B-707 Aircraft 
B-707 - 1008 $ 5,961,218 $ 6,557,000 $ 280,000 
B-707 - 300 4,406,609 4,847,000 182,513 
B-701 - 300B 6,635,847 7,;>99,000 280,000 
B-707 - 30QC 7,812,578 8,660,000 . ..360, oon 
B-71l7 Average $ 6,220,000 "$ 6,842,000 $ 276,000 
B-126 Airc;E!ll 
B-720 - 000 $ 3,921,881 $ 4,314,000 $ 170,425 
B-720 - OOOB 5.,253,388 5,77.9,000 239,1150 
B-720 Average $ 4,590,000 $ 5,049,000 $ 205;000 
B-727 Aircraft 
B-721 - 106 $ 1,823,816 $ 2,606,000 $ 117,173 
B-721 - 106C 4,674,149 5,142,060 264,343 
B-727 - 10,*!C 4,952,941 5,448,000 239,913 
B-727 - 200 5,742,1173 6,316.000 405,461 
B-727 Average $ 4,300,000 $ 4,730,000 $ 256,723 
B-737 - 200 $ 3,147,617 $ 3,462,00,;) $ 193,480 
B-747 $19,575,206 $21,533,Olh) $ 806,203 
BAC 1-11-200 $ 868,545 $ 1,403,000 $ 125,935 
CV-586 $ 629,282 $ 692,000 $ 42,494 
CV-600 $ 529,019 $ 581,000 $ 98,403 
CV-880 $ 2,222,013 $ 2,444,000 $ 90,350 
DC-8-20 $ 3,000,000 $ 3,30'0,000 $ 125,000 
DC-8-30 $ 2,161,913 $ 2,377,000 $ 150,000 
DC-8-50 $ 1,220,000 $ 1,342,000 $ 154,318 
DC-8-61 $ 6,976,349 $ 7,613,000 $ 275,000 
DC-8-62 $ 8,957,150 $ 9,853,000 $ 306,049 
DC-8-63 $ 9,418,976 $10,360,1)00 $ 294,649 
DC-9-10 $ 1,238,600 $ 1,362,000 $ 270,004 
DC-9-30 $ 3,786,011 $ 4,165,000 $ 415,000 
DC-10 $15,264,235 $16,791,000 $ 869,705 
F-27A $ 224,210 $ 247,000 $ 18,300 
FH-227 $ 992,114 $ 1,091,000 $ 82,867 
FH-2271l $ 1,138,017 $ 1,252,000 $ 66,470 
L-1011 $14,351,166 $15,786,000 $ 1,158,212 
YS-1lA $ 1,307,445 $ 1,438,060 $ 40,1100 
It Averages exclude the cOSt of aircraft communications equipment, propellers, 
and overhaul expenditures. 
Source: Local Service Air Carriers Unit Costs, Volume II, Civil Aeronautics 
Board Year Ended September 30, 1973. 
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TabiLe 21 
Annua'!!. Amount for Deperecia'tion a,nd Inves'tmen,t Required ,peer Ai.rcraft by Type, 
iJ1welve Mlmtihs Ended Sep,ternbe,r 30, 1973 (Uf.S. €ernrneercia1 (;a,rriers) 
III 
't 
" 
Airceraft 
Ty,pe 
'B-707-100B 
'B-7,1])7-301]) 
B-7,1])7-30I])B 
, 'B-7i0 7-300C 
.1 B-720w 01])0 
B-721!l-1])1])0B 
" 'B-72 7-111])1]) 
i R-727-l!I])I])€ 
B-727-101])(i)€ 
B-727-21])0 
'I €os,t o,f 1 
I Airh'ames ' 
, 
r.0Slt af 
,~;ngjmes 
5,961,2I1!8 I 1,12:0',000 
4,406,609 730,05211 
'6,635,847 1,120,,000 
7,872,5718 11,440,000 
II 3, 921, 88iL 68W , 7'00 
5,253,388 
1!, 983 , 87:6 'I: 
4,67:4,w4'9 I 
4,.9'52,9411 
5,902,0.73 
959,400, 
494,019 'Ii 
7'9'3, 02,9 ! 
719,739 
1,33'6,383 
I' B-737-201]) ,I 3,307,6it7 
II B-747 1,!Il9,575,2'06 
52:8, 'H2 : 
3,224,812 'I 
339,160 I 
l!29,780 
226,806 
, 'BAC l-ililt 200 " 9J.4 545 , , 
: CV-580 653,2'82 
'i CV-600 564,0i1!9 
, CV-880 
00-8-20 
"OC-8-3@' 
, 
m:-8-51]) 
1 ElC-8-6l! 
, 00-8-62 
'I', ElC~8-63 
" IlC-9-II!0 
nC-9-30 
DC-i0 
F-27A 
FH-227 
II. FH-227'B 
!. L-l!O!H 
I 
, YS-llA 
2,222,~.)iin 
3,000,0.00 
2,iI!6iL,913 
II. 1,2Z0,0G0 
6,97:6,3'49 
361,400 
500 000 
, 'I' 6(!)(!),,(!)(!)e ! 
617,272 
!;)I,1100.,000 
8,,9'57,150. ili,224,196 , 
9,418,97'6 ,!Ic,178,596! 
.111,361,933 ' 631,454 II 
., 3,S66,(i)1l 90.0,1100 
:15,264,23'5 2,429,iL!15 
284,2ili0 5:8, 00~J 
i 1,064, llili4 196,964 I 
. 1,23'8 .'iI'17 180,940 Ii 
114,3'51;166 3,474,636 
I, iL. 4.07 • 4"5 ili30.001]) 
€os,t of 
Peropelle,rs 
(i) 
0' 
o 
0, 
o 
G 
II 
o 
o 
(i) 
(i), 
o 
o 
63,,0.00 
46,812 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Ii 
0. 
o 
'G' 
o 
15,800' 
3'5,542 
56,228 
o 
50.456 
,,' 
!II 
Co s~ of :1
1 Cornrnunica'tiens I 
Equipment 
Taltal 
Ces,t o,f 
Aircraft 
o 
o 
(;j 
o 
o 
o 
66,80.il 
o 
o 
66,802 
127,464 
0. 
97,818 
90.,990 
42,600 
o 
o 
@ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8'4,0.77 
245,0@0 
o 
:!6,3(i)(i) 
84,744 
165,40.4 
(i) 
!J!8t..9'54 
7,081,218 'II 
ill 5,ili3.6,661 I 
I! 7,7'55,8'47 
, 9,3il2,5].8 
4,6(i)3,581 
6,2ili2,78'8 
2,544,697 
ill 5,467,U8 :11 
,i, 5,672,68(1) I 
, 7,305,2'58 
3,963,,253 I, 
'22,80(i),(i)18 
1,411,523 
!II 937,@52, 
88(i),237 I 
, 
2,583,4i1.3 ' 
3,5@0,000. 
2, J61,9B 
1,837,272 
'Ii 8,016,349 
: ~0,1!81,346 , 
1(;,597,572 ill 
2,(i)']],464,' 
, 5,011,011 
11;17 ,693, 3'5(i) II 
I 38'4,3i1!0 I, 
1,381,364 
: 1,,640,589 . 
17 , 825" 802 :Ii 
1.772.8'55 : 
Annual 
Amount foer 
'Deplrecia1tion 
495,685 
4:117,983 
542,9119 
651,880 
437,340 
434,895 
156,954 
382,702 
397,.088 
491,7,68 
2'56,343 
1,2'82,5011 
85,276 
73,8(')2 
69,295 
245,424 
332,500 
Z62,382 
128,609 
565,344 
712,694 
7:41,830 
130,388 
340,271 
995,251 
25,747 
108,641 
126,870 
1,1I(i)2,701 
137.941 
Cos't Less 
0ne Year's 
Dep,recia,tion 'i 
6,585,533 
4,648,678 
7, 2n, 9.18 
8,660.,698 
4,1'66,2'41 .1' 
, , 
5,777,893 
2,3P7,743 
5,084,476 
5,27'5,592 
6, 8ll3, 490 :11 
3,706,910. 
21,517 ,518 
l,3Z6,247 
863,250. 
810,942 
2,337,989 
3,1!67,5(i)o. 
2,499,531 
1,108,663 
7,511,0.05 
9,468,652 
9,8'55,742 
1,947,076 
4,67'0,740. 
16,698,099 
J58,563 
1,272,723 
1,513,719 
, it6,823,l!fH 
1 634.912 
'., 
Da'ta Source: Vo1'urne :n, Attachment€"Pa,r,t 3 e,f CM! Report, Local Service Air Ca,rriers Unit Cos,ts-Yea,r 
'Ended, Septembe,r 30:, ]973. 
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C. CQs_t-WeightFQrmula 
There is a high correlation between aircraft cost and takeoff weight. 
A standard computerized least squares curve fitting technique was used 
to investigate the relationship. It was established that 96 percen,t of 
the va'riation in costs could be explained by changes in. aircraft weights
. 
Figure 1 on the following page shows a least sq,uares fit of the 
weight and cos,t data for 10 popula" turbine powered aircraft (see also 
Table 22). The resulting linear fomula takes the form: 
x = (y-A)ll 
where X = aircraft cost in 1913 dollars 
y '" aircraft take-off weight in pounds 
A = 34,160 Ihs. 
B - $31.294 
As shown in Table 22 the aceuraey of the formula improves when applied 
to the larger most reeently developed aircraft models but variations 
above plus 0" minus 20 pereent can oceur on olde,r/smalle" models. This 
formula was \Ised to eOlDpute the eost for aircraft types not listed in 
Tables 20 or 21. 
Fblloowing the develoi,ment of eos't faetors llnd the eost~weight forrrula 
a detailed review of eaGh aeeUent involving fire was undertaken to 
estimate the eosts Of aiteraft damage. Firs,t, the description o,f. each 
ace!dent was Placed on a data collection form I'.sinp; individual case rep
otts 
or backup reports in the NTSB files. Then the lleGiden,t cost was 
es,timated based on this deseri.ption and total cos,t!j of. the involved ait-
eraft. The a"cidents found ia "briefs" for which there Welte no da,ta 
sheets were estimated based on available dll,ta. 
The results of the aeci(ient review are shown in Table H~l fo'! ailtCrllft 
destroyed in llceidents involving 
substantially damaged by fire. 
fire and in Table H-2 in Appendix H for 
Both tables llre for turbine powered U. s. 
Air Carrier Fire-Related aceidents. 
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Table 2'2 
PiREnI C'lIED VERSUS AC'I1l1M. 'Fl!JRBINE POWERED AIRCRAFT COSTS 
(l973 Do111ars) 
Predicted ': Percentage 
Actual C.,s,t ,;COSlts B'ssed I V:ad.a tion 
Weigh,t il!973 Dollars Upon Fo,=uia ' , Ae tual V:s. 
Aircraft ~e t000 1bs) ($000) ($000) ,Predicted' 
: ! , 
Boe:hng 707-100B:! 
, 
2'57.0 
, 
$ 6,.557 $ 6,97'4 5.4% 
Boebg 70'7-300B ' 333.6 i 7,299 9,370 24.7% I! 
: I 
, 
, 
Boeing 720-000B, 234.0 5,779 , 6,.2 154 6.9% 
, 
Boeing 727-Ih00C:, 169.0 5,142 i 4,220 -14.8% 
, , 
, 
BOeing 727-200 I: il!72.0' 6,315 4,314 -27.1% 
I, , 
Boe:l!ng 737-200 ' il!14.5 3,462 2,514 -2111.9% 
-Boei!ng :!~-; 710,.,0 , 21,53'3 21,150 ,I - ].6% 
' ! 
DC-8-61 325.0 7,67'3 9,.l!Oil! , 16.3% 
i , 
n€-IhO ' , 555.0 16,79!1! il!6,2~9 - 2.7% , 
, I , 
Ll!OH , 55,0.0 15,786 16,,143 Vl!% 
, 
, 
! 
I 
~ 
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Many of the accidents where aireraft were destroyed, were consjdered 
impact non-survivable. As a rule these involved severe impact damap,e such 
tha,t all occupants should have died from impact stresses. These accidents, 
34 in number, are identified by an * in Table H-1. The individual accMent 
costs developed in this ~ection will be grouped and compared in Section E. 
E. Cost Analysis Rl'sults 
1. Intr0dueti0n 
Table 23 p"esents the e0st of fire-related damage annually and 
in t0ta1 for the 12 years studied. From 1963 thr0ugh 1974 the cost of 
turbine powe"ed aireraft aceidents where the aircraft was t0ta11y 
destroyed averaged $4,339,OOm ~nd the eost of accidents involving substantial 
damage averaged $897, moo. Acciden,t "0sts have risen throMgh the past 
12 years refleeting the trend t0ward the Mse of large" and m0"e c0st1y 
aireraft by the "0romercial carrie'rs. 
As can be seen in Table 23, damage in 92 acciden.ts inv01ving 
fire between },963-1974 wtal1ed $235,614,000. 
2. 
Tables 24 and L:; Q'umna,rize the numbe"s 0f aceidents a>ld fire 
"ela,ted aecidents inv01ving t0ta}, airer"ft destruction or substantial air-
craft damage. The figures show that 75 percent of the accidents which 
destroyed the aircraft inv01ved fires, while only 15 pereent 0f the 
subs,tantial damage aeeidents did. There were 78 totally destroyed aircraft 
"nd 223 substantia},ly damaged ai""raft during the 12~year period. 
The data necessar~r to c0mpare fire inv01ved costs and total aeeident 
e0sts is summarized in T"b1e 26. The efls,ts for aecidents involving fbe 
a're taken from Table 23. The e0sts fo,r aceiden,ts without fire were c0tt'puted 
by estim"ting average ,,,,sts per "cddent and multiplying bv the number 
of n0n-fire acciden,tl3. F0r des,troyed "i"Cr/lft the average costs per 
accident are assumed to be eq,u'll whether 0,r n0t fire was involved. For 
subs,tan,tia11y damaged aircraft, the eos't per accid,ent was esti.nated at 
$imO,ooo or ab0ut three-fourths the ,,0sts for aircraft substantia.11y 
damaged when there was fire inv0:I,ved in the accidents. 
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'Fable 23 
Turbd.<Ie Pawered Aircraft Dama'geCas't 'Es,tima,tes Where Ad.rcr&ft we"'e Des1trayed 
ar Received Subs,tantia1 Dama,ge (Fire Rel!alted Accidents~N.S. Comme"'cia1 €a",,,,iers) 
1963-1:974 (l!974 ]ncomplete) 
1 Yea", Aircraft : I Condition 
! 1964 I l!966 I, 1967 
, 
I !l!969 
, 
i : lli963 1965 ' 1968 i1.97'1il 1971 1'972 1973 
i I' I 1 
,I'D d' ~ I ! I ' i I 
, ' es,t"'oye ,I i I I : , 
: Accidents II 3 1 4 i: 5 , 4 I 7 ! 8 3 6, ~ I 6 6 
1 Cost ($00(;»)' '$B,336 ,$10,,154: $l!3,604 $5,77!1! $23,8691$31,32(1)' $20,272 ,$40,,487,$24,744 $29,2].(1) 1$33,517 
I Ii I .1 ! 1 
il! ii' I I i ,I I I I' Subs,tanti&l , : II , , 
i Accidents II.' 3 2 , 2 1 ! 6 3 i' 2 3 3 3 5 I, , 
, €os,t ($001!l) I $ 3 SI!lI!lII $ :3 I!ll!ll!ll '$ iIl,BI!lI!l! $ 71!l1!l1 $ 2,361!l1 $ 2,l!1!l1!l $ 951!l1 $ 2'BI!l $ B2'1!l $ 7,11')(1): $ 7,I!ll!ll!l 
'I ' , ' 
I I 
I 
, I, Totals 
, 
I 13 :1 1l 
' , I 1 , 
Accidents II ' 6 6 , 7 ; 5 ' 5 : 9 8 9 11 I $2!1!,222f $41!l ,767 COSIt ($I!lOO) I ,$l!6,836 $13,154' $15,41!l4 '$6,47iL ,$26,229$33',4ZI!l $25,564 $36,37,(1), $40,517 
:}::.S..L';:·i;Il[~;..::",b";;L-':o' ':~h'r;.;i'k"'S.;;;;",,~;: _ .: j";..~;,>,,,~.:;_ .. " 
Tot&ls 
1974 
2 59 
$9,660 $256,1il04 
0 33 
$ 'll $ 29,611!l 
2 92 
$8,660 ;$285,614 
, 
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Fire Related 
Acddents 
NUMBER OF TIlRBINE POWERED AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 
INVOLVING TOTAL DESTRUCTION 
(U,S, COMMERCIAL CARRIERS) 
Yea,r Total 
63 64 ,65 66 67 68 ,69 70 71 72 73 74 
3 4 5 4 7 8 3 6 5 6 6 2 S9 
-
Non Fire Relat. 
Acddents 1 1 2 1 0 3 4 3 0 2 1 1 19 
.-
Totals 4 5 7 5 7 11 7 9 5 8 7 3 78 
Note: 1974 data a're preliminary. 
Table 25 
NUMBER OF TURBINE POWERJj]D AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS 
INVOLVING SUBSTANTiAL AIRCRAFT DAMAGE 
(U , S. COMMERC IAL CARRIERS) 
Year 
Total 
63 64 65 66 67168169 70 71 72 73 74 
Fire Related 
A<!c:!-dents 3 2 2 1 6 3 2 3 3 3 5 0 23 
Non Fire Rel"t. 
A<!cidents 13 8 18 24 16 18 23 14 13 19 0 4 190 
-
-
Totals 16 20 20 25 22 21 25 1,7 16 22 .5 4 223 
Note: 1974 data a,re preliminary 
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Table 26 
Damage Costs 
Category 
Destl'o:t:gdAil':('l::af t 
Accidents with fire 
Accidents with no fire 
Destroyed T0'fAL 
S ... bs·t.antia1 Damage 
Accidents with fire 
Accidents with no fire 
Substantial Bamage TOTAL 
I!!!llac.t Non-Stl~ivab1e 
(Inaluded in 
F:!.re figures 
. . 
* Rounded 
Destroyed-
above) 
No. o·f 
Aircraft 
59 
19 
-_. 
78 
33 
190 
~ 
223 
34 
58 
Average Total Cost per Cos;t Accident ($000) ($000) 
$4,339* $256,004 
4,339 82,441 
$338,445 
$ 897* $ 29,610 
700 133,000 
$162,610 
$135,829 
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With the above fi~ures we are prepared to perform the accident 
cost comparison. Three figures will be considered: 
• ')lotal cost of all U. S. Air Ca·rrier accidents substantially 
damagin~ or destroyin~ the aircraft 
• Cost of above accidents involving fire 
• Cost of damage due to fire. 
Computation of the first two valuee, is strai~htforward. Computa·tion of 
the damage due to the effects of the fires will not be possible but an 
estima·te of the upper and lower bounds of this damage will be made 
instead. 
a) Cost of 3@@ serious accidents, 1963-1974 
78 Destroyed 
222 SubstantIal 
Total 
$3313,445,000 
162,61:0,000 
$501,055,000 
b) Cos,t of 92 serious 
59 Hes·t roy<,d 
accidents involving 
$2.%,@04,OO@ 
33 Substantial 
To.tal 
29, 6J,Q, 000 
$285,614,000 
c) Cost due to the fires 
Computing this cost requires that the incremental accident 
CGsts due to the fire be isolated from accident costs that would have 
resulted had there been no fire. Because of the nature of the accident 
data, separating the two damage incremen,ts quantitatively can only be done 
in an approximate way. The limited objective of the following analysis 
is to be able to determine a range within whi0h fire-caused dama~e costs 
mus·t fall. When the 0Gsts of aircraft i<mown to have been destroyed by 
impact stresses are removed from the fire rela,ted acciden.t costs the result 
is an upper limit on the costs due to fire. 
Cost of 92 Accidents Involving Fire: 
Cost of 34 Impact~Destroyed Aircraft: 
Maximum Cost ot Fire-Caused Jilamage 
1963-1974 (57 accidents) 
59 
$285,614,000 
135,829,000 
$149,785,000 
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Next, the lower bound on fire damage cost will be computed. 
The lower bound must be at least the cost of. the 13 accidents listed in 
Table 27. These are the accidents where impact damage was slight, overall 
damage severe and where accident reports specifically identified 
dea,ths from fire damage. The lower bound on fire damage costs is 
$42,336,000 based upon these reports. Thus, it is estimated based on the 
above that the cost of aircraft damage caused by fire during the 12 years 
probably falls within the range $42,336,000 to $149,785,000. The avera~e 
fire loss per year, therefore, ranp,es from $3.5 million to $12.4 million 
and this is the material loss subject to reduction by improved fire hardenin~ 
of aircraft. 
F. Personll1 Injudes andl'ataHties (Judgemgnts and, H",ttlem",nts) 
Although the cost impact of personal injuries and fatalities was 
beyond the scope of the study, the information on personnel injury 
judgements and settlements shown in Tables 28 and 29 obtained from the 
(ilffi"e of the General Counsel of the Civil Aeronautics Board are included 
here as a IllIltter of in,terest. As shown in Table 28, "Passen~er Death 
Recoveries-U.S. 
1974 was $233,210 
Ca,rriers," the 
* (non Warsaw). 
average passenger death settlement in 
This amount eompares with an avera~e 
of only 49,000 in 1964 reflecting an averap,e 16 percent inerease per 
year over the period 1964 through 1974. 
SimilarlY"the Gost of serious injury settlements have also had a 
dralllatic increase. As shown in Table 29. "Passenger Serious Injury 
Reco'leries--U. S. Ca,rriers," the average passenger serious injury 
settlement in<:reased from $34,740 in 1964 to $171,323 in 1974. 
It is noted that at least 320 dea,ths were speeifielllly asedbed to 
fire in Cha,pter IV and a minimum of 2'56 dell,ths were found due to fire in 
turbine powered aireraft in table 27 (using a slightly different accident 
population). Multiplying this number of deaths by the $233,000 averap,e 
1974 death settlement, it is seen that fatality costs a,re comparable to damage 
cost estimates made in tl)e p,revious section. Of course, if injury settle· 
ments were also added the human cos,ts would exceec:l the damap,e costs. 
*' Appendix I defines 
agreement limiting 
transportation. 
the terms "Warsaw" and "Non-Warsaw" whicn relate to an 
liability for claims arising out of international 
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Table 27 
Cost of Turbine Powered Aircraft Damage in Accidents 
with Moderate, Minor or no Impact Dama~e 
but Aircraft Destroved or Substantia11v DamaRed bv Fire 
Fatalities 
Accident Damage Per Accident Aircraft Model Number Estimate Date ($000) 
Total Fire C.a\lsed 
Fa.t.a1. Acci-ients,: 
1-30-74 707-321B $ 8,660 96 95 
6- 7-71 CV580 (modified from CV440) 692 28 27 
11-27-70 DC8-63F 10,360 47 47 
11-11-65 727-22 43 43 
11-23-64 707-331 8,660 48 44 
9-13-65 CV8811 2,444 
--
--
I T0[ALS nO,816 262 256 
O,ther Ac,ci,dents: 
3-18-71 L382B (Turboprop) $ 500 
-- --
8- 8-71 V745D 20 
--
--5-10-72 DC9-31 Stretch 6,1100 
-- --
11-21-73 DC9-32 2,O@1l 
--
-
3-26-65 707-321 l,O@O 
-- --1-16-74 7@7-13111 l,01l@ 
--5-18-72 DC9-31 1,@@0 
-- --
'-, 
T0TALS $11,5211 
'Total Accident C'ost 
Involving Destruct:l.on $42,336 
Plu"'::uh"t ••• ~1 " .~ 
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Table 28 
Passenger Death Recoveries (Including Both Judgements and Settlements) 
in Warsaw and Non-Warsaw Cases--U.S. Carriers 
Set tlemen.t No. o,f Total AverslI:e 
Year Settlements Settlements per Death 
NON-WARSAW 
1964 1 $ 49,000 $ 49,O{,f'l 
1965 23 1,384,724 60,20l> 
1966 46 4,708,476 102,358 
1967 29 1,793,546 61,846 
1968 117 13,366,488 114,243 
1969 128 18,000,079 141'),625 
1970 112 18,518,52f, 165,343 
1971 170 21,035,249 123,736 
1972 165 20,189,129 122,358 
1913 99 14,676,136 148,243 
1974 141 32,882,650 233,210 
Totals 1031 146, 60t, , 001 142,195 
WARSAW 
1964 2 17,567 8,783 
1965 39 369,102 9,464 
1966 24 223,216 9,31')0 
1967 13 182,093 14,007 
1968 11 721,685 65,607 
1969 29 1,791,996 61,792 
1970 17 1,003,690 59,040 
1911 30 1,477,766 49,258 
1972 16 706,996 44,187 
1973 28 6,143,020 219,393 
1974 13 715,918 55,070 
'totals 222 13,353,049 61'),148 
Source: Civil Aeronau,tics Board, Office of the 
General Counsel 
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Table 29 
Passenger Serious Injury Recoveries 
Warsaw and Non-Warsaw Cases--U.S. Carriers 
. 
Year No. of Total Averap.e per Settlements Settlements Serious Injury 
NON-I~ARSAW 
1:964 6 $ 36,748 $ 6,124 
1965 11 77',488 7,044 
1966 25 1,018,857 40,754 
1967 23 1,115,93@ 48,518 
1968 25 fl77,422 39,<'196 
1969 35 1,476,851 42,195 
1970 38 2,411,662 63,464 
1971 41 973,187 23,736 
1972 25 717,l1Q 28,684 
1973 37 1,939,096 52,4@8 
1974 75 12,849,250 171.323 
Totals 341 23,593,610 69,189 
HARSAW 
19·64 1 60 60 
1965 8 37,089 4,636 
1966 5 48,882 9,776 
1967 1 750 750 
1968 2 1,750 875 
1969 5 27,704 5,540 
1970 8 98,421 12,302 
1971 31 199,777 6,444 
1972 46 955,765 20.177 
1973 23 805,600 35,026 
1974 22 1,074,303 48,831 
Totals 152 3,250,101 21.382 
Source: Civil Aeronautics Board. Office of the 
General Ceunsel 
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320 x $233,000 - $74,560,000 Estimated Fatality Cost du~ to 
Fires, 1963-1974. 
A copy of the CAB document entitled, "Levels of Recoveries on Account 
of Passenger Deaths and Serious Injuries 1.n Airplane Accidents," with 
respect to accidents occurring in calendar years 1960 through 1969 is 
included in Appendix I. Appendix J contains four tables obtained from 
the CAB updating the data shown in the earlier report covering settlement 
data for the years 1970 through 1974. 
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VII RESHLTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. General Remarks 
The object of this study was to provide a basis fo,r assessing the 
extent of total personnel, aircraft ilnd property damage occurring in 
accidents and in accidents involving fire in lJ.S. con.mercial aircraft 
for the period 1963-1,974. A further objective was to assist in deter-
mining the degree to which lIIateria!s with imp,roved fire resistance or 
de"reased toxicity could reduce injuries, fatalities and aircraft dama·p,e 
C0StS. 
The study "oncerned only fixed wing aircraft operated by N.S. 
Certificated Route and Supplemental Air Carriers, scheduled and non-
scheduled, domestic and international. "Accidents" (which involve death, 
serious inju,ry, or i!ubstantial damage by NTSll definition) as well as 
generally less serious "incidents" involving fire w"re s,tudied. Other 
reported flame and sm<Jke occ""rren"es we,re alSG no.ted and disc",ssed. 
The app,roach adGpted was to (Oollect all available accident and 
jncident repo,rts invGlving fi.re infliRht, Gn the gro",nd and after impact. 
Data sources inc1",ded CAB and NTSB accident briefs, NTSB-published 
Air"raft Accident Reports, NTSB "oded ac"ident data, inves,tiRlltors' 
factual reports '''ade available from the NTSB' s WashinRton files, and 
files maintained by tohe National Fire PrG,tecUGn Associa'tion. A printout 
showing all 1910-1914 flame and sm<lke reports (Service Difficulty Reports--
SDRs) involving N. S. Air Carriers was obtained from the FAA to supplemen,t 
the accid'ent and in(ddent data. 
The analysis invGlved detailed examinattiGn <If the individual reports 
Gf each fire-illvGlved ilccident, extracting and assembling statistics 
cGmparing these from seve,ral pGints Gf view, and a C<lst analysis which 
compared damage costs fo,r s .. rio\1s acciden,ts with damage costs fo,r the 
serious accidents involving aircraft fires. 
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The d'Bra obtained during the study were sufficien·t to all<>w the 
extent of personnel, aircraft and property damage in U.S. commercial 
aircra·ft between 1963-1974 to be assessed. However, data concerning 
the propagation of fires within the cabin, details concerning injuries 
and fatalities caused by to~<ic gases, and information relating reported 
fire factors to aircraft infterior mate,ria1s "ou1d not be obtained in 
spite of intensive searching. These probably do not exist, and controlled 
experimentation may, therefore, be necessary to B·tudy these factors 
adequately. The cos't impac t of personal inj u'ries was outside the scope 
of the study, but some data bea·ring on these cos'ts were obtained and 
repo,rted. 
B. Summary !If R¢su1J:E! 
A gteat many detailed accident and "os't statistics were developed 
during the study. A few of the major results are swnma,rized below: 
* 
* 1. Between 1963 a,nd 1974 there were 71:3 U.S. Air Carrier 
2. 
"aaaiden,ts". Excluding non-crash turbulence-injury 
accidents there were .545 accidents, an average of about 45 
per yea,r. Fire destroyed the aircraft in app,roximate1y 
1(i) percen,t of these cases. 
There were 158 U.S. Air Ca,rrier accidents involving fire 
during 1963-1974 and 122 of these, approximately l(i) per year, 
involved the airframe. The res·t we·re engine or wheel nacelle 
fires. 
3. A minimum of 31 of the 1265 serious injuries in aircraft 
aCGidents we·re aSGtibed to fire effects in the accident 
reports. 
4. A minimum of :;~0 of the 2530 reported fata1:l-ties in aircraft 
acciden,t13 were aSGribed to fire effects in the accident reports, 
but 2116 of the deaths occurred in fire-related accidents. 
1974 da,ta are incomplete peFt!l,lg NTSB dete,tmlination of cause fo~' 
23 accigents. These have nO'll been included in any of the reported res\llts. 
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5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
1.0. 
11. 
12. 
An everwhelming ntllj,erity ef the 122 airframe fire accidents 
were characterized by cellisien er abnermal centact with the 
greund. Only 4 ef the airframe accidents "ere assigned te the 
inflight fires accMent type by the NTSB. 
Half ef the airframe fire a"cidents eccurred durinp; the landing 
phase. 
Mere than half ef the aircraft accident deaths in fire-related 
accidents eccu'rred in 39 ac"idents designated nen-survivable. 
An additienal six accidents were believed prebably nen-
survivable. Fire ultimately des'treyed the aireraft er "aused 
substantial damage in 26 ef these 45 accidents but their deaths 
and damage weuld have eccurred even witheUit the fires. 
The ability e,f passengers te evacuate in time te aveid beceming 
incapacitated by fire er its effects was imp,nrtant in at 
leas,t 12 fa tal aceid.ents. 
In ~. least 21 aceidents, impreved fire suppresien systems 
and/er fuel inertinr, "euld have re<lu"ed oreperty lesses. 
Impact damage was relativ .. ly light and fire damaRe severe 
in these cases. 
Al'l'reximately 8S percent ef the fires invelving the airframe 
were after-impact fires. A similar result was reperted in a 
CAB study eeverin.p., accidents frem 1955~1962. 
Fuel related fa"t0rs aeeeut-I,t fer mere than half ef the fires 
in the 49 ?ccidents where fire cause was knewn. Fuel was net 
a majer f"cter in reported "incidents." 
In addi tien te accidents and incidents the': "ere 218 flame 
et" smeke eccurrences invelving aircraft cabins in the 5 years 
197-@-H74: 26 occurre<l in the lavate,ries; 9:-> in the galleys 
(including 49 in evens and 27 in ceffeemakers) ; and 97 in the 
remaind,er 0f the cabin (4l in the air cenditioninv, system, 
11 in the lights and 10 in equipment and fu'rnishiags, such as 
sea,ts). There were an additional 5/,7 flame and smeke reports 
which did ue-t invelve the cabin area. 
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13. 
14. 
15. 
There were approximately five million departures per year of 
the aircraft studied, and, therefore, s ra,te of app,roximate1y 
1. i airframe fire accidents per million departures. There 
were also @.4 fire incidents per m.i11ion departu'res and 6 
f1ama and smoke cabin SDRs per mi11.ion departures. (Data 
period 197@-1973). 
Damage costs in 3@@ serious turb.ine-powered aircraft accidents 
(both fire and non-fire) averaged $l,665,@@0 per accident. 
Damage cOsts in 92 serious turbine-powered a.ircraft accidents 
involving f.ire avera'ged )13,105,@0@ per accident. 
It was net possible te determine the cost of d'amage specifically 
due te fire because the relative contribu,tions ef impac 10 and 
f.ire to overall damage ceu1d net be dete,rmined for many cases. 
Instead, upper and lower bounds en costs due te fire have been 
estab1.ished: Fire-caused damage was es'tab1ished as falling 
between $42,336,000 and $149,/85,000 durin,g the 12 years 
studied. 
* 16. Turbine-pewered aircraft damage in 300 serieus accidents, 
1963 ... 1974, studied fe'r the Gost analysis are summarized 
below: 
Bllmage in all 300 serieus accidents $501,000,000 
Bamage in n se,rious accidents involving fire $286, (;)00,@00 
Damage Gaused by fire $ 42,000,00C 
te $150,@0I},(;)@(;) 
COnclusipnS 
1. Based en 12 years of accident data (1974 illcemp1ete), app,rox"" 
imate1y 60 repertab1e aircraft accidents can be expected per 
year. Approxima,te1y 15 ef these will be nen ... crash events 
involving iaf1ight turbu:i,eace, and abou,t 10 accidents per year 
will inve1ve fires affecting the a:i.rframe. 
Average domes,tic dea,th recovery was app",oximate1y $142,00@ per fatality 
over the study period. 
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2. The incidence 0f in,flight fires leading to a crash has been 
quite rare. Since 1963, eighty-seven percent 0f the fires 
inv0lving the airframe 0ccurred after impact, with fuel the 
maj0r fact0r in ~hese fires. 
3. The p0tential benefits fr0m fire hardening aircraft are 
limited by severi ty 0f impac t. His t0rically, 65 percent 
4. 
5. 
6. 
0,f the fatalities in fire-related accidents have 0ccurred in 
crashes whicll were judged to be impact-n0nsurviva,ble. Assuming 
the same ra'te, fire Ilardening at best can be expe"ted to 
influence the survival, 0n tile average, 0,= appr0xilfiately 68 
pers0ns per year. Imp'r0ving tile impact su,rvivabili ty 0f ai rcr~ft, 
1l0wever, w0uld result in a greater number 0f pe0ple threatened 
by a subsequent fire. U0r", than half 0f tile impact-n0nsurvivable 
ac"idents als0 inv0lved substantial damage 0r t0tal destructi0n 
in a subseq",ent fire. 
Existing a""ident data p,r<lbably d0 n0t supp0rt an analysis 0f 
tile m0de 0,f pr0pagati0n 0f fires witllin tile aircraft cabin. 
This is pr"bab ly bet ter s,t"died thr0ug" c0ntr0lled experimen ta'ti0n. 
Serious aircraft accidents will C0St a,t least $42,800,@(')O in 
aircraft d'amages per year, and accidents inv0lving fire are 
expected to appr0ximate $24,(')00,00(') 0f these C0StS per year. Based 
0n 1974 average domestic deat" rec"veries, the settlement C0StS 
f0r fa,talities exp"'" ted in all accidents c0uld reach $t,g ,0(')0, 0(')fl 
pe'r year (1974 d0llars), and the deat"s due r0 Iire related 
accidents w0uld leep,resent $41,000,(,)00 0f this C0St. Pers0nal 
injury "0StS are al"0 expected to be ab0"t $70,0(')@,@@0 annually 
(1974 d011ars). 
'!'"e average l!1.S. accident pers0nal injury payment as a result 
0,f c0mmercial carrier death settlements and/0r C0u,rt judgements 
has increased 0ver 16% since 1964 ($49,0@0 in 1964 to $233,210 
in 1974). These settlements n0W represent ab0ut haH 0' the 
t0tal C0St 0f aircraft accidents and sh0uld be studied in-depth. 
It is rec0mmended tha,t m01:e specific inf0,rma,ti0n be 0btained 
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to discove'r the cost of fire~related personal injury 
settlements and judgements and to compare these costs with 
total settlements and judgements from all accidents. This 
analysis would require extt..nsive Gontacts with individual 
airline companies, insurance ca'rriers, the CAB, and the 
Airline Transportation Association, in order to obtain detailed 
information on each settlement or judp,ement and to determine 
the extent of fire-related damap,es, inJuries and deaths. 
Although the effo,rt would be r.rduous, it would p,rovide a mot"e 
definitive analysis of the total cost 0:: aircraft fires 
aboard commercial carrie,rs and is essential to complete the 
analysis of fire related costs. 
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;\ppendfx ;\ 
llEFINInONS 
This appendix defines some of the term
s used in this report. In 
particular. "accident" as used by NTSB
 refers to a specific event occurring
 
within a specific "time" relating to 
flight:. It should not be confused 
with a "crash" ot "collision." 
"Service Difficulty Reports." a term 
used by the FAA }Iain tenance 
Analysis Center to refer to Mechanica
l Reliability Reports, }ffiRs, and 
Mechanical Interruption Summary Repor
ts, MISs, are defined by Federal 
Aviation Regulations 121. 703 and 705 w
hich are included here. Data for 
1970-1914 is computer coded and "'as us
ed in that format for this report. 
"Flight purpose" and "phase of operat
ion" are discussed briefly. 
"Severity and impa<:t codes" as used in
 the analysis were taken from 
data furnished for each accident on th
e "Aircraft Accident Analysis 
Sheet," NTSB Form 6120.12. The codes 
aad their definitions are discussed 
here. 
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a. Airaraft Aaaident means an occurrence associated with the 
opera'tion of an aircraft which takes place between the time any person boards 
the aircraft with the intention of flight until such time as all such persons 
have disemba,rked, in which any person suffers death or serious injury as 
a result of being in or upon the aircra,ft or by direct contact with the 
aircraft or anything attached thereto, or the aircraft receives substantial 
damage. 
b. FataL InjU!l'Y means any injury which results in dea,th within 
7 days. 
a. Operator means any person who aauses or a:Jthorizes the operations 
of an airaraft, such as the owner, lessee, or bailee of an a~rcraft. 
d. Serious InjUI'Y means any injury which: 
1) Requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours, commencing 
withil1 seven days from the da,te the inju,ry was received; 
2) Results in a fracture of any bone (except s,imple fractures 
of fingers, toes o,r nose); 
3) Involves lacerations which cause severe hemorTha~es, nerve, 
muscle, or tendon damage; 
4) Involves injury to any internal organ; or, 
5) Involves second or third degree burns, or any burns 
affecting more than five percen,t of the body surface. 
e. SUbstantiaL Damage means: 
1) Except as p,rovided in subparagraph (2) of this pacragraph, 
substanti"l damage means damage or structur"l failure which adversely 
affect", the struectural strength, performance, or flight characteristics 
of the aircraft, and which would normally require maj,or repair or replace-
ment of the affected "omponel1t. 
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2) Engine failure, damage limited to an engine, bent fairings 
or cowling, dented skin, small punctured holes in the skin or fabric, ground 
damage to roter or propeller blades, damage te landing gear, wheels, tires, 
flaps, engine accessories, brakes, or wing tips are not considered "sub-
stantial damage" fo,r the purpose of this part. 
f. Inoidents. Procedures fllr NTSB/FAA participation in incident 
investigations will be the same as in accident investigations. For the 
purpose of notification, investigation and reporting in accerdance with 
this handbook the fol1ewing will apply: 
1) In ... flight fire. 
2) Rapid decOlhplOession, requiring emergency action. 
3) l!Jnwan,ted er asymmetriaal reversal. 
4) Flight <oentrol system malfunction or failure. 
5) Inability of any required flight crewmember te perform his 
nermal flight duties as a result of inju,ry or illness. 
6) Daring ground operations ef an aircraft with engine(s) 
functioning witheu,t the intention of flight any person su{fers death 
o,r serious inj,ary as a result of being in o,r upen the aircraft o'r by direct 
eontact with the aircraft or anything attached thereto, or the aircraft 
reee:!-ves substantial damage. 
7) 'turbine engine roto,r failares excluding cempress:)r blades 
and tl'lrbine b"ckets. 
8) Aireraft cellide :i.1I flight. 
9) Any occurrenae relaied te aviation safety. This includes, 
but is net necessarily limited to, such items as near midair cellisions, 
parachute jumping in}uries, o,r threats er acts of sabo,tage. 
Source: HANDBOOK: AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INCIDENT INVESTIr.ATION AND REPORTINC. 
Handbook 8020.lA. Washington: Federal Aviation Administra,tion, 
September 18, 1968 (4/70 repdnted to include changes 1 through 
3), pp. 1-2. 
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A.2 ~!1rviceD!l.fficulty Reports 
§ Z2Z. 703. MeC'haniaaZ Reliability Repol'ts. 
a. Each certificate holder shall report the occurrence or detection 
of each failure, malfunction, or defect concer.ning--
1) Fires during flight and whether the related fire-warning 
system functioned properly; 
2) Fires during flight not prote"ted by a rela,ted fire-
warning system; 
3) False fire warning during flight; 
4) An engine exhaust system that causes damalle during flight 
to the engine, adj,a"ent structure, equipmen,t, o,r components; 
5) An air"raft component that causes accumulation or circula,tion 
of smoke, vapor, or toxic or noxious fumes in the crew compartment or 
passenger cabin during flight; 
6) Engine shutdown during flight because of flameout; 
1) Engine shutdown during flight when external damage to 
the engine or airplane stru"ture occurs; 
8) Engine shutdown durinll flillht due to foreign 0bject ingestion 
or i<>1ng; 
9) Engine shu,tdown during flight of more than one enlline; 
l@) A propeller 
to control overspeed du,rin,g 
featheriItIl 
flight; 
system or ability of the system 
11) A fuel or fllel ... dumping system tha,t affects fuel flow or 
causes hazardous leakage during flillht; 
12) A landing gear extension o,r retra"tion or openin,1I or closinll 
of landin,g gear doors durinll flight; 
13) Brake system c"mponents that result in loss of brake actlla,tinll 
force when the airplane is in motion on the ground; 
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14) Aircraft structure that requires major repair; 
15) Cracks, permanent deformation, or corrosion of aircraft 
structures, if more than the ma'Kimum acceptable to the manufacturer or 
the FAA; and 
16) Aircra,ft components or systems that result in takin~ 
emergency actions during flight (except action to shut down an engine). 
b. For the purpose of this section "du,ring flight" means the 
period from the moment the aircraft leaves the su,rface of the ea,rth on 
take-off until it touches down on landing. 
c. In addition to the reports required by parag\~aph (a) of this 
section, each certificate holder shall report any oth<>r failure, malfunction, 
or defect in an aircraft that occu,rs 0'1' is detected at any time if, in its 
opinion, that failure, Iilalfunction, or defect has endangered or may endanger 
the safe operation of an aircraft used by it. 
d. Each certifica,te holder shall send each report required by this 
section, in w'riting, covering each 24-h,mr period beginning at 0900 hou,rs 
local time of eaeh day and ending a,t 0900 hou·rs local time on the next 
day, to the FAA maintenance inspector assigned to its operations. The 
report must be delivered to him by 0900 hours local time on the following 
day. However, a report tha't is due on Saturday or Sund'ay may be delivered 
on the following Monday and one that is due on a holiday may be delivered 
on the next workday. 
e. The certifica,te holder shall transmit the reports required 
by this seetlon in a manner and on a form that is eonvenient to its system 
of communication and p,rocedure, and shall include in the first daily repo'rt 
as much of the following as is available: 
1) Type and identification number o,f the aircraft. 
2) The name of the operator. 
3) The date, flight numbe,r, and stage during which the incident 
occurred (e.g., preflight, takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, landing, 
and ins'pection). 
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4) The emergency procedure !'ffected (e.g., unscheduled landing 
and emergency descent). 
5) The nature of the failure, malfunction, or defect. 
6) Identification of the part and system involved, including 
available informaUon pertaining to type designation of the major 
component and time since overhaul. 
7) Appa,rent cause of the failure, malfunction, or defect 
(e.g., wea,r, crack, design deficiency, or personnel error). 
8) Whether the pa,rt was repaired, replaced, sent to the 
manufacturer, or other action taken. 
9) Whether the aircraft was grounded. 
10) Other pertinent informa'tion necessary for more complete 
identification, dete,rmination of seriousness, or corrective action. 
f. A certificate holder that is also the hoilder of a Tyfie 
Certifica,te (including a Supplemental Type Certifica,te), a Parts 
Manufacturer Approval (PMA), or a TSO authorization, or tha1t is the licensee 
of a Type Certificate, need not report a failure, malfunction, or defect 
under this section if the failure, malfunction, or defect 
has been reported by it under §21.3 o,r §37.l; of this chapter or under 
the accident reporting provisions of Pa,rt 430 of the regula,tions of the 
National Transportation Safety Board. 
g. No perSon may withhold a repo,rt required by this section 
even though all information required in this section is not available. 
h. When a eertificate holder gets add'itional informa,tion, including 
information from the manufactu'rer or other agency, concerning 11 report 
required by this section, it Shall expeditiouSly subm'it it as a supplement 
to the first report and reference the date and place of submission of 
the first report. 
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§ Z2Z.?05. MechanicaZ Inteppuption SummapY Repopt. 
Each certificate holder shall reRularly and promptly send a 
summary repert on the following occu,rrences to the Administrator: 
a. Each interruption to a flight, unscheduled chanRe of aircraft 
en rout~, or unscheduled stop or diversion from a route, caused by known 
or suspected mechanical difficulties or malfunctions that are not required 
to be reported under § 121. 703. 
b. The number of enRines removed prematurely because of malfunct:'.,,", 
failure or defect, listed by make and model and the aircraft type in which 
it was installed. 
c. The number of propeller featherings in flight, listed by type 
of prapelle,r and engine and airplane an which it was installed. Propeller 
fea'therings for training, demonstration, o,r flight check purposes need 
not be reported. 
Source: Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 121: Certification and 
Opera,tions: DOl!lestic, Flag, and Supplemental Air Ca'rriers and 
Commercial Operators of Large Aircraft (published April 1974) 
A.3 ];'light ,PuxP<>!!!! 
The accidents were divided aceerding to purpose of flight, that is 
ps'ssenger, carge and ferry er training fliPihts. This was dene tc> keep 
perspective on numbers of persons involved in the aecidents. In carp,o 
flights, an average of 3 persons were abeard and the aircraft type 
included planes which did not show up among passenger flights, such as 
C46 and GA3'8211 (Hercules). Another fact af interest was that 16 of the 
31 cargo flights were military aon-tract flights. (Only 5 of the 18 
passenger flight accidents involved military contracts.) 
Five flights were ferry and 8 were training flights. Again these 
in~"lved fewer people, an average of 6 eaah for the ferry flights and 5 
each fer the training flights. The training flights are often involved 
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practicing landing maneuvers and in 2 cases, the accidents occu,rred during 
a missed approach practice. 
The remaining 78 accidents occurred with passenger flights and thus 
involved a much large,r number of people. 
A.4 Pb:aE!e .I'/f Qpe.ration 
Each aeciden,t or ineident Oo1eurs during a speeified "phase of 
opera,tion," The five major phases were used in the analysis and Bubphases 
were included in the discoussion of "after impact" fires to better under-
stand when the accident oceurred. the phases are as follows: 
Static 
tad 
Takeoff 
In.flight 
Landing 
Starting engine, idling, engine runup 
To take off, from landing 
Ground run, initial climb, aborted 
Climb, crui.Be. descending, holding 
In traffic pattern, initial approach, 
final approaeh, level off/toucohdown, 
rollaut, ga-around, missed app,roach 
A.S Accident~Codes--Seveliityand Damag@ 
In addition to the aireraft accident "briefs" fo,r all and the 
published "Aircraft Aecident Reports" for 64 of the 122 fire involved 
accidents, certain eoded information wa,s received from NTSB for each 
acciden,t. This d'Qta "onsisted of infolCmation from the "Aircraft Acocident 
Analysis Sheet," NTSB Farm 6120.12, prepared for eaeh aecident. In 
particula,r da,ta hom Card No. 20, HUllUln FIlct",,:s, and Calid No. 21, Fire 
Inf orma,t ion , was recoeived and the following elements were used and 
appear on the tables describing eaeh aeeiden,t in Appendix D: 
~-
r-
Card 
20 Human 
Factars 
21 nre 
Infor" 
mation 
Column 
23 Impact 
Severity 
32-35 D8l!Iase 
Severit.y 
Cockpit, 
FOl'ward, 
Center and 
After Cabin 
44-4" Deaths 
Resulting 
From Fire 
After Impact 
19 Location of Fire 
27 Flre Damage 
Codes • 
A Minor 
B Moderate 
C Severe 
D Extreme 
A Extreme 
B Severe 
C Moderate 
D Minor 
E None 
A Powerplant 
B BaggaRs compartment 
C Passenger cabin 
D Cockpit 
E Wheei nacelle 
F WinK 
G Empennage 
y Other 
Z Unknown/not 
A Dest,royed 
B Substantia,l 
C Minor 
D None 
r;eported 
Z Unknown/not reported 
Definitionst 
Genera,lly extreme viII be related to non-
survivable accidents. ~evere--sli~htly 
less than extreme .. :Iere dama~(' is exten-
siv(;. :md aircraft demolished. but survival 
is fact or could have been fact. 
ModeI'"ate and IDinor should he easily deter-
mined fI'"om investigative evidence. 
In this and other human factors areas the 
analyst must. equate the cfrcumstances to 
the values using his/her personal exper-
ience and judp,:ment as the yardstick. 
[No cofuioents g-iven; assumed similar to a~ove 1 
Code on all fatal accidents when Fire 
After Impact, Card No. 01. column 35 
is coded. 
For columns 17 thru 29, code all applicable 
Hems for accidents involv!n!!; fire, both 
pre-impact fire and fire after impact. 
[No comments p;iven bllt are same categories 
as ove:ca'll adir:c.raft dama~e. only COItll';·-':lt 
for that refers to m:Lssin~ .;i,rcraft. 1 
Additional codes were examined but not used in this r:epo:ct's ans'lysis • 
• Code f:corn Manual of Code Classif:i:cat:Lons 
tDefini·tions from NT!lB Bureau of Avi'ation Safety, Sa,fety Anal-ysis DiVision. Evaluation Branch. A~'MLYST'S 
HANDBOOK. PARII' II: GUliDE FOR USINr. 'TIllE MAf'IUA'L OF CODE CLASSLFICATIONS. revised IJ)73. 
ORlGINAIl PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALT.rY, 
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Appendix B 
~ETAILE~ ACCIDENT SUMMARY STATISTICS 
The tahles in this appendix give numbers 0f all fixed wing U. s. Air 
Carrier accidents with vari01lS elharacteris,ties fr0m 1963-1974 (1974 
ine0mp1ete) by year, by aircraft type by year, and by accident type. 
Fire accidents are included in the last tW0 tables a,s c0mparis0ns. 
~ata for all accid,ents were taken from accidan,t briefs and/0r summary 
tables from thp fol10wing sources: 
1963 C0mputer printou. of "Brieft- 0f Acciden,ts/Incidents, 
U.S. Air Carrie"., Over 12,500 1bs., 1963" (unpublished) 
from NTSH, Informa,ti0n Systems B· allelh, Bureau 0f Aviation 
3afety (reeleived April 1975). 
1964-1969 A STUIDY OF U.S. AIR CARRIER ACCIDENTS, 1964-1969, Rep0rt 
NTSll AAS-72~5, Washington, ~.C.: National Tr"nspo,.ta,ti0n 
Safety B0"rd, May 1972. 
197(i)-1972 ANNUAl" REVIEWS OF AIRCRAFT ACCI~ENT mATA, U.S. AIR CARRIER 
OPERATIONS, 197(i)~1972, Report NTSB-ARC~74~l, Hashillgt0n, 
~.C.: Na,tiona1 Tr"nsporta'tion Safety Board, Ap,ril 1-'174. 
1973 ANNHA:" REVIEWS OF AIRCRAFT ACCI~ENT ~ATA, H.S. AIR CARRIER 
OPERArIONS, 1-973, Rep0rt NTSB-ARC-74 ... 2. Hashington, ~.C.: 
Nationa:!- Transporta,tiGn Safety Board, Oct0be". 1974. 
1974 C"mputar print"ll,t 0f "ll,riefs 0f Acciden,ts, H. S. Air Carriers--
Includes Only Accidell,ts in Which a Causal Determinati,m 
Has Been Made, 1974" (lJnpublished) fr"m NTSB, Info~ti"n 
Systems Branch, Bureau of Aviati0n Safety (received 
Janu",ry 1975). 
One adeiti0na1 table gives number of departu,res 0f H. S. Air Carrier 
Certifielated Route Carriers fo,,, 1970-1973 and dep'a,rtll,res "nd aLL aCGidents 
and fire accidents fa" 1972-1973 by turbine p0wered aircraft by type. 
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Table D-l 
ALL U.S. AIR CARRIER ACCIDENTS (FI-XED WHIG), 1963·1974 (1974 Inc.oroplete) 
(Non·Grnsh Turbulence Ac.cidenta in Parentheses) 
P:urpPfU!, P:hasc _pf _Clpcration Airc.rn(,t. Damage In1ury Index Turbu-
~ ~ £Q E/T ~ ~ .!Q __ ,_,_ -1:!!....- !!E. .!!!:.!!. ....fu!!L. .1i!!l..- --'i2!!...- Fut. ~!W!. Non ~ 
1963 48 2: :!1(13) 
12 3 4 
Total 
_
_ .,,~5" -3....! _1 __ 
65" 6 4" ';,(1'3) 
1964 
" 16 
J 
'roral 76 
1965 64 
Total 
12 
~---O;;80'--- 4 
1966 53 
10 
1967 53 
, 
Tocal 69 
1968 55 
6 
Total ~~7;;;O'--- 6 
19ii9 55 
Total 
1970 44 
6 
4 
Total 
19701 42 
5 , 
Total. 
45 
J 
50 
1913 34 
6 
1974" 2" 
Prel'illl 1 
1 3 10 18(9) 
1 5 1 
, l 
2"4E~ 
1 
1 
4 5 
1 3 
29(13) 
• 
23(ll) 
1 
4 
-,iB'lU), 
2 5 27(13) 
2 , 
1 _, __ 
-1""6 28U3} 
6 2 1 30(19) 
3 1(1') 
2 
"""6 2" '6 -JlI(20) 
6 8 6 25(20) 
1 
, 1 1 
{i 9'"8 26(20) 
2 
52 
4 
4 
1 
-, 
J 21(14) 
1 1 
6 5 17(13) 
1 1 
2 
20(1-2) 
14(1) 
18 
4 
J 
~ 
25"(L) 
, 
_1_ 
35(1) 
2:l 
5 
.l 
-2-8~ 
18 
5 
, 
.,.,-
19 
6 
5 
...".-
16 
5 
__ 4_ 
.,.,-
H 
3 
1 
,,-
12 (1) 
2 
J 
--mIT 
8 
4 
, 
~ 
5(1) 
1 
Total 
o --2~"--" 2 1 2" - 14 fIJI) --6-ciy 
1963- 574 
i9'74 90 
Tot:a1 ___ 49 
HT 
37 39 
1 , 
l -' 
39 51 
56 265(164) 
19 14(1) 
] __ 8. 
82 28'1(1.651 
175"(3) 
47 
2!!:...-
252."{J) 
6 
3 
2 
111 
25 
, 
J 
--,,-----
36(1) 
H 
J 
12 50(1) 
1 
8 
4 
2 
14 
, 
2 
1 
10 
, 
3 
2 
--;:;; 
6 
2 
-; 
4 , 
2 
U 
3 
1 
1 
33 
3 
_5_ 
Ol 
27 
6 
6 
,,-
18(1.) , 
.4 
27(oU 
20 
1 
, 
,..-
17 
4 
2(2) lS(U) 6 
3 
J • 
rz---
22 
8 
2 
32 
3(2) li(n 8(1) 16{9o) 26 
12 
2 
18(13) 
1 
4 
22(13) 
1 
To 
" 10 
-,-- 19'(U) - -,- 23(11') 6 --1 42 
U(U) , 
2 
111(1'1) 
2 
-,-. - l~(n) -,-- 2ieH) 
6 
2 
l 
-, 
24 
4 
.4 
32 
3(: ) 16(10) 
1 
---w-;- """"lffiO) 
3(1) 
1(1-) 
25(17) , 
1 
t.'(f) ~ ~ 
SCl) 2"(18) 
1 
""""5"(2) 25 (18) 
6(4) 17(12) 
4(-1-) 18(1'3) 
3 
2 
l 
.-.-
3 
1 
1 
29(19) 6 
3(:') 1 
1 
33(20) 1 
27(20) 2 
19 
, 
6 
" 
11 
4 
5 
20 
20 
2 
• 2i 
23(-16) 
1 
, 13 
2 
26('16) 
21(14) 
2 
1 2 
1 
-.-u; 
15 
2 
-, ~ qTr nUJ) -,--
, 
6 
1 
--; 
2 
68 
32 
13 
ill 
17 
2 
2 
zr-
! 
260(2) 
53 
1L-
3"'-8(02,) 
5(2) 
1 
5(1) 
40(18) 
1'(1) 
4"t(19) 
17(12) 
17(12-) 
1 
14(11) 
206 ('147) 
4 
.L 
hU{lt.7-) 
6 
2 
2 
6f1(1) 
19 
8 
9S(T) 
2H14) 
18{12-) 
256(166) 
9(1-) 
_5 __ 
270(1:67) 
48 , 
3 
55 
16 
2 
2 
20 
4 
, 
.2 
"""'TO 
3 
1 
2.2 
" 
" 293 
13 
10 
13 
11 
13 
19 
1 
---,,-
20 
16 
14 
14 
12 
12 
167 
1 
r68 
"'1914 Incomplete,: Eat:al, 1-2 serious nnd 4 no injury ac.ddent CRUlies yet to be 'I~tcrtnined: total 2J accidents. 
Key': P.X, passe.nger; aG. corgo; FIt, ferry or training; St, St:aric; Tx, taxi; TO, takeoff; Ft, fliltht, ln, landin~; 
Ot, other'; Dell, destroyed: Sub, substantia!:; Hin, minor; Non, none; Fat., fataL: Set', ser,iaus. 
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Tab'le B-2 
Total U.S. {\'iii' C<lr_r1'er Accid!!ntlll, F'iJl:e Accident!; and' Fbfed Win/l. A'i1rc:r:af·t in tlhe F'leet 
hy M'rcr/lf't 11.,.pe and Y"'ar, l'.1nE}-l'Hlo (1974 Incomplete) 
(,Non-Clrush Turbulence and Enlline ari 1111.,.,1 Nnc!!'I,le Fil"c AcC'fdents E:lCc-lud<ldlj 
IAccidenl ,1,963 1964 ,I' 19173 '19'14 
" Tota'lJs " , ~ 
. ____ iAcc-l- Accl- . Acci-e 'l\~:~:J I ~~Flt IIi Ai'l:cTa£t 
1
·IIAH,'IF'ir.e dent.!!1 F-lt d. ents. ',F)Jt ~ents: :Ht 
, ~ - . , 
, , T ['F'i I T I R i iT : F', ' 1'1 .1 . 
- I" " ' 
6'107 58' 16' 3 :;,: 13m: is, 2- !-~, 'lo,l:l ~l;-li 3 !E~5-.;! 41 2: -~-;; 7 ! 2i )931 16 l-li : 4lElI 2 Ii: 406.: " I 165' 4 I.' 3421 6 '12il 3161 5il 2 
4'5, I 
1 
286 
" 104 , 
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I I 'fl GV880 I i 2 1 II ' 461' 2 ~ I ~ 48 '}',' l' 4.]. II' 46.' 2 1 45 I, 411 i 411 : I 411 4,11 1, 41 3i~II' 1 I 
i ~ ~ CV990 3 I' ! 19i I' ,-19: ' : ua J' Hi ,1-4" 1-1 '1 ! 6 1'~ 5, 81 I 8 8' '6 
:i!, '008 1411 7 4 111'I'ii '107: 3 ;; IH~ 5:1' 1'342il 149; 31 17;,I;lo!:1 23-7 7 1}283!,4 ~ 28s:13 26~:1!2 I I 25631- 23(1: III 206 
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Fire-involved ac,dden,ts occurred in 32 of the 59 accident ca,tegories 
used by NTSB. The following table gives the total for all accidents and 
for fire~invo1ved acciden,ts for each o,f the 32 categories. (An additional 
83 non-fire accidents are distributed among 27 "ategories not shown en 
the table; these include collision with aircraft/both on ground, er>1,ision 
witb parked aircraft (engines not running), propeller acciden,t to person, 
airframe failure on ground, bird strike, atld so forth.) 
Note tha,t the largest category of accidents is "turbulence." lIost 
involve clear air turbulenGe with a standing occupant fallinp; atld breaking 
a bone (serious itlj ury) • However, two of the fire acciden,ts resulted 
irem turbulence >ind ens .. ing airframe failure and collision with the 
ground; therefore, the turbulence category is included. 
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Table B~3 
u.s. Air Carrier (Fixed l-ling) Aecidents 1963~1974 (1974 Incol'ln1ete) 
by Total Number Accidents, Total Fire Involved Accirlents, 
Airframe Fire Accidents, and Engine/Nhee1 Nacelle 
Fire Accidents by First Type of Aecident (32 Ca,tegories) 
Fire 
* 
Non-Type of Aecid,ent All Fire Fire as Air- Eng/ Total Percent 
of All frame l;hee1 
Ground100p,swerve 37 30 7 19% 5 2 
Dragged wingtip 2 1 1 50% 1 
Wheels~hlp landing 23 22 1 4% 1 
Gear collapsed 44 40 4 9% I, 
Gear retraeted 17 15 2 12% 1 1 
Hard landing 29 26 3 10% 3 
Overshoot 18 17 1 6% 1 
lindershoot 24 12 12 50% 12 
Collision w/aircraft, inflight 15 8 7 47% 7 
Collision w/aircraft, 0fl.e airb. 1 0 1 100% 1 
Collision w /grohlnd, eon,trol1ed 24 6 18 75~< 18 
Cellision w/greund,uncentre11ed 19 2 17 89% 17 
Ce1lisien w/trees 11 3 8 737- R 
I Cellision w /residences 1 0 1 100% 1 Cellisien w/fences 1 0 1 100% 1 
Ce11isien w/electrenic t0wers 1 0 1 lOre, 1 
Cellision w/runway/appreach lights 6 5 1 In 1 
Cellisien w/ditches 2 0 2 100% 2 
Cellision w/dirt bank 1 0 1 100% 1 
Cellisien w/ether ebjects 18 14 4 22% 4 
Stall 7 2 5 71% 5 
Fire in flight 14 0 14 10Q% 4 10 
Fire en ground 14 0 14 10Q% 5 9 
Airframe failhlre in flight 9 7 2 22% 2 
Airframe faiLhlre on ground 7 6 1 14% (l 
Engine faih,re 42 22 2(i) 50% 8 12 
Propeller fai1li,re 5 2 3 60% 2 1 
Twrblilence 17(i) 168 2 1% 2 
Lightning strike 4 3 1 25% 1 
ltvasive maneuver 14 13 1 7% 1 
Hisce 11aneolis / other 49 48 1 2% 1 
liBdetermiBed l- (i) 1 100% 1 
Teta1s (32 categories) 630 472 158 123 36 
" Where two types of accidents were listed, each ac,cident was counted 
oBce usiBg the first listed. t " . , '. 
88% of the 713 fixed wing accidents fol' the period 
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Introduction to Tables B~4 and B-5: Number "If D.epartures "If 1J. S. Air 
C"rrier Certific.a,t~,d Route ca,rriers 
Many analyses use miles and hours flown as comparative indices for 
accident rates. SRI feels that a more useful index for the present 
study is the total number of de,pa,rtures, defined a,s "an aircraft takeoff 
made at an airport." This is particularly useful since the ta,keoff and 
landings seem to be the most critical part of the flight ol'era'tion and, 
indeed, involve 15 percent and 46 percent of the non-tu,rbulence accidents, 
respectively. Da,ta from the FAA and CAB is presented in the two following 
tables. 
Table B .. 4 
Number of Departures of N.S. Air Carriers (Certificated Route), 
Sched,ulecl and Nonscheduled, Domestic and International by Year, 1970~1973 
* 
Year J!)epartures 
1910* 5,070,117 
1971; 4,154,684 
1972+ 5,097,804 
1973' 5,184,236 
Total 20,106,841 
, 
Includes helicopters, number of departures unknown. 
Da,ta from Table' 2.5, Depa,rtures and Overs a,t FAA Air R6u,te Traffic 
Cantrol Centers: 1962-1911, FAA STATIST:::CAL HANDBOOK OF AVIATION, 
1972 Edition. 
t Includes helicapters, 79,979 departures in 1972 and 83,152 in 1973; 
daes not inclUde supplemental air carriers. 
Da,ta from Table I, Summary of Aircraft Ilepa'rtures ••• by Air Carrier, 
in CAB/FAA's AIRPORT ACTIVITY STATISTICS OF CERTIFICATEJ!) RONTE AIR 
CARRIERS, 12 months ended December 31, 1972 and 1973. 
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Table 8-5 
Depa,rtures 0,f Scheduled and N0nschedu1ed Turbine 1'0wered 
Aircraft 0f Certificated R0ute Air Carriers 
and Accidents, 1972-1973 
Number 0f Non-Turbulence 
Departures Accidents 1972-1'173 
Aircraft 1972 1973 in rw0 Acc.per Acc.per Years All 100,000 Fire 100,000 
Bepart. Depart. 
- - - - -
8707 375,254 320,881 696,135 10 1.43 2 0.28 
., 
8720 94,290 66,570 160, 86~ 0 0 C!l a OJ 
'F) 8747 t 8'8,339 96,897 185,236 3 1.62 fl 0 OJ 0 
,; 
'" CV8~0 62,685 56,966 119,651 2 1.67 0 0 ~ ~ 
" 299,355 280,410 579,765 5 0.86 1 0.17 &i '" BC8 Jo L138 t 20,896 22,149 43,Q45 2 4.65 0 0 ~ "" i 0 1382 t 2 ::l .. -,~ ~ 
'~ 
8727 t OJ iii 1,371,959 1,494,933 2,872,892 9 0.31 1 0.fl3 e .f-,; 
I-r!! 0 L1011 5,042 22,441 27,483 4 14.55 1 3.64 M at..c 
&i 8 DC10 t 42,Q44 101,819 143,863 3 2.08 fl fl 
" 
;'".,-4 
I B737 354,612 38(i),660 735,272 4 0.54 2 fl.27 
'" '" BC9 t , ,165,819 1,161,170 2,326,989 11 0.47 8 0.34 
'" 
OJ
~ 'r-; BAC 1-11 1~0,581 128,360 248,941 C!l 0 a 0 OJ " ';'," 
~ 
"" 
CV58Q 449,713 427,512 877,225 4 Q.45 1 0.11 
" <it 0 CV600/64~ 86,593 76,486 163,079 3 1.84 1 0.61 I .. 
N 
"" F27 62,187 74,218 136,405 0 0 0 0 .,-
-e FH227 143,630 1C!lS,'ii28 249,158 5 2. ell 1 0.40 
" YS-11 92,404 87,86Q 18fl,261> 0 a 0 0 '" 
Other Turbine* 43,270 olj,993 80,263 1 0.12 0 0 
T0tal Tu'rbine ~, 884,673 4,941,853 9,826,526 68 0.69 18 0.18 
T0ta1 Pist0n 213,131 242,383 45.1, 'ii1!. 4 0.88 0 0 
-
TOTALS 5,097,804 5,184,236 10,282,040 72 0.70 18 0.17 
* PC6B, BHC6, and SC7 
tSupp1emental air carriers a1s0 fly these aircraft but numbers 0,f 
departures are n0t included in these data. 
S0urce ,0,f Bata: Civil Aer0nautics lI0ard, and B07/FAA AIRPORT ACTIVITY 
STATISTICS OF CERTIFICATED ROUTE AIR CARRIERS, 12 M0nths Ended December 31, 
1972 and 1973, Table 7 in each rep0rt. 
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Appendix C 
FIRE ACCIDENT STATISTICS 
The table in C.1 below gives type of impact and fire damage by air-
craft type for tu-rbine-powered aircraft from 1963~1974. Full definitions 
of both damage category designations can be found in Section A.S, Accident 
Codes--Severity and Damage, of Append'ix A. 
C.2 is a brief discussion of fires after impact; 87 percent of the 
122 accidents involvinp, fire were fires occurring after impact. 
C.3 is a listing of serviGe difficulty report locations bv aircraft 
sys'tem from 1971il-1974 (1974 incomplete). 
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Introduction teo T_able <;-2: Fires After Impac t 
In 106 (87 percent) of the 122 accidents which inv"lved fire, the 
fire occurred after iMpact. Fatalities "ccurred in 65 (61 percent) of 
the 106 accidents with fire after impact. In the 13 accidents in which 
fa·talities were due teo fire directly, these fires als" "ccurred after 
impact. The first "f the following two tables presents details of the 
accidents with fire after impact. 
The sec"nd table indicates during which subphase "f the flOur phases 
"f "perati"n the accident leading teo the impact "ccu·rred. The largest 
number "f accidents occurred during final appr"ach; the next largest 
group, 12 accidents, "ccurred durinB initial climb after takeoff. The 
landing accident types include c"n·trolled and uncontrolled c"llisions 
with the gr"und, undersh""t, and c"llisi"n wit!' other objects such as 
trees. They "ften "ccur du'ring adverse weather conditions. 
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Flight 
Purpose 
Passenger 
Cargo 
Ferry/ 
Training 
Total 
Table C-2 
U.S. Air Carrier Aceidents (Fixed Wing) Involving Fire After Impact 
1963-1974 (1974 Incomplete) 
Aircraft D/1I!Iage Number Accidents by Injury Type 
Flight. Totala Overall Due to Fire Purpose tn.ludes Fatal 
De. Sub l)es Sub Min Non Unk due to Fat Sec Fire 
Passenger 6, 47 IB 27 , 11 , 14 
" 
7 11 
C~u:go 30 26 , 17 5 2 1 5 15 5 1 
Ferryl 11 11 D 10 1 0 0 0 6 2 1 Training 
Totals 106 B' 22 54 15 13 5 19 65 14 13 
.-
Phase of Operation 
Takeoff tnflir,ht Landing 
• Taxi 
" 
" .• ! Misd 0 TO Fd Int Unc In lnt Fnl LvI ~ to Aborted Clmb Crse- De, Other Co ~un CltDh Dc, TfPt App App Off ~,,:::!;..J. Ap 
65 4 4 4 3 
" 
5 3 2 1 4 In S 2 
30 1 1 7 2 1 4 1 3 7 1 2 
11 1 1 1 1 I 5 2 
106 1 6 12 7 4 B 6 3 2 2 7 31 • 
, 2 
Phase Total Taxi: Takeoff: 25 Infli~ht: 23 Lnndi"~: 57 1 (1%' ("r.) ("7,) (547.) 
Other 
2 
2 
Key: TOt takeoff; GdRun. ground run; lnt C1mb, initial climb; Clmb, climb; Crse, Cruise; Des. DescendinR; 
Une Des. Uncontroll..!d descent; I'n TfPt. in traffic pattern; tnt ApI', inttial approach; 
Fnl API'. final approach; Lvi 'Off, level off/touchdown; Rnll, rollout; Uiad Apr. missed approach. 
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Introductlon to Table C-3: S,ervice J:!itficultv Renert~ Sl'lRs 
A cemputer printeut ef SDRs was obtained frem the FAA 11alntenance 
Analysis Center. This shewed 765 flame er smeke eccurrences in U.S. 
Air Carrler aircraft from 1970-1974. The occurrences were distributed 
by aircraft system as shown in the following table. Over 50 percent 
occur in four aircraft systems. 
Table C-3 
Number of Flame and Smoke Occurrences in Service 
Diffkulty Reports 1970-1q74 by Aircraft Systems 
Number Aircraft System 
123 Equipment/Furnishings (e. g., 
galley, lava,to,ry, cabin, etc.) 
116 Engines 
115 Air Conditioning 
60 Electrical Power 
59 Landing Gear 
42 Lights 
40 Airborne Auxilia,ry Power 
32 Engine Fuel & Control 
22 Hydraulk Power 
18 Flight Controls 
17 :',lvlgMlon 
12 Oxygen 
12 Pneuma,tk 
11 Communications 
10 Fuel 
10 Ice and Rain Pretec tlen 
Number Aireraft System 
9 \~ater /Waste 
8 Starting 
7 Engine Oil 
6 Fire Protection 
6 Propellero 
6 Power Plant 
5 Engine Exhaust 
.. Bleed Air 
2 Auto Flight 
2 Indicatinp,/Recording Systems 
2 Structures 
2 Ignition 
2 Remote Gear Boxes (Eng Dr) 
1 TIloo,rs 
1 Fuselage 
1 Engine Controls 
1 Turbines (Reciprocating Eng) 
1 IVa ter Inj ec Uon 
There were no flame or smoke occurrences in the f0llowlng eight systems: 
Vacuum/Pressure, Electrical/Electronic Panels and Multipurpose Components, 
Nacelles/Pylons, Stabilizers, Windows, Wings, Ro,tors, and Enp.ine Indicating. 
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Appendix D 
FIRE FACTORS MATRICES 
The following four tables list details for the 122 airframe fire 
accidents, 105 incidents (both airframe and engine/wheel nacelle), 36 engine/ 
wheel nacelle accidents, and 19 other occurrences. In the first three 
tab!es, the NTSB file number is included with its date for use by anyone 
wiahing to look up the ""aident brief. The foul7th table is composed of 
data taken from the files of the NaLional Fire Prote"tion Asso"iation 
(N'FPA) and thus has no file numbe"s. 
The tabl,es list the date, location of the acciden,t, airline, air"raft 
type, and pe,rtod of fire ocau""enae (whether in fli~ht, on the IIround, 
or afteF impat! t) • 
namage is pnlsented fFom seveFal points of view. OveFall aircraft 
damage is taken fTom the air"Faft a""ident/incident bFief. Three other 
damage types ·~re taken from computer coded da,ta desaribed in Appendix A.5: 
fire d'amage, fus,,~,ageimRa<:t. damage (given for the co"kpi t, fo'rward, cetIter 
and aft cabin), and impal't severity, o"iented to the human occunants. 
Nonsurv"v~bl,.e is coded "yes" whe'Fe sccidents we"e descFibed as such 
in the published Aircraft A"ddent Report 0r dedu"ed from coded impa"t 
seveFity and fus~lage impact damage d'at~', as indicated in the footnote 
for Secti0n C.l, Chapter 4, of this r!>port. Pha."e of op""atiQn and 
<lcc.iden'" t-Ype ""e ab<> included fO'F each aadden,t. 
nata fOF in~ident .. and eng;i,neiWhe!tl .nacel,lea.adden,ts is presen'ted 
in T~b.l,es D-2 and, J)~3 in ~ simil,.a,r manner. "Evac" i" g:!.ven to indi"ate 
"ev,acua,tion" of aiF"raft wheFever it was "oded by NTSB. 
Limi ted in,forma,tion was found in the National Fire 1'rote"tion 
Association (Boston) files on 19 other oa"U-F),ences not found elsewhere 
and is presented in Table n-4. 
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Table D-l 
1:22 ,U .. S~ Air carrier ('F:lxed Wing Ai,rcra£t..) Accidents Involving Plre~ 1.963-19'74 <'1914 Incoaplete) 
pHe 
Ro. Date 
FUet _l'ug!:ose: 
'llocat-ion, Airline 
P'u!!!!Ier 
..... e 
Fuselage 
Impact _e
Injuries 
Af.rcraft ,Fire OVer- Cabin 'Imp 11Ion- Seri- KJnl Phase of 
.!1:2!.....-~ ~ 'Fire SR. !! Ot !4. Sev ~ ~ ~ None OperatiOD. 
1 .. 0002 1-29-63 bnsas City~ tI} Cantbenta! V810~812) .. I D D Sv 8 Ioanding 
1-0006 2'"'12-63 'llr. Miaai .. ,n 'Hor:thwest nOB M D (Yea) 43 toflight 2 
,1_01* 5-28-63 IMinbattan, ,KS Standard' 'L1049G M D D HoHoHoMDKo 1 69 Landing 3 
,1-0008 7- 2-63 Rochester, NY Mohawk 'M404 ~I D D SV 7 30 6 Takeoff 2 
l-00Q9t 6- 3-63 ,HI:. Annetu 'Is." AI( Northvest DC1]'C .. I D D Ex Ex Ex Ex 'Hz: Yes 101 Un"" ... 
:1.'-0015 U- 8-63 Hr. Elkton, 'KD 'Pan Aa B1]'01'-'1'2-1 • D Ex Ex ,Ex ,Ex Ex: Yes 81 InfUgbt 4 1-0049 8-21-63' orlando, FL Eastern DC8 AI S 28 Landing 4 
1-11004 3-102-64 JUole8 City. Hr Frontier DC!IC .. I D D Ex ,Ex Ex Ex Ex Yes 5 Landing 3 
1_07 S- 7"-64 SlUt -..on. CA Pacilftc F21 .. I D ,Ex 'Ex Ex Ex Ex Yes 44 InfUgbt 2 
,1-11025 5- 4-64 Rochester. NY lJniJted ,006B .. I S Ho No No ,No Ho Hi 29 Takeoff 1 
,1-0033 7- 9-64 'Parrotsv1:He, TN lfu:i!ted V,14SD F D D Ex Ex Ex Ex Ex Yes 39 Inflight 3 
l-1lO4O 7-~7-64 Rtchaond. VA Eastern DC7 
'" 
S 76 Landing 3 
1-11043 8-26-64 hnsas City, '!IJ TWA 707-l31C AI s 138 Land .... 3 
:1.-0066 1!1-l5-64 'Las Vegas, NV Bonanza F2'7 M D Hi Ex EX SV Sv Ex Yes 29 Landing 2 
1_80 a-2!1-64 ~, Iitaiy TWA 707-331 .. I ·D D' Hi JU Hi JU Hi 48~44\)o I ll(S} 14 Takeoff 3 
1-0001 2- 8-65 Jones Beaeh 'LI, BY Eastern 'De7B AI D ,Ex Ex Ex Ex Sv Yes 84 Infllght 1 
1-0008 3-25-65 A:1bany" ,NY ,Mohawk CV4'40 G S S Ho 43 Tarl 2 
1'-0010 1-21-65 Veyers cave. VA PiedlMmt H404 Al S Hi No No No No ,Hi 28 Landing 3 
1_r7 5-29-65 NikolSki, AX. A'leutfan DC3 AI S Hi 5 TakeoU 2 
1_22 1-2:3--65 'Mantorsvil1l.e. PA M:legheny cv4'40 AI D D Sv Sv Mo Sv 23 r7 Takeoff 2 
1-11030 8-l~65 ,Ilake lttchigan-. IL Uidtedl 87-2'7-2'2 AI D M:i: Ex Ex ,Ex Ex Sv Yu 30 InUigbt 3 
1-11031 ,a- 8-65 Hr. Constance. n Allerican B:n1-23 M D D 'Ex SV Sv Sv Sv 58 4 LandinI'!; 3 
l-11032a-~1"65 Salt 'Lake City, ur United B72,1-22 AI D S Hi: Hi ,Hi lti 'Mo 4"~43) 35 13 Landing 3 
1-0033 12- 4-65 CarEll, NY Eastern 'L1049C .. I D D 4l2·) 34 16 Inflight 2 
1-11049' 3-26-65 Sd,gOD. Viet .... Pan ... 707-3U A'l S S No No No No 170 Landing 4 
'1"0063 10-16-65 Charlotte, HC Eastern DC7 
"I S S 62 Landing 4 
1-0078 1O-~7-65 'BuntsviiJ.ole, AI. United' DC6 Al S 16 Takeoff 1 
1"008' 9-1114i5 Kontserrat '!WI 'P.an All 701-1218 
'" 
D ·D Ex Ex ,Ex Ex 'Ex Yes 30 Inf'light 3 
l-QOO1* 4-22.0066 Ardllore, OK ~r. Plyers L188C Al D D 83(12) 15 Landing 1 
1-0008 8- 6-66 PaH. City" HE Braniiff 1-1,1/-203 F D 'Ex Ex Ex Ex Ex Yea 42 ,Inflight 2 
1-001'5 10- 1-66 V_"OR Vest ,Coa.t 009-19 .. I D D Es:BlI:ExExEx Yes 18 Inflight 3 
1-11043 7-'7-66 GaHup, ,IiH' Frontier DC3 
'" 
S 3 13 Takeoff 1 
1-0044 8-21'-66 Juaeau. AI Ai,. Cloastal G21~ Ai D 9 Innigbt 5 
Hote: See end of table for abbreviations 
l,~~~b".wJtt~u.ili.::,.k,,,;;ijW.;'9.ii';'~"'G~,,,-,'~-;''';_..i~,::;_'.';:L-r.l;i..,,- ,-.ji"~ .. ",~-<'.:,--",,..,-. '"'_-''' 
'tYPe of Accident. 
Ground/Uncoo.troHed, 
Airfrae Fai'HlnfH.ght 
propeHer Fal!1ure 
Gnnmd/UnCODtrolled 
Undeteraiaed 
Lightning 
Yheels Up 
Gromd/ControHed 
Mtsc.Cround'/UncontroHed 
Gear Col-lapsed 
Fi1nrllnfUght 
Undershoot 
'Undershoot 
Ground1Contro1lJ.ed' 
Ground-Loop-Swerve 
Evasive ItBneul1er 
Fi,re/On Ground 
Uncie1'shoot 
Stal!l 
EaRine Fai'lure 
Ground'/Water/CoutroUed 
CroundfCoutrol:l.ed 
Undershoot 
At.rcraft/'InfHght 
DraRBedl Wingtip 
,Undershoot 
Gear Retracted 
GrolDldlControl!1ed 
Cround/Uncontrol!led 
Ab£rame F&HlInfUght 
CroundlCootroHed 
Ground/Loop/Swerve 
Ground/Uncantro~led 
I 
L I 
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) 
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l 
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Table 0-1 (Continued) 
Fusel'age 
.~~ Impact DamaS!!: Dataase 'Injuries 
.,.,s FHe A'lr:craft: Fire Over- Cabin lap Non- Seri- Hinl Phase of 
8~ -1!2:- ,Date Ioocatlon Airl'ine !lR:e Occur:. 8'li 'F"f)re.9!. Fw Gt: Af Sev ~ ·Fatal ~ None _Operation ~~e of Accident 
:tI ~. Passenser ~CoDti'Dued) 
~"t.I 1'-0002 3- '9-61' Urbana, oa, lWA 00' A'I' ·D Ex Ex Ex Ex Ex Yes 25 InH1ight 3 Aircra£t:l'1nfltght 1-0004 6--23-67 Bi'ossburg. PA Mohawk 1-,]}1 ·F D Ex Ex Ex Ex Ex Yes 3' InHight 1, firellnfHght Sii 1-0005 7"-19-6<7 Hender.sonvi-l'le. Ne Piedmont 8711-22 AT ·0 0 Ex Ex Ex Ex ,Ex Yes ,. lnnigbt 1 Ai'rcraftlInfltfght .. 1...:0007 3"-'10-67 ,Klamath 'PaHs, OR West Coast F21 AI 0 S ,Ex Ex Ex Ex Ex Yes • tnflight Ground/UncontroHed l!l 
•••• 
1-0019 6-26-6'7 'Kaiskag, AI{ No. Gons. POM AI S 2 Landing 4 Groundf.Loop/Sverve 
1-0029 1<1- 6-61 'Erl'anger, KY 'IWA 7,07-131. AI D Mi Mo 'Ko 'Ho He Mo r* r 34 TakeoU 3 Gear Col!l'apsed' 
1-0033 1!1-20-6'1 Constance,. Iff 'llIA GV880 AI D 0 ·Ex S. 6_ 13 Landing 3 Unde:r:shoot 
1-0036 6-26-61 Grand ,Rapids" ,HI UnHed V14'5D M S Hi 1 32 Takeoff 3 Gear GoHapsed 
1-0013'1 7-31-6-7 'Honolulu', HI A-10ha V14'SD F S 33 tnnight 2 Pirel'InfHght 
1-0047 1-23-67 San Juan, PR Garibb.-AH. CV640 M S ,Hi 28 Landing 3 Undershoot 
1-0058 lil'-28-67 Raiefgh..;Dur:ham. NC 'Un:f!ted V'745D M' S ·No 1 42 Landing 5 Gear CoHapsed 
1-0068 9'- 9-67 Frankfurt. Geraany Pan Am 707 G S 2 1172 Takeoff 1 Engine Fai1lure 
1-0003 5- 3-68 Hr. 'Dawson, 'IIX Bran,fff 1:.'188 D Yes 85 I':!fl<ight 2 Turb. (Aidraselloflight) n :1.-0014 8'-10-68 Char!eston. w:v Pi'edmont nt22'18 AI 0 ·D 3. 2 Landing 3 Undershoot II) 1-0024 10'-25-68 Hanover. NH No't:theast 'FH227 A-I D ·0 Sv Sv Mollo 32 8 2 InfHght 3 Ground/Gont·rol1ed II) 1-0028 6-24-68 Si'oux FaI'l's. SD ,North 'Central CV580' AI S No 22 ~nding 2 Electrontc Tower CoHbion I-OM3 H-24-68 8radford'~ FA AUegheny GV580 AI D Hi ,Ex Ex Ex Sv Sv 20 12 15 Landiu~ 3 'Erees Collision 
1:-0040 1'2-:>1-68 Chi'cago. U. North GentraoJ. CV440 AI D S Ex Ex Sv Sv Sv 21 16 2 'Landing 3 Ground/Uncontrolled I I 1-0062 6·l!3-68 Cal:cutta~ Tndia Pan Am B·70'1 AI D 0 Sv 6{<6) 56 Landing Trees Gol!i'i'sion I 
'1'-0001 1- '6-69 Bradford,. PA A'l-legheny CV440 A. D 'No 5v Sv Sv Sv '11, l' 3 Landing 2 ~:rees toHision l 1'-0026 U-'19-69 Glen Fai'ls, NY Mohawk FH221B A'I' 0 0 Sv Sv Ex Yes l' Inflight 5 Ground/Uncontroilled , 
'1-0023 U-H-70 'Hunt-togton. WV Southern 009-30}' AI 0 0 Ex Ex Ex Ex Ex Yes 15 Landing 3 'frees CoH·ision I 
1-002S*o11-207-70 Anchorage. AK Capiltol DC8-63F M, 0 ·0 Ho 'Ko Ho Mo Sv 47('.]) •• 133 Takeoff 3 Ditch CoIUsion 1 1..;0026 112-28-70 St. Thomas, va' 1Ir.ans Caribh 7-27'-200 N1 0 0 Sv Sv Sv Sv Sv 2(2~ 11 42 Landin~ 4 Hard Landing I 
1-000S 6- 6-,7'1 Duar-te. CA AiT West AI D Yes •• lnfliight 1 AircraftlInfHght 
j 
DG9-31 , 
1-0006 6- 7-'71' New 'Haven. CT M'legheny CVS80 AI D 0 Sv Ho Ho No 'Ho 28(21') 3(3) LandiD~ 3 Residence CoIH.'si'oo , 
1'-0008 9- 4",1,1' Juneau', AK A'l:aska 1'27-199 k1 0 S Ex 'Ex ,Ex Ex Ex Yf'cS HI Landinlt 2 Ground/Controlled '" 
1'-1)013 8- 8-H Ronolu'lu', HI Aloha V14'SD G S S No 22 Taxi 2 Fi're/On Ground j 
1'-0035 8-16-71 Aki'ak. AK Wlen Conso'l. PC6H2 AI S 2 Landing 5 ObJect Co1'lision l '1-0002 5-18-7,:; ,lo,t. 'Lauderda'1'e. LPL Eastern 'DG9-3i M D 0 Hi Hi Hi Hi Ho 3 1 Landing 4 Ground/Controlled 1-0005 6-29-12 Appleton" WI No. Central CV580 "1 0 S Ex Ex Sv Sv ,Ex Yes 5 tnflight 2 Ab:craft/'lnfUght 1-0011 3'-19-72 Atlanta. GA DeLta DC9-32 G S HI 8:: Takeoff 'I Engine Failure , 
1-0016 12'-29-7-2 Mi'ami'. ,Ft Eastern 10U-38S"'1 M 0 S Ex F.x Ex Ex Ex Yes 
_. 
60(1'4,) 11 InfHgbt S GroundfUncontroHed j 1-0017 12"-20-1,2 Chicago', IL No. Cent,raJ ~9-3!l! -A-I 0 0 Sv Sv Sv Ho Sv 1n(111) • 21 Takeoff 2 Aircraft/One Ai-rhome 1-0018 5-,10-].2 Atl-anta'. GA ,Easte'Cn DC9-::!t G S S No • Static 1 Fi:re/.-m Ground l 1-0048 1'2'- 8-7.2 Ch.fcago. ;]L United' 73'7-222 '" D n Ex ,Ex Sv Sv Sv Ol(21·} 12 6 LandfnR "3 Sta'N. 1-0049 6-10-12 Flushing. NY Amerf'can 727-100 G Hi Mi No 2 15 Stati'c 1 ~isre/On Ground , 
!l 
Note: See end of table for abbreviations. 
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, 
r 
rUe 
~ ,Date Location AiTHne 
'Pu!!!!Ier {Conc-luded~_ 
'l-oO~l1 1-31-13 Boston~ & Delta 
'1-'0011 9-27-73' Hr. Mena. AR Texas 'Int-l 
'1~OOI9 i~28-73 Greenaboro. 'RC Pi'edaont 
1-0028 ,111-27-73 Cbauanooga. TN, Delta 
1-0035 U-11-73' Gnnsboro. 'NC Eastem 
1-0038 7-22-73' Papeete. TaUtt p"" .. 
1-oon 7-23-7-3 St. 'Loui'a', !I) Ozark 
1-0001 1-30-74 Pago PalO. Saoa P .... 
l-00U i-I6-74 Los Angei'es, CA 'IVA 
Plll!!t P.u!l!:ose: C8rso 
1-0003 2- J-63 San l'ranclsco. CA SHck 
1-000" 2-16-'63 euyal.!lup, VA Zantop 
... l-0073rr'12- 7·-'63 Hr. Nederland. co Zantop 
0 
0 1-0003 3-10-64 'B03tOll, ,KIt Sl!ick 
1-0044 9-22-6'4 San Juan, 'PR Cauib Atl. 
1'-0064 }.2-24-64 San Francisco" CA 'f.iy.fng Uger 
1"006/ U.~2""'64 'Iukater. I'll- Zantop 
1-0004* 5-1B-6S Knob Noster, ,!«) ~8ld:co 
1-007-7* 10-1'4-65 Piqua. DB' Zantop 
1-0080 -12-15--'65 .\181108a. CO Flying Tiger 
1-0013 3-21-66 'Nor-folk. VA 'Plying Inger 
1:..0016* 9-12-66 Tokyo. Japan AirUf·t Int. 
1-0051 7-2&-66 Por.t E:Uzabeth. NiJ Zantop 
1-0061 6-16-66 CoIU11bI. Cit};. IH Zantop 
1'-0073 M-1S-66 Hr. -Berlin, Geruny Pan,AIl 
1-o014*'J.i2-24-66 Hr. Tourene Vietnaa Plying Uger 
. l-0008t 3-23'-67 TravtaAPB,CA Universal, 
1-0028 U~H'-67 Denver, CO Frontier 
1-006100 "~31'-67 San, Antoni'o. TX Saturn 
1-0061* 6-22-67 Hr. Saigon. Vietne.e AirU£t Int. 
1-002-3 3-2-1-68 Chicago. I'L Unt!ted 
1-0041.* 9-27'-68 Cberry Pt.,. 'He Universal 
1-0044* 1- 2-68 Phi'I'adelphi'a. PA Uttivereal 
1-0045012-26-68' Anchorage, AK. Pan Am 
'Rote: See end of table ,for abbreviations. 
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Table ,»-1 (Oontinued) 
Fuselage 
'l:IIpact 
Da.a.se 'Daale In~urles 
Aircraft 'nn OVer- Cabin Ilip Non- Seri-
!lEe Occur. _aU ~.E2. Fw Gt At Sev !!!!.! ~ ous 
,009-31 Id 'D 'D Ex Ex Ex Sv Ex Yes 88 1 
CV600(.240D),A'1 'D S .. Yes 1'1 
73l!-200 A:l S ltL 
'DC9-32 U S S 'Hi 'Hi Hi· Sv Ma 3 
,OC9-31 A'l S 'ltL 
707 
'. 
'D 7' 
m2·21B A'I 'D Hi Ex Ex ,Ex Ex Ex Yes 38 6 
107-32:1.B I>T 'D D Sv HI: M1 Hi 'Ma .6f.s! SIS) 
707-13iS "1 'D D No Me ,No No 3 
U049B kI D D Sv 414! 4 
046F 1>1 D D Sv 2 
C46A kI D D Ex Ex Ex Ex 'Ex Yes 3 
DC4 1>1 D Ex Ex Sv Sv lEx Yes 3 
DC3 M S Hi Hi Ho Hi Hi He 
LlO498 U D D Ex Ex Ex Ex ,Ex Yes 3 
C46A AI D 
006A AI D S No No No No Ho 
AW6S0 Al D ,Hi Ho Ho Mo 'He 
1.1049 Al D D Bx Ex ,Ex ,Ex Ex Yes 3 
CLli4D kl D !Ii Sv 
DenC kI D S I 
046P A:I D No Sv Sv Ex Hi:I Sv I 
046 1>1 D 2 
'B72-7-2'1 A-I D Sv Yes 3 
ot44 kI D D 4 
'OO'lB AI S S 
OO]C kI D D Yes 2 
DC6A A'I- D D ...... Sv 3 
10498 ki D D 7 
B127-22QC AI, D D Sv 1 
DC7E kI D D S. 1 
DC7By Nt- S S 
B107-321C A'I' D D Ex Ex Ex Ex Sv Yes 3 
HiD.'/ Phase of 
None Operation Type of Accident 
'Landing 3 Object Col!1i...ion 
InfUght Ground/Controi'led 
.6 'Landing 4 O\tershoot 
37 Landing 3 Undershoot 
8. Takeoff 1 Engme PaHure 
Takeoff 2 Groucd/Uneontrol'led' 
Landing 3 Groun-fiControl'led 
Landing 3 Undershoot 
63 Lauding 4 Bard blnding 
Landing 3 Runway or Approach 'Ughts 
InHigbt 1 PropeHer 'Pal'lure 
Infi-igbt 2 Ground/Controlled 
Landing 2 GroundlUncontrol
'
led 
2 Taboff 2 Stalil 
Takeoff 2 Ground1Control'led 
2 Takeoff 2 Stal11 
3 _dins 3 Trees Colilision 
3 InfUght 3 Engine 'PaHure 
lnf'ligbt 2 GroundiControH'ed' 
6 Landing 4 Ha'l'd Landing 
3 Takeoff 3 Fence Col!lision 
1 Takeoff 2 Engine Failure 
InfMght: 2 Aircraftl!nfUght 
Landing 2 'Undetemined 
_dins 3 Ground/ControJ.iled 
3 Tad 1 Object Collision 
Takeoff 2 Ground/Uncontrolled 
t.andiDg 3 Trees Coll!i81on 
Landinp; 3 Aircnft!Inf-light 
2 Takeoff 3 Ditches eoHbion 
2 Landing 3 Ground/Controlled 
3 Landing 5 GroundiLoop/Swerve 
Takeoff 2 Ground/Uncontrolled 
I 
~--
-,1 
! 
,-] 
i 
~ I 
I 1 
I J 
I j 
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Table D-l (Concluded~ 
Daa .. 
Fuselage 
i1!lPact 
ilama •• 
'In,luries 
File Aircra£t 'F.f,re Over- Cabin "i:i.!p Non- Seri- Kin/ Phase of 
..l!2!- ---1!!!! 1ocadon A'1d'ine .!IP.!:.- Occur • ..!!!!.... ~ f2. 'F.w at !! ~ Surv ~ ~ None Operation Type of Accident 
Carll!! ~Conc-luded'2 
l-002i] * 8-24-70 UB!1 AF Base. ur Universal U!BB M 
1-{J02B,.o-lo-70 Wrilbtstowr., S~ Saturn L,382B A1 
1-005'4 1:1-30-70 Tel Aviv twA 107 AI 
1-0020* l'-18-n Wichita, KS Saturn L382B M 
1-0025 7-25-7-1 Mani1' •• ,PI Pan Am B101-321C A-I' 
l-001B* 9- 8'-13 Hr. 'lUng Cove. AK 'World oo8"63F A'I' 
1-0026 l'l- 3-73 Boston" ,HA 'Pan Am 707-32'lC F 
'FHght Purpose: Training and' ,Fell" (~raining denoted by @) 
I-DOH ,11-29-63 Korlantown~ WV Purdue Ao!ro. DC3 A'I' 
1-0015@ 1- 5-64 Kias!, FL 
1-002-1!@ 9-13-65 ,Kanssa City, HO 
1-o009@ 4-28-68 Atl'anUc Ci!ty, HJ 
1-0013 -1- 1-68 Oxford, MS 
1-0017@ 7-26-69 
,1-OO58@1o-16-69 
1-00101 9- 8-70 
1-0051 8- 8-70 
1-o002,@ 3-31-H 
1-0003 5-30-7-2 
EOII.oPa·, NlJ 
Stockton,. CA 
.:J8118ica, NY 
Acapulco, Hex 
Onta-rlo. CA 
Ft. Wor.th, TX 
Pan AID 
TWA 
Capiitol 
Southern 
DCJA 
00880 
. ,008-31 
M404 
TWA 701-331C 
Sea. World oo8-63F 
'I1rans. Int. oo8-63F 
Hod' A-ir 'Drans CV990 
Western B~20-041B 
Delta 009-1:4 
G 
AI 
A'1 
F 
AI 
AI 
M-
Al 
A'1 
AI, 
Al 
kI 
D 
D 
D 
S 
D 
D 
D 
D 
S 
D 
D 
S 
D 
D 
D 
D 
·D 
'D 
D 
D 
D So Sv So 
D Ex Yes 3 
D 
S H_ 
D 
D Ex Yes 6 
Ex F.x Ex 'Ex Ex Yes 3 
D 1 
n No No No ,No Mo 
D Yes 6 
Hi 
D 
D 
D Ex Ex Ex Ex Ex Y •• 5 
D Sv 
D Ex Ex Sv Sv Ex Yes 11 
D 
D Ex Yes 5 
S Ex Sv Sv 'No Ex Yes 4U) 
3 Takeoff 2 Ground1Uncontrol:led 
Landing 3 Trees Co1:1isioa 
3 Takeoff 1 Object Collision 
4 Landini 5 GrotmdfLoop/Sverve 
4 Landing 2 Ground/Controlled 
Inflight 2 Ground/ControHed 
Landing 3 GrOtmd/UncODtrol'led 
1 1 Landing 3 Trees CoUlsion 
2 Static 2 FiTefOn Ground 
4 Takeof-f 1 Engine FaUure 
Landing 3 Ground/1fucontroUed. 
4 Infligbt 2 Fire!-Inflight 
2 2 Landing 1 Engine Failure 
3 Landing 3 Undershoot 
Landing 7 Ground/UncontroHed 
5 Takeoff 3 Di-rt Bank Collision 
Takeoff 2 StaH 
8 Landing 3 Undershoot 
Landing 7 Ground/UneontroHed 
Landing 3 Turbulence 
COllUMN HEADINGS: Cp, cockp1Jt; 'Pw .• for:vard cabin; Gt, C(mter cabin; Af, aft cabin; lap Sev. ilDPact severi'ty; HonsurY. nonsurvivable; Min/t!one, ainor/none 
DATA: F±re Oceur.rence: AT" aFter bapact; F, infl1ight; G, on ground; Damage Codes: D, destroyed; S. substantial:; Ki, 1I1nor; No, none; Fuselage I!!!pact 
;Be _Codes: Ex, extreme; Sv,. severe; Ho, mode&:ate; Mi, minor; No. none. In1uries.: Figures in ( ) indicate nUlllber of fatal or serious1y injured 
to fire. 'Ehase of Operation: static '1, star-ting engine. 2. 1'dl'ing; 3. engIne ronup; Tazi 1, to take off; 2, from landing; Takeoff 1, ground 
run; 2, iniitia:l' cHittb; 3, liborted; Inftight 1, cllimb; 2, cruise; 3, descending; 4, holding; Landing 1, in traffic pattern; 2, initia'l approach; 
3. fina'l approach; 4. leve'l off/·touchdow; 5, rolrlout; 6, go-around; 7, missed appr.oach. 
• Hf.'Htary contract flight 
-----
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Tabie 1);-2 
105 U·. S. A1ir Car.rier ~Fi%ed Wing Aircraft') Incidents Involving P-i're. 19604-19'74 ('1974 ,Inco.plete) 
o-ase 
,n'1e Aircraft Fire Over- Injuries Phase of 
,No. Date 'Location Atr:line !lEe Occur_ • .....!!!- Fire MinorlNone Operation Fi:re Location Remarks 
FHSh:: _Eu!l!0se: 'Rassger 
(1963 liRtiDg not avai'lab1e) 
4-0001 1-22-64 Pbi'ladelphi'a. PA F.astern ooB • '0 No Oi Inf-J.,i'ght 1 Engine 4-0015 &- 3-64 Tulsa'. OK. Allerican LISSA G Mi Hi >7 Static 1 Engine OH leaking into tail pipe 
4-002-2 &-26-fI4 o.Hu, T·X Delta ooB ~I S ,Unk 135evac Landing 5 Wheel nacel'le 
4-0023 6-26-64 PhHadelph1a, PA M.'1egheny H202A G Hi No 33 Takeoff 1 Engine 
4-0024 6-14-6-4 San Juan'. PH Pan,Aa 121 G Hi ,Hi -165 evac Stati'c 1 RejiueUng \lind blew escaping fuel onto hot engine 
4-0025 2'-1'3-64 San Juan-, ,PH Eastern ooB • 'D '0 94 tnHight I Engine 4-0026 9-19-64 San Juan, PR Carib-At-1 CV3/fO 
'. 
'0 '0 5,7 Takeoff 2 Engine 4-o02B 5-30-64 Wa.hington, DC Eastern U8B G No "0 1B Sta~tc 1 Engine 
4-0030 9-22-64 '!Ii'aai. Flo NaUcnal 008 • '0 ,No 30 InHight 2 4-o04l 10-15-64 Hew York" NY Eastern LI049C 
'. 
'0 "0 76 InHight 3 Engf'De 4-0045 ll- 5-64 B'. Harrisburg, ,PA United 745 • Ii1 No 25 evac lnf,light 2 Smoke in eoclqtit 4-0046 iIl.'-25-64 H. Bl!II8rk~ N.:J United' Carave~He 
'. 
Hi ,Hi 54 Inf1!ight 2 Cabin 
4-0055 'l1l:-25-6-4 'N·. Hapton 'Roads. VA 'United V,145D 
'. 
Hi ,No r4 lnf']!ight 2 Engine 
4-0062 ll-:t5,64 Hew York, NY Unned, 006 G Hi Mi 39 ~ ... c Taxi' 2 Cabin 
... 4-0013 2-17-64 N. San Juan. PR 'Easte1:D ,DCsa F ,Hi ,Hi 69 Takeoff 2 Engine Q 
., 
4-0001 1- 4-6S Salt Lake City ~ ur \lesten BnOB G 'Hi B2 Static 2 
4-0006 1- 9-65 Roancte, VA 'Pieliaont M404 G Hi ,Hi '3 Taxi 1 \lheel oace11e 
4-0022 8-19'-65 Corpus Chr-ist. T·X Bran:i!ff 1'--1'1' • 'No No 1. l:anding 3 Other 4-0025 7-12-65 N'. Jaaica. tn: 'Eastern OOB • ,Hi Hi l!17 InHight 1 Engine 4-0034 li-1i1-65 5. Loa Ange'le8~ CA Delta CV880 • ,Hi No ,65 evae Inflight I Engine 4-003' 4-26-65 M1ud., ,n 'Eastern B727 M Hi Static 1 
4-0039 6-14-65 SlU'ltiago~ Chill!i P~Grace ooB M Hi Hi 55 evae Landing 5 Wheel nacel1le Airfra.e faB'ure on grotmd 
4-0040 1>1-15-65 N. KcChord AFB .. WA United ooB • No Hi 12 evac tnnight 2 Engine -
4-0005 2- 7-" N. Little Rock. AR 'Brani!f.f B'7-20' • Hi 105 evac tnnight 2 Engine 4-0016 4-l!1'-66 Oearlotte. HC Eastern M88 • Hi Hi 90 tnflight 2 Baggage COTrrparo. s.,te tn cockpit, f\!!les in cabin 4-0026 6-22-66 El' Dorado. AR Trans-Texas 003 • Hi 3 InfltRht 2 Engine 4-0030 8-:>7-66 lIuffalo. NY United' 7:>7 • Hi 39 InfUght :! 'Engine '3 nth stage cC/IIPressor disc faUed; inboard cowl panel burned t:hru 
4-0033 9-26-66 H. Husau, Bah_s Pan .. 107 F Hi Hi 7!l Inflitp:bt 1 Engine '2 fire 
4-0039 U,-23-66 'Newark, H!J Mohawk FH227 G No No 45 Landing 5 APU Generator failed 
4-0052 5-lil.-66 N. RodoUt, HE North Central DC3 • Hi Hi 18 evac Landing 3 Engine Wheels up; under investigation 
4-0001 1'- 3-6-1 5. Hiai'. FL Pan .. B720B 
'. 
'0 16 tnfHght 2 Engine _ 'ExtinRUtshed in aiT 
4-0009 4- 8-6'7 Jaaaica. Nt: Basten 008-21 • '0 No 1'13 evae Takeoff 2 Engine Fuel & oill lues severed; Ignited by disintegrating en~ ca-pressor parts 
and escaping combustion fta.e 
4-0024 6- 2-6'7 VBshlngton, 00 Eastern B72.-1 • Hi '0 61 Takeoff 2 Engine #6 fuel non-Ie leak; poue-rplt cuter 4-0027 9-14-6-1 Phomlix. AZ ~r-tcan 707 F 'Hi Hi 106 InHLi'ght 3 cabin casting. Elec. vaU heat b'lanket ignited 
4-0032 3- 6-67 N. Port of Spain. WI, Pan A_ DC8 • Hi 25 -Infoliight 3 Engine 14; fuel fed fire 4-0033 7- 2-61 Chicago, lL United' 7-21 G S Hi 80 evac Takeoff 1 Engine 
4-OO3S 6-17-61 Conv1nBton~ ,1m Delta DCB At S S 142 Landing 5 Brakes R brake t-ruck locked on touchdown due 
I;=:ontrol valve by-.passing fluid 
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Table 'D-2 (Continued') 
Duaage 
Aircraft. Fire Over- Injuries 'P.hase of 
~ Date hoeation Ai'l'line Type Occur.. at·l F.he 'Hinor:/NonE: Operation Fire Location Remarks 
Flight 'Purpose': ·Passenger ('Continued~ 
4-0005 2-16-68 Elmira. NY 
4-0013 8- 7-68 Chicago. ~L 
4-0014 8- 1-68 Champai'gn. 'IL 
4-0016 1'1-19-68 Denver, 130 
4-002~ 12-23-68 Newark. N.:J 
NFPA 7-25-68 Morgantown 
4-0008 4-l!2-69 Ralei8l1. NC 
4-001-1 3-23~9 Wash NatI Apt,. DC 
4-0038 5- 5-69 N~ 'Ki'ami. PI; 
4"0043 12-14-69 NashvHle. rrN 
4..;0045 10- 9-69 Jallaiea', 'NY 
4-0024 4-22-7,0 Indianapoli's. IN 
4-0030 6-26-7:0 
4-0032 9-19-].0 
;Jamaica. NY, 
lama'ica. NY 
4-0035 
4-0038 
4-00U 
4-0045 
4-0046 
4-0D51 
4-0060 
4-0062 
9-23-70 Kankakee, II. 
7-22-70 N'. Nevu:k. NJ 
'l!0-20-70 N'. Wheeling. WV 
9-18··70 San 'Franc-isco, CA 
3-28"'7D Las Vegas. NY, 
8-26-70 San Franci'sco. CA 
l2-05-7D 'Lynchburg. VA 
10-21-70 bondon, 'England' 
4-0066 12-103-10 London. ,England 
4-0080 12-n.-70 Washington'. D.C. 
Mohawk 
TWA 
Ozadt 
Continental 
Eastern 
A'lJl:egheny 
Un-ited 
Nati'onal 
Easter;n, 
kH'egbeny 
United 
'l'WA 
TWA 
'1'WA 
Ameri't!an 
Unitll!d 
A1!legheny 
American 
United 
'lWA 
'Pi'edmont 
Pan Am 
Pan Am 
United 
'FB2-27 G 
'880 • 
PH221 • 
707-3200 • 
'DCB ~I 
CV58Q AI 
7-21 G 
72'1 G 
720 • D09 F 
D08 G 
707-131 G 
741 G 
147 G 
].27 F 
73;7 • CV5BO • 
747 • 
720 A< 
747 • 
737 G 
747 G 
747 F 
73'7 G 
No 
Hi 
No 
Ni 
NI 
5 
No 
No 
H • 
Hi 
No 
5 
No 
Hi 
Hi 
No 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
No 
Hi 
No 
5 
No 6 Taxi 1 
Hi 44 Takeaf,£ 2 
No 30 InfHght 2 
Hi 81 InHi'ght 3 
Engine 
Engine 14th stage disc fa:l!led; engine cowl 
<!au"" Engine Coapressor interstage bearing 
disintegrated' 
Lavorato11l Px set fire in R aft (incendiary device'); 
extinguished; fu.es in cabin; 0 masks 
dropped' Hteat activated sensors}; fu.e 
evacuation 
No 46 Landing 3 Wheel Qacel.!1:e CoHided with l'ights; '3. 1'1 wheels RMLG 
damaged; '7 separated 
S 43 evac Landing ? Engine area Fuel lines ruptured by dgbt inside 
wheel coaing off on landing and' striking 
right prop; fuel ignited by burner cans 
in enRine 
52 evac Static • tOI evac Taxi' 2 
Hi 28 Inf:l.ight 2 
Hi 13 'lnflight 1 
1:8 evac Tad 2 
5 0 Stati'c 1 
201 evac 'Landing 5 
Hi 324 evac Static 2 
Hi 80 Inflight 1 
No 53 InfHght 3 
Hi 20 Inflight 2 
Hi 132 Takeoff 2 
No l i24 evac Taxi 1 
Hi 200 InfUght 1 
No 16 evac 'I'akeoff > 
Hi :t07 evac Taxi:Other 
No 102 InfLfght I 
S 3 S:=atic 1 
Ail' ca7iiI. pack OVerheat 
Coo"Ling duathtJ Intermittent ciTcuit in ground cooling 
fan heated ducting when APU staT-ted 
Engine 
Engine 
Engine 
Cabin 
Engine 
Engine 
Engine 
IIFU 
Cabin 
Engine 
RM!JG 
Engine 
L Engine 
Engine 
Eng-ine 
Cabin 
'6 stage of HI cotlpressor failed; hole 
in engine cowling 
Unattended alc cove light capacitor port 
side aeat 25 faHed due to theraal 
runaway 
'[orcl,ed; fire dalIIage in area of '1 
taH pipe 
'sHed,; eJl:tinguished 
Atomizer defective; extinguished 
Burned paper in duct; SIKIlte/sparks from 
heater vents 
Stress rupture of 1st stage turbine 
blades 
'Ilruck beam faUed. fatigue fracture 
Engine '2 quit. machine bolt fai'led,; 
" ignited. oil sprayed access section 
Flrst: stage fan blade failed; severed 
ext oU.' lines caused fire 
Puel ctl rotary actuator fai'led'. caused 
fire (2 escape slides ma1:functioned) 
13 bearing. turbine section failled 
02 servicing/fire started at filter 
elemep.t with fHter valve lnle~ Qipple; 
O2 ted filre 
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Table 0-2 (Cont:inued~ 
.u. Aircraft P-ire Over- InJuries Phase of 
--.!!:...-~ l:OCat,iOD AirUne 'bpe Occur. .lJ.ol. Fire lHnoriBooe Operat.1on Fire Loeation 
pU;t Pogo_: ... ...,W (Coaduded) 
4-0002 1-12-7·1' Ialt·t.Dre, lID United 
4-Q0()6 4- 5-71' fiu.h1ag. NY ~dean 
120 
1"l!l 
• 
• 
4-0005 S-1l-71 Honolulu. 81 Nortblreat 8747 • 
4-OO2l 7;..n-7,1 Dallas, 1'1: 
4-0021 4- 2-n Charloue, 'RC 
4-0036 6- 3-U 'II~ VashinBtou. D .. Ca 
4-0040' 8-24-H Los Ange}es. CA 
4-0050 101- 8-1,} Jaaica, MY 
4-0052 1-2"- 4-7,} Duliles 'Int: Apt, DC 
4...0012 5-24-1-2 Boston. KA 
4-0013 5-23-72 J_iea. NY 
4-0003 
4-0005 
4-0010 
4-0013 
4.0018' 
4-0020 
1- 8-73 Bal!tt.Dre. lID 
1-10-73 N~ Graud Juucr.ion,.GO 
5- '1-73 If. At'I'antic Ocean 
1- 8-73 DaU'a., n 
6~2-2-13 Spokane, VA 
9- 5-73 '11. llellphi., til 
4...oocJs 3-l-i-14 N. Atlantic Ocean 
4-0010 4-19-74 Ust Io8tOD, KA 
( .... all 
4-OO2l ]-23-74 Travi. API. CA 
4-0025 H-n-74 11. 'Honolulu, BI 
"-erican 
Piecmont 
P~t 
,Pq h 
Eaatern 
United 
Pan .. 
tvA 
,Delta 
'IVA 
A.er-iean 
Aaerican 
Air Veat 
Alierican 
tvA 
'IVA 
707 G 
YSH. p 
YSllA • 
14,7 • 
14-7 p 
DCl0 G 
147 G 
707-3~HG C 
DCO 
10M 
707 
DClO 
nco 
707-323 
741 
1011 
G 
F 
• F 
G 
• 
• 
G 
Airltfft Int: DC8 G 
f!an loa 741 p 
111 
111 
I« 
I« 
I« 
IIi 
iii 
s 
111 
IIi 
111 
111 
111 
110 
No 
IIi 
H1 
111 
D 
o 
IIi 
IIi 
I« 
111 
111 
s 
111 
111 
No 
K1 
111 
64 
58 
42 
Hl 
25 
45 
158 
215 
Infligbt t 
_. 
,InfUght 1, ....... 
Takeoff 2 "&iD. 
Takeoff 1- Engine 
Inf'li.ght 3 
.... -
Infli.ght 2 EngiDe 
Takeoff 2 ,Engine 
takeoff 2 Engine 
109 Landing 5 r. wheel area 
02 Landing 5 ........ 
o Static } C~o cmpt 
62 evac Takeoff i 
79 taHtBhr. 2 
84 InfUght 2 
BO InfUght 2 
108 evac Takeoff l-
51' Infltfght 2 
lIbeel 
"&iD. 
Cabin 
Cabin 
lIb .. l 
Lavato1"J! 
!It, 161) InfUght: Cabin 
,0 
D 
111 
Unocc 
Other 
Static l' 
4 Static l! 
112 evac Innight 1 
Cabin 
fling 
Engine 
ijw¥Wt#i'&:2i*-ilii"MI·!,I.*'AA·~;£;.%'¥~.;ii( ... ..iu;t:';"'~~:,; •• ;~.,;,'..il'});..ru~,;;"",;M.i",;""";"'';~,';,ili,i~.,.';;':;:I.l''''-~~'''~d_;-'-... 
-.oks 
8th .tq;e COllPre811Or blade failed; fire 
bottle inopenti.e 
Constant speed drive .tarted overheated; 
burned' bole in case 
Fatigue crack :In turbine air eeal 
Fatigue fracture; debris daaged '4. 
• fuselage. R vlng 
ht stage :lapeHer abaft roller burinl 
faUed 
Bolt fro. iDlet guide vane loose; caused 
.tn'iDg thru backing plate; DpeHer 
failed 
Sensor attach fiU.!iDg faHeeI; diffullS' 
case ruptured, eDl covl'irlB ilC!P 
Diffuser caae ruptured'near.5 
~escope hoss 
Parldq: brake cable binding due poor 
design: 
Fuel ctl valve ..tfunct.ioned; torched; 
heat d_Be to nap 8Dd vfn8; panel 
2 'Pili: cbe.tca1 broke open. C8UCht. fire 
R !ILG outhd tire blew; debris cut brake 
l'ine, caused'sround fire 
Pan disc: fatted, fan auably separated; 
fl, 3' and ai-rf~ dau.Sed by debris 
Po'[:table 02 lenerator ignited 
Por:table 02 8enerator; coratents burned 
thru entr cani.ter unit 
13 and' 4 tires failed 
L aft refuse contaiaer; dila; extin-
aui.bed by crew; circuit breaker for 
3 PMIIe aft lav beater ,popped' before 
flight attendant reported fire 
Coffee .. 1ter aalfunctioned 
PS261 aft to FS1792;electrical floor 
beatinl blanket 
hel tu.a exploded in '1 tank area due 
undet elec source 
'3 hear.inl culty,; penetrated to acces. 
drive Ir boz (S escape sHdes 
~'functioned) 
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Table D-2 (l!onc'lude(:Ji) 
Damag. 
F.i1!e Aircraft Fi're aver- Induries Phase of 
'Ro. Date Location Airline Type Occur,. aU Fire lUnor/.Rone Operat-ion Fire l:.oc:ation 
'Baht ,EUrpOIle.: CarBO 
4-0010 
4 .. 0013 
4-0030 
4-0031 
4-0040 
4-0008 
6- 8-64 
5-24-65 
1<1-19-61 
2-22-69 
8-27-10 
4-24-;73 
'N'. Vero Beach. FL 
Altus, OK 
Kunieh~ Ger 
Jamaica, NY 
Jaaaica. NY 
JIa_fca, NY 
Eastern 
Zantop 
Pan h1J 
Flying Tiger 
Ai-rlift Int. 
Air,att 'Int. 
Pl'iaht P-urpose; FeuY/Tralnin. ~@ 
4-0001 2-13-65 Fresno, GA 
4-0026 1- 9-65 WinlltOl:. Salem, NC 
,4-0043 H-23"'65 H-.. CUcago, H. 
indicates ferry.) 
Pan Am 
Ptedmont. 
Delta 
.\_0032,@ 9- 1-66 
(1-003'7 
4-0043 
4-0020 
4-0058 
4-0059 
4-0001' 
4-0011-
10-18-66 
8-30-66 
4-30-67 
5-26-10 
6-1'1-70 
5- 2-12 
6-I~3-12 
4-002:3@ 10-18-73 
,Miamt. FL 
'Miami, FL 
Ho~ave~ CA 
'Denver;. CO 
Sa'l'ina'. ItS 
SaUna. KS 
Tucson. AZ 
Miaai. 'PI. 
Spokane. VA 
'Modem Air T. 
Eastern 
Flying Tiger 
Continental 
Nort;iNest 
Nor.thvest. 
ConUnentai 
East.ern 
Capitol Int. 
1049': 
DC6A 
008 
008F 
DC8 
008 
107 
H404 
DC8 
De7C 
L'1049 
707 
B120B 
141 
147 
DC10 
008-61 
008-63F 
4-O006@ 4- 7-74 Sagvon • .tee 
Flight Purpose.: Other 
Aid'flft Int. GAl82B 
~-OO6l 
4-0001 
4-0064 
4-0016 
9-18-64 
l-lD-69 
8- 7-10 
Indianapol'is, 'IN 
Roanoke. VA 
Jaaica. NY 
6-24-7,2 St.. Iooub, !to 
Lake Central 
Piedmond 
Ovarseas NatI' 
Aaeri'can 
DC3 
73,7 
DC8 
721 
F 
F 
F 
G 
G 
G 
AlI 
F 
F 
G 
G 
AI 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
F 
G 
G 
G 
AI 
Hi 
S 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
s 
s 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
s 
Hi 
No 
S 
Hi 
Hi 
HI 
No 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
No 
Hi 
No 
Hi 
Hi 
Hi 
s 
Hi 
No 
S 
3 
3 
30 
4 
3 
3 
4 
3 
6 
9 
4 
1 
7 
6 
9 
4 
3 
4 
1 
6 evac 
1 
1 
tnflisht 
Takeoff 
Takeoff 
Takeoff 
Takeoff 
2 Engine 
2 Ensine 
2 Engine 
I Yheel nace}o]:e 
1 ,Wheel naceHe 
Takeoff 1 Wheel nacelle 
handing 4 
tnflight 2 
tnflight 2 
Taxi 1 
Static 1 
Engine 
Enslne 
Engine 
Engine 
fling 
Takeof.f I Wheel naceH'e 
handing 4 Engine 
Landing 3 Engine 
tnnight 1 Engine 
InfHght 4 Engine 
Infl-ight 1 Engine 
Stati'e 3 Refueling 
'lnfl'i'ght. 1 Engine 
Static 2 Engine 
Tsxi:other Wheels~Brakes 
Static 1 umc cyl 
Static:other ~ nose 
~hijaek-) 
taxied -
parepared to 
take off 
Re.arks 
Porvard L .. in tires blew out 
L f-ront ImG tires blew out, both wee1. 
fai'led 
L LC faUed; debris dislodged t wing 
fuel drain plug. aided fiTe 
Dragged vtngt.ip 
Sta1:1 recovery aatleu'ftr; suspec:t 
fatigue tie-bolt bole area 
Loose prt.er liine B nut allowed fuel 
to contact 13 enslne 
Refuel'ing~ tug ruptured fuel line 
All. 4 R MG tires blew out; pilot aborted 
Engine contacted ruovay/fire/self 
extinguished 
Fuel line connecting .. in aanifold vI 
fuel nozzle aeaprated at solder joint 
Weld in diffuser ea.e boreacope boes 
faHed; eng accee.ory covling separated 
High tetlp area set off air-oi'l .uture 
for.d fro. released 01'1 
3rd stage tur!tine due faHed; debris 
dUBged pylon. and L ving 
ale and fuel trucks iaproperly ~roUDded; 
fire originated under fuel truck 
p.rked partiaHy under L viug 
Fatal prop accident to person 
Exploded during 1II8intlrefue1-InB toe to 
water ia airstart cha1lber 
Vehicle driver ra.med gear to prevent 
hiJa~ takeoff; .. n ground fire 
DATA: 'Pire Occurrence: Ar~ '-her ilii'pact; F. infliRht: G~ on ground. Daaase Codes: DJ destroyed; S. substant.ial'; M1. lidnor; No. nODe. Phase .,f 
OperatiOii:- --static 1. starting engine; 2~ idUng; 3, engine runup; Tai'i 1. -to take oU; 2 from landing; Takeoff l~ ground run; 2, initi ....... nllW. 
3, aborted; Inflight I, diab; 2, cr;uise; 3. ::iescending; 4. holding,; Landing 1. in traf,fic pattern; 2, initial approach; 3. final approach; 
4. level of,fl-touc:.hdOtm; 5. rol'lout; 6. go-around; 7. missed approach. Fire Locat.ion: ItaZicB ind-icat.e incidents with fire in other than engine 
or wheel nacelle. 
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Table 0-3 
36 U.S. Air caf'rler (Fixed Winll Aircran) ,h,c1denta lnvolving Fir!! 
in tile Engines or Wheel l'iacel1lell, 196]~1974 H914 Inc","plctl!) 
In1uries 
File Aircraft ~ '1lnl Phase of "re 
..1!2.:-~ locatlDn Alrltne ~ AU Fin ~ ~ Op(!ration Location Acc.idcnt 1'VJ)1! 
FUsht E!urI!Dse: -E!sssenRl!r 
"'J.-0062 H- 6-6) Boston. !fA Ealltern 72. , 
" 
Tak"'Df-f Firl! In FUII-ht 
1-006!i 12-12-63 New Or:leanB. LA Eastern 11:0_ , 
" 
TakeDH Fire In Flight 
t 1-0038 1- 1-64 J3;lIIafc3;. NY Aloel'lcan 72' tlonl! 
" 
l.<Indtns Engln ... r:rDundl<KIp 
1-0036 3-14-65 Ypsi'!anti. I'll United Caravl!l'll! , , I(l!vac) 
" 
Tak ... off Engine Fire On Ground 
1-0038 6- 9-65 San Franchco. eA Natlon.'Il 00' , , ~(ev"c) 
" 
f.ngine Fin! In F'lih:ht 
1 .. 0006 2-13-66 IkIrnlte. AK IHen A'1asl:u CeslI. 195 , J InHlght EnIl1"e Fal'lur.., 
1-0001 2-13-66 nal!1a", TlC BnnlH 11:n , -«wac) 1'21 LandinI'( Enliine lmo;.ne Fai'lure 
1-0065 8-11-66 Kaninsburg. IN t...1te Gentral Nprd 262 I'lln 17 Cruis ... Endn ... ,..,,,,ine Fai'lure 
1-0021 6-24-67 Nevark. 10;1 De.l'tlI CVII80 , ,~. 59 Flfght Engine Enllfne Fai'lure 
Q~ 1-0035 4- 8-67 Gllicago. IL lake Gantral Nprd 262A , , , Take<lff I'.nll-foe flre In FHllht 
1-0048 '~2J-67 'Des Kain ... s, l'A B"anlff eVJ411 , , -(evne) , FH$\ht Engin'" Engine 1'.~iJlure "'~ 1-0055 4-25-67 SlIn Juan. ,PR IJarfb-At'1 1JV640D , , " t-andil1g Wheel Fire tn FHllht "tI!$ 1-0047 l'l-19-68 Kartinsburg, WV AIDe"ican 701 J8 FHr-ht Fir ... In FHII-Ilt !l 1-0001 2- 9-69 Berlin, V. C ... r .... ny Pan A ... 1'l7 , 1'14 Takeoff En$\fne Faf,lure 1-0054 1'1-28-69 Newark. to Eastern 008 , 123 Tai<epff Fire On !>rPlLnd t 1-0015 ft- 3-70 N ..... ark. NJ £astern 727 , '0< Statie IHnr. Rppt Flrc On r.round 
... 1-(1024 J- 2-10 ahfeaSo. I" United 72. 
" 
tlpne l'(evac) 94 Static EnRln ... Fir ... On (;rpund ~~ 0 1..(lO29 6- 9-711 Banllnr. ME Tran .. Carib. OOSF MIn I'ltn 2(evac) 
'" 
Tskepff Ilheel 1'1re On l:round Hi C> '1-0036 5-18-70 GhicSRD. 11; United 727 " "M t(ellal!) 71 Tad !flied Fire On l:round t 1-0053 9-29-10 nau .... TX 8r;m:l'f.f 72. , IIfn " i.andinR EnRlne r ... ar Retracted 1-0055 3-28-70 Hr. Annette [111. AK lIestern 1208 27 Flll!.ht , Pfre In ~llRht 1-0017 7-23-H llhil!aRo. II, United '" I1fn IIln Heyse) '" Toxl F.nltin .. Endne FaUure 1-0047 l!1-I7-H Hr. Hfilwalll:ee. III Unltd 727 , 'lin 
" 
Flight , F.ngine Fallur.., 
I-liOn !i- 1-72 Jamah:o. NY 
"" '" 
l1in Min 8(eyac) 
'" 
Tax! I.'bc-cl nrc On l:raund 
1-0024 3- 3-12 IIHo, III United 008-61 .~ , l!(evac) 1-26 Static ~lre On r.r-ound 
1-0038 1'1- 1-72 St. Louis, HO 
"" 
10' l1in tUn l(evac) SO "andinl': Ennine Engine Faf'lure 
I-OllIS 6-20-73 Bangor. liE o..er. Natt. DO' I'lin Kin 3(evac} 
'" 
Ta)ceorf Wheel ,H~fr_ Faf'iur.., 
1-0II3!i 8- 6-13 WBilhington. OC BranH-f 727 , , -(evac) 81 InHight Inleel Fire In Flight 
FHsht Purj!ose: (larSP 
1-0051 10-to-M Char.l..,Rtpn. SC Capitol (W. ~h:t Takeoff Engine Engine Faillure 
1-0056 H-I9-(04 Gwinn, HI Za.ntop AW650 5 ';,'ndtn~ Other Fire In Flight 
1-0039 5-18-10 San Franc.hum, GA Delta (;A)82 5 Tak .. off \lhee1 Engtn!! Failure 
FU.ht Purl!;!!.!Ie! Tra.lnlng and Ferr)! 
1 l-003!i 6-H-66 t ChiclIRO, IL Np. Central 1JV440 -(eva,,) tnfUght Engine EnRtne FaHure I , 
1-0055 8- 5-68 '1' Travill AfB, c.. Flylnr. T-iRer 707 Landin", EnRIne Fire On r:rmrnd 1 
• t-rlO10 3-U-72 l' IUU AfB, tIT Uni_r .. ,d llS8 TnfHJtht En~lne Pro!, Fa!:luroP ~ 1-0014 2-16-12 t Beaumont. TX t"xa" Int'!. CV600 LandinI': EnRine Enlline Fdilure 1-0009 3- 5-13 f Iltmver, CO Amerl"an 70' llin Takenff En~ine Grpundlo<l!' 
CodeR: DaMse: S. 9ublltantlal: I'lln, Kinor; No. None. Inlud" .. : Serloul<--Eva,,: .... erllllncy ev.,cuntfon of aircra~t Bpeclrt"aUy ! 
nnted it!. HTSB cod .... ; I'IlnfNane; IIlnpr or no tnJurle ... 
-1'1r" Oucurren".., InHll\ht; t After Illpllct; ",nn Ground 
F.lh!ht Pury08e. ~alDlns and Ferry: T, trnfnlnllt 1', fer .... 
), 
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Table D--4 
19, U.s. Air carr.ier (Fi~ lUng Alrcra!:t) Occurrences 
Involving fire, 196iJ:..1974 U974 111~asplete) 
~ 
5-30-63 
6- 6-63 
Location 
New ... 
NaahvilHe 
(>-14-63 Laa Angeles 
6-18-63 StUt:tBut 
8- 1~63 Cleveland 
l!1-16-6';) HI_i 
1-2- 2~63 Hr. Hi_i 
Injuries Pr.ase of F'lt'e fi're 
~ ~ HlnodNone Operation Occur_. Cocation 
Aaerican ClV990 Static C CarRo coapartMat 
Engines '1 and 12 
Aaerican 1018 1'3 evac 
IIM:riean 7208 
Pan "- 107-331' 
AM::r-ican 1078 
Eastern 720--025 
National Dca 
Stat,ic 1 
Static 
Static 1 
IlIfl-ight 
G 
G 
G 
G 
c 
F 
Engines 11 and '2 
Cabin 
bvatot::)' 'D 
Gabin 
Cm:kpit 
bvatory 
Hot:e: 1963 occUr1'ences lII8y be "incidents" but 11sting unavaH~le. 
IgniUon 
Poaaibly .. pana fir..,. exhau.t of taaUQA aircraft 
igntHaJl ordiaar_y c"'utibles tllraugh apet) urga 
door 
OurinJl refueling. fuel sprayed all en&lne 
Cigarette butt wrapped in II.-pkln placed' ia 
cabin seat pocket: 
Cllarred (.low-light c1rcuiU) wire bundle; 
inaufficient: lIIOisture reaistance . 
Clgllrette trays emptied.' into _net baltl Ignited; 
seat cushion burned 
02 escaped under pressure; adiabatic. cOlqtresslon 
dcnmstreaa of valve resulted In Ignitio1'l of valve 
COIIponeats or fire caused by i.purity in system. 
7-2-7:..65 Atlanta Delu 008 2 Static 1 (,1 burns) c Ri8ht wins. fuselage. Cleaning solveot ignited by lamp bulb on wheel wheel wel'1. interior wel'1 
3;"'12;';66 Itan ... s nny 'twA 107-3:)18 3 Stat!c 
1-2-11-66 LonS lleach (Un1t.ed) 008:-61" S SU,ric 
.. nufsc. U burns) 
6-30-61 Dal!laB BraDiff 1,27 Sutic 
5-lS-68 "-CUlla 'Ecuador Alulta 1;382B 4 handing 
8- 1-69 Phi·ladelphia 
7-2,7-71 Oakland 
1-25-72 Seatt'le 
8-30-74 Chicago 
1'1-5-14 Boaton 
4-24-74 :la_icl!;. NY 
7-21-74 
United' 
Saturn 
Western 
AMrican 
AHqneny 
United, 
n,. 
720 
lllOO 
7201. 
12,1 
DC9 
DCB 
747 
-
27 evac 
33 evac 
'" 
168 ev"c 
Static 
Static 
Static 
Takeofif 
InfUght 
Takeof,( 
T.:lkeoff 
" c 
G 
At 
G 
G 
G 
G 
F 
G 
F 
carpet + IIlIDke d_ge 
Galley '3 
Cabin 
l:e!:t wheel weI'l. 
fuselage. wi1'lp: 
Engine 
Cabin 
Cockpit 
cargn 
Engine 
Cockpit 
WheeJ :;.;;.:.:l'1e 
Engine 
Note: 1914 occurrences .. y be "lnddenJ;lIn ; 'l-ta:titll is lnc:oaplet:e at tl1lle of thia: report. 
Elect:rl'cal arcing. shorted by ".t:er 
Stavic electd'city when Maa shifted; nil': burst 
Into fl_a; aHphatlc. napntha for apot: deanlal': 
v~yl plast:ic. 
Spark fro. Al"lJ io wheel veH ignited aolvent there 
f,TOIII cleaning 
11 engioe prop 5truck Braund. breaking. thnnring 
parts into '2 enBine; frag1lenU started Hre 
Electrical fault in razor nutlet; 02 cyl1nder in 
hat racks vented t:hrough safety .. Ives .idUlg 
burning I118ter.lals 
O2 batHe eXploded 
Kalfunction as result of heat by friction or 
electdc:aI short circuit: in recirc. al.- unit; unit 
aft of forward r.arge COllp.RrtMnt bel1ind etation 
360 bulkJiead; wiring CCIlIpartM'Dt. floor of cabin 
above unit; sao1te <fa_ge to entire cabin 
Croaa: t:ie reb,. area 
Frict:ion ll:euaed by 2 blown tins on JA,ft PfG and 
le"klnl! hydrauUc fluid 
Note: Al'l 19 OCCUTrftll;:_ found in National Fire Pl'Dtection A .. od.t1OQ (Bo.tan) filles and' lICIt loe.ted on incident lisu; 1971-1974 occurrences not 
.:Alrcra::C:::roo;e!0:y '1~1:::. 
3 _r. sedouall :lajured due to Un. 
~ifj.fiim:i«:ilEijlWl~~7TS!'F~'i~ .. m;,:a,:: .. ii;li;l;~;,W,;-~~'ilio&-'~~:...:...~;a...l"""'~;.0.". --·~iJ.;.;."',.:;.'--'~1!.ii.-'"-".;:,;.,,.:.;,,..;.,"",:,...;.-. :,:<.,~,\,,- ..,'--,,.:,,,,-_,~, ;;,.,.c;,;,~~J,·:".;, _~_, i~',~_. ,,..;;;, '~. _~';',d"",~ o;.:.,.:;.,..;,..¥·,',,""'l.'·,;;....., "., ..... -< '~';' ,~,'-, :..;..,~";,,... ,:,,,,,.; , '-'-"~"~' " :....:~ • 
W-iikiii.,,'~};;ii!1ti~;{ .. ;i;r';.·iarH4f;.t~4!j!k'mdm5"/ ''ie~' , ,.;;!4w:.;.~cit~.:..b<J~;.,,0.-""M.~~:,:;,;;,,""~ • ....;: .... ;~ ... Io.-,>~:Y-' .. ,_"",',"' .• -'"< ,:c.- .' ,,,.,>-,,,,,_,_, 
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Appendix E 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS ON EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS 
Snow, Clyde C., John J. Ca,rrolle and Ma"kie f •• Allgood (Office of 
Aviation Medicine). SURVIVAL IN EMERGENCY ESCAPE FROH FASSENGER 
AIRCRAFT. AM 70-16. Washington: Federal Aviation Ad",inistrat ion, 
October 1970. 
SPECIAL S1UDY: SAFETY ASPECTS OF EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS FROM AIR 
CARRIER AIRCRAFT. NTSB-AAS-74-3. Washington: National Transportation 
Safety Board, November 1974. 
Gerner, J. D. and John G. 1I1ethrow (Office of Aviation Medicine). 
EMERGENCY EVACUATION TESTS OF A CRASHED L-1649. AM 66-42. Washington: 
Federal Avia'tion Agency, August 1966. 
Folk, Earl D., et a1. (FAA Civil Aeromedical Institute). GPSS/360 
COMPUTER MODELS TO SIMULATE AIRCRAFT PASSENGER EMERGENCY EVACUATliON. 
AM-72-30. Washington: Federal Aviation AdmiLnistration, September 1972. 
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Appendix F 
DISCUSSlON OF SURVIVABILITY AND 
CRASH FIRES FROM GAGE-BABCOCK StuDY 
The findings of this study (and the cAlI study covering 1955.,1964) 
indicate tha,t the greates t occurrence of fire accidents is af ter impae t. 
The following mate'rial is quoted from two ehapters. "Comments on Sur-
vivability" and "Crash Fires" of a study performed by B.M. Cohn and 
G.A. Campbell of Gage-Babcock Associates for the FAA/Airports Serviee 
in Janua,ry 1971. "Minimum Need. fo,r Airport Fire Fighting and Rescu~ 
Serviees" (Report AS-71-1. AD 720-512). 
The first quote begins by pointing out that when an aircraft crashes, 
the erash locadon (off or on airport), the impact forces (high or 
low), and presence of fire a're facto,rs which can increase or decrease 
su,rviva1. Subfactoro of concern for survivable accidents are the fuel 
system (ruptured o'r intact). cabin in,tegrity (compromised or in,taet) 
and fire and rescue service (effective or ineffective). The follow-
ing is quoted frota Chapter IV. "Comments on Su,rvivability" (pp. 32-34): 
Persons in aircraft involv,ed in a crash fire will be ex-
posed to haz~'rdous environment which will impair their 
ability to escape and can Cl!luse serious or fatal inJuries 
after sufficient exposu,re dur~,tion. The principal causes 
of injury or death will be: 
1. The'rmal "onditions - ra<liant heat, hot gases. hot 
air and flame. 
2. Produets of "ombus tion - carbon monoxide, ca,rbon 
dioxide. 
3. Pyrolysia products from interior fu,rnishings. pri-
marily, o,r from halogenated hydrocarbon extinguish-
ing agents - HC1. CI, C12 , COC1 2 , HF, Br2 , COFZ' NH 3 , HCN, 
etc. 
Experimen,ta1 studies to date (9, 10) have indicated that the 
the'rmal conditions have been the limiting factors in escape 
and surviva' time •••• 
Impact damage to the fuel system is usually the cause of fa-
tal aircraft fires. Ruptured fuel lines and tankage are the 
usual sources of fuel spills. with especially severe fires 
resutting when fuel booster pumps continue to operate follow-
ing damage to fuel lines. While the type and quantity of 
fuel involved in a fire is a factor. it should be noted that 
even rela'tively amall quantities of either high- o,r 10w-flash-
i ; 
~, , 
poi\\,t fuel can quickly produce untenantable conditions in 
an aircraft .:sbin (11). In addition, the integrity of the 
cabin is o,f major ill\portance to the survival of the occupants. 
Survival time may be essentially ze'ro if the fuselage is 
opened by impact forces and a fire develops. Even if the 
cabin is in,tact following impact, it has been demonstrated 
that direct flame impingement on the aircraft skin can pen-
etrate ic in la to sa seconds (9, 12). 
Although the expedmental studies had indicated thermal condi-
Hons would limit survival, actual crash experience indicates 
that toxic gases may be a frequent survival limit. The most 
critical toxic gas sources anticipated would be due to the 
combustion or/and pyrolisis (sic) of'intedor furnishin~s. The 
crash fire will heat the aircraft skin and the transfer of 
this he/!lt will pyrol1:.!:e or ignite intedor matedals at temp-
eratures well below the poin,t at which the aluminum fails. 
If the crash fire is impinging directly on the fuselage 
skin, the skin may fail in less than 10 seconds and fire 
catl directly enter the fuselage. This 4'ire will then ignite 
the in terio l' co1J\bus tibles. 
It is also possible fo,r fire and smoke to enter the aircrafl 
cabin when the exits a,re opened. ance the cabin atmospher., 
becomes contaminated wi th dense smoke and ho,t, toxic gases, 
the occuPants will be quickly incapacitated and not capable 
of accomplishing self-evacuation. l!lnconsciousness can re-
sult in 10 to 15 seconds, with death resuiLting shortly there-
after. Although fire-safe fuel systems and passenger sur-
vival in fire situations have been researched an4 studied 
extenstvely, little p,rogress'has been made in these areas. 
If meaningful. reductiOns :!-n the number of post-crash fire 
deaths are to be accomplished, they must come from improve-
ments in these areas. They will not result from any ground 
firefighting and rescue systems, alone •.•• 
The FAA require(l tha,t the occupants o,f any aircraft be abb 
to evacua,te in 9a seconds or less, using only SO pe,rcent 
of the plane's exits. l!lnder ideal cOnditions, crash equip· 
ment might arrive at the scene within this t:!me period; 
however, in most instances response time will. be in excess 
of 9(i) seconds and, theoretically, evacuation will have been 
accomplished prior to the arrival of crash fbe-fighting 
and rescue eq,uipment. Where evacuation is hindered by in-
juries, lack of visibility, blocked exits, wreckage, or 
nega,tive panic, effective firefighting can extend the '8utvi~ 
val time suff1cien'tly to permit complete evacuation or even-
tual rescue. 
Chapter VI, "Crash Fires", (.pp. 4l~43), discusses the problem of 
fue 1 spin due to line ot tank rupture, and the mechanism of igni tion 
lind b uming : 
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Since the elements o·f fire, fuel, ignition source and air 
are found in abundance in aircraft operations, a n.re may 
result whenever the con,trolled separation of these ele-
ments is dis,turbed. Aviation fuel, either kerosene or 
gasoline, is the most prevalen,t combustible aboard an air-
craft and, consequen.tly, is the most likely to be involved 
in a crash fire. However, oil, hydraulic fluid, de-icing 
fluid, tires, magnesium components, cargo and baggage a·re 
other combus,tibles commonly p'resent; ignition of these com-
bustibles may either p,recede or succeed the ignition of the 
fuel. 
A crash fire creates an immediate haza,rd to the aircraft 
and its occuPllnts normally only when the aircraft fuel is 
spilled by rup,ture of fue'. tanks or lines. these ruptures 
may occur as a result of: 
Contact o·f the lines or tanks with a fixed obstacle. 
Contact of the lines or tanks with a detached or dis-
placed aircraft cr'lnponent. 
Relative motion be,tween aircraft componen,ts caused by 
impact loads. 
Dynamd.c acce1era'tion forces which generate in,terna1 
loadings. 
In addition, once a fire has started, whether it involves 
the fuel or "nother combustible, the lines or tanks may be 
ruptu·red as £ result of fire exposu,re. 
Most occurr .. ;;~es which produce fuel spillage will take place 
when the aircraft is in motion. Pressu,re and viscosity forces 
of the ail' tend to break up spilled liquid fuel into droplets 
or a fine milst. These droplets can IDOve fo'rward and span-
wise from the source and will coalesce "nd drop down when they 
intercept a portion of the aircra·ft. As the aircra,ft slows 
down, the droplets :increase in size, becoming a solid stream 
as the plane stops. 
The droplets, this t and liqui<.\ fuel will wet the ground along 
the wake of the source; this wetting will deepen and broad .. 
en to the position where the aircraft comes to rest. The 
fuel which wets the g~0und in the wake of the airc·raft will 
normally be a very thin layer. If ignited, it will burn away 
rapidly; if not ignited it may evaporate o'r !loak in'to the 
ground quitkly. 
If the fuel mist :is ignited, a large rapidly enveloping fire 
will resuiLt, which often leads obse,rvers to believe that the 
airplane e!Kp10ded. However, this mist fire rises away from 
the aircraft and burns Out in 15 to 26 seconds. The mist 
fire, although extremely spectacula,r, does no,t present a 
di1<~~t hazard to the aircra,ft or the occuPIlMs inside the 
airc"raft (9). However, this mist fire will ignite liquid 
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fuel spilled on the ground, spilling from tanks, or on wet-
ted surfaces. The intensit.y of the mist fire and its ignition 
capability are independent o,f fuel volatility, within the range 
used in aircraft. 
If the mist fire does not occur, the spilled liquid fuel may 
be ignited by any of the nlDDberous ignition sources present 
in an aircraft crash. If the spilled fuel is above its flash-
point, the fire will then propagate through the vapor-air 
mix·tu·re over the surface o,f the fuel at a rate of 700 to 
800 ft; Imin., Bo,th aviation gasoline and Jl'-4 have flash-
points well below zero, and in almost all accidents the fire 
may sp,read in this manner. However, kerosene and JP-5 fuels, 
. o· 
with flashpc:!<nts of ll0 and 140 F respectively, will fre-
quently be below their flashpoints when spilled. The igni'" 
tion source must then heat the liq,uid sufficiently to evap-
oraLe some l:Lquid and then ignite the resultant vapor-air 
mixture. 0nce ignited, the flame heats adjacent layers o,f 
the liquid fuel and increases its evaporation rate so as to 
produce a combus,tible fuel-air mixtu,re above the surface of 
the fuel. In this manne,r, the flame p,ropogates slowly over 
the fuel sudace I1-t a ra'te of only 30 to 40 ft. ,mn. When 
the temperatu,re o,f a spilled fuel approaches its flashpoint, 
the rate of flame propl1-ga,tion over the liquid surface in-
creases rapidly to a :limiting value of about 740 ft./min. 
a t a liquid temperature above the flashpoint. Wi th high 
flashpoin,t fuels the fll1-D1Sspread can be slow, and it is much 
mo·re sensitive to wind conditions. 
l!Jnde,r some combinations of wind and temperature, the flame 
may not be able to p,ropagate over the sur!ace of high flash-
point fuels. Hc'weve,r, whenever a fuel mis t if fopned and 
ignited, as is coliUilon in aircraft accidents, the £:I.ame-
spread is G,ompletely independent of the fuel volatility. 
Once the fire is ignited. radian,t heat from the fire pllDDS 
wa~ and evaporates the liquid fuel :j.n the pool. The 
vaporized fuel. I1-nd air diffuse into the Gombustion zone 
above the surface of the liquid pOol. where the bUnling 
~el!C tion occurs. Gasoline wt:!-l allllOS t :!<mmedia,tely at tain 
a combustion rate o,f 0.15 in. of liquid depth per minute; 
kerosene fuels will bUnl more slowly at !irst but will 
reach a combust:!<on ra,te of 0.13 in./min. in a per:!<od of two 
to three minute~. The tempe,ratu,res o·f theoplume rl1-nges 
from about 1100 F at the edge to 1500-2000 F i8. the cen,ter; 
intrermitten,t peak tempel'atr\lres as high as 2200 F IIlI1-Y occur 
(16). The height of the plUl!le will. be 1.5 to 2.0 times the 
diameter o,f the fire (17). The comb\!S tion gases and in-
candescent carbon particles in the pllDDS will g~nera'te a 
radiant hea~ flux of 32,000 to 36.000 Btulhr-ft. lUIdia-
rion of the plume warms the surface o,f the liquid fuel; the 
surface te~eratu're o,f b~rning kerosene will reach approx-
imatel.y 240 F. 
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The basic stages of a crash fire consist of: 
1. An enveloping mist fire which occu,rs under the pre-
viously discussed conditions and persists for 15 -
20 seconds. 
2. A residual fire involving spilled or/and spilling 
fuel which gradually increases in intensity. This 
developing fire may ignite other combustibles such 
as magnesium components, tires, oil, hydraulic 
flued (sic), ca,rgo, etc. 
3. In about 2 to 5 min. the developing fire reaches 
a level of maximum in,tensity. 
4. The maximum intensity fire gradually decreases when 
the spilling fuel and spilled fuel is exhausted. 
This may not oecur fo'r a considerable time and may 
be <'l,uite slow. 
The development of the fire may be accelera,ted or its max-
imum in,tensity may be h1creased by vapor-air explosions in 
confined spaces or by the s'udden overpressu,re failure of 
the tankage under fire e><posu,re. Inte'rior aireraft fires 
may be increase,\ in in,tensity by the relieving of o"Ygen 
cylinders. 
An aircraft crash fire is prima,rily a two-dimensional spill 
fire. However, spilling fuel, fuel on aircraft structures, 
burning of other eombllstibles will add a third dimension to 
a portion of the fire. In addition, when fire is present 
inside cOli\partlflents sllch as the fllselage, nacelles, wheel 
wells, etc., a three-dimensional interio'r fire will also 
exist. The dimensions of a crash fire are defined by !!he 
area in which s,i.gnifieant quantities of liquid fuel have 
sp:!.lled or a're spilling. The fuel that sPilled in the wake 
of the aireraft or that flows some distanee from the spil-
lage sour"e generally burns away quite q,uickly and does nOt 
erea'te an e><posure hazard or extinguish:!.ng problem. The a,rea 
in wh:!.ch the hel is spilled will depend on the SOU'I<-",,~ of 
spillage and on the terrain at the crash site. If a ,,~ash 
oeellrs on an upslope, the fuel will flow down, envel"'ping 
the aft fuselage in the fire, while if :!. t oceu,rs on a down-
slope, the forWard fuselage will be enveloped in a fire. 
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Appendix G 
TWO FOREIGN ACCIDENTS OF INTEREST 
A study of foreign air carrier accidents, even on B.S. territory, 
is beyond the scope of this proJect. However, two accidents on foreign 
carriers outside the B.S. are interes-ting infUght aircraft fire 
accidents and are disClIssed here to illustra,te a situation which can 
occur. 
On April 8, 1968, a BOAC 707-465 with 127 persons aboard (11 crew 
members and 116 passenge,rs) was in the initial climb phase of take<lff 
when the numbe-r two engine experienced a mechanical fatigue failure <If 
a fift" stage compre"''''or wheel. The engine G<lwling separated, a fire 
<lccuIred, and the aircraft began to return t<l t_he airport f<lr an 
emergency landing. While the engine fire drill was carried out, the 
fuel shut-off valve was not closed. Fuel leaked into the jet efflux and 
the left wing fuel tank expl<lded. Eithe-r the engine extinguishing system 
was nOt used, or it was ineffective beGause <If the missing cowling. 
During IlPp,ro"ch to the airp<l_rt the engine fell off. Five people (one 
crew member and four passengers) succumbed t<l heat and smoke (suffoca,tion); 
38 passengers reGeived nonfatal injuries (severity not noted). The air-
craft was Gonsidered destroyed. In this case, an engine fire got out of 
c<l",tr01 be"ause the fuel shut"'<lff was not Glosed after the main fuel 
feed pipe became disconneGted, with fatalities due to the resulting fire. 
2. 
On July 11, 1973, a Va,rig 7'f!J7 with 134 perS<lns "-,,oard (17 crew members 
and 11i passengers) was in flight when a fire broke out in a rear lavatory. 
TW<l stewards tried to fight it unsuGGessfully with fire ""tinguishers, 
and the- ,fire spread rapidly due t<l the presen"e of plastics, f<lrcing the 
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pilot to land while in the glide path, six miles from the airport. The 
steward said that, since he was sick from smoke, when the aircraft came 
to rest he was too weak to open the emergency door. He leaned against 
it and it opened, but it closed pa,rtia1ly after he fell out. Rescue 
services had to search for the plane and arrived 16 minutes after the 
crash. They got the fire under control in five minutes and extinguished 
in 10 minutes. One passenger and nine crew members were rescued alive. 
Two crew members were uninjured and escaped unaided, but six crew members 
and 116 passengers succumbed to the effects of the fire. There apparently 
was no fuel fire and no metal fire; only the intense cabin fire contributed 
to the melting of the fuselage. Passengers died in flight due to 
asphyxiation, and only those who sought refuge in the cockpit survived. 
The ~ccident is still being studied and litigation is underway. 
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Appendix H 
ESTIMATED DAMAGE COSTS IN FIRE-RELATED ACCIDENTS 
Tables H-l an!! H-2 give thl' estimated damage costs and several other 
factors for destroyed and substantially damaged turbine powered aircraft 
in fire-relatl'd accidents, 
Note: Table H-2 includes the some engine and wheel nacelle accidents. 
Tables H-l and H-2 exclude some foreign manufactured aircraft and other' 
older turboprop aircraft for which cost data was not available. 
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i. 19,63 
I, ParI. Am 
!', Gontilnllntal 
I, 
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, ,Nor,thwest 
1:963 Ta'l1ALS 
" 1964 
Un!lted 
PacHic 
Bonanza 
TWA 
1964 TOTALS 
" 1965 
:i United 
American 
United 
" Pan Am 
1'I~A - (Ferry) 
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TableH-1 
Des.troyed 'l'urbine Powered Aircraft: 
U.S. Air Ci:arrier-Fire-Rel!a·ted Accidents 
, 
,I ' i 
Minor 'l't 1 
Estimated 
Fire Date 'Fatail:Lties : Serious '0 ·a Aircraft Hodel Damage Phase I Injuries or No Aboard' Cost 
. - Injuries, ($oao) 
, 
, 
" F 12- 8-63' 81 i 81 707-121! $ 6,557* , 
Al 1-29-63, 8 8 Vickers Viscount 8U 1,000 
2-12-631; 
I 
'l'urboprop , 
, 
Al 43 43 720B 5.779* 
1132 
II 
132 $ 13,336 
, 
, I , 
! 
F 7- 9-64, 39 39 , 'V7'45D $ 1,000* 
A] 5- 7-64 44 44 : F-27 247* 
AI ll-lli-64, 29 , 29 F-27 247* 
AI : 1l!-23-641 48 11 !!I iL4 73 1fl7-331 8.660 
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, 
14 185 $ 110,154 11 
, 
I 
Al 8-l!6-65 30 3@ 727-22 $ 2,006* 
Al 11- 8-65 58 ! 4 62 727-23 2,006 
Al liL-H-65[ 43 35 13 91 727-22 2,006 
, I 3a 30 707 12:1:B 5,142* AI 9-17-651 i 
! 
Al 9-13-65" 
..!!. , 4 CV-880 2.444 
, 
- -
l!61 I 39 17 217 $ 13,6fll, , 
, , 
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N 
... 
l 
Airline 
.+ft! 
, 1966 
,-.-
'l BranHf 
Wes,t Coast 
American 'Flyers 
;, Pan Am (Cargo) 
1966 1'0IDM.S 
I 1967 
Mohawk 
" Wes't Coas,t 
, Piedmont 
, 
'JlWA 
TWA 
I TWA 
I, Delta (Ferry) 
1967 1'0'VA,LS 
1.968 
, 
" Braniff 
Piedmont 
I, Allegheny 
Northeas,t 
, Pan Am 
United (Cargo) 
Pan Am (Cargc) 
Capitol.(Ferry) 
1968 T0TALS 
Table H-1(Continued) 
II; , 
, 
Mtno·r Fire II Dalte I Fa'talities !Serious . or No Phase Inj,uries 
, Injuries 
, , 
, 
, 
' ! 
I 
I F I 8- 6-66~ 42 , 
, 
Al ,10- 1-66 ; 18 
, 
, I 
, Al I 4-22-66 83 15 
AI :U-15-66I 3 . i"-
, 
-- - I I 146 15 , 
, , 
, 
F 6-23-67 34 , , 
i i AI ' 3-10-67 ; 4 , 
i 
AI 7-19-67 ' 82 , 
Al 11- 6-67, 1 1 34 
Al 11-20-67: 70 12 
AI 3- 9-67 ' 25 
, 
6 AI 3-30-67 
I -- - -
222 13 34 
i I 
I 
! , 
85 
, 
F 5- 3-68 
, 
AI 
, 8-lJG-68 I 35 3 
Al .12-24-68 20 12 15 
Al '10-25-68 32 8 2 
6-13-68 6 66 
AI 3-21-68 1 2 
AI '12-26-68 3 , 
Al i 4-23-68 2 2 
-
181 25 I 87 
I, 
Estima,ted 
Total Aircraft Model Dama~e Aboard· Cost 
, 
($000) 
I 
42 :BAC 1-11/203 $ 1,41):1* 
(2 eng. turbojet) 
18 DC9-l!O 1,362* 
98 L188C 1,1)01) 
3 
-
' B727-21 2,006* 
161 $ 5,171 
34 BAC 1-11 $ 1,400* 
4 F-27 247* 
79 727-22 2,006* 
36 707-131 6,557 
82 CV-880 2,444* 
25 DC-9 1,362* 
6 DC-1K1 9,853* 
266 $ 23,869 
85 Electra L188 $ 1,001)* 
(4 en~. turboprop) 
37 l'H-227B 1,252* 
47 CV-580 6'12* 
42 FH-227C 1,300 
72 B707 6,557 
3 B727-220C 2,006 
3 B707-321C 8,660* 
4 DC-8 9,851 
293 $ 31,320 
, 
-- -- - --
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l1ab1e H-1 (Con,tin,~ed) 
, ~I, " , 
, i ' -
, 
I Fire' 
, 
Serious Minor 
"I' Airline Date F·atai1ities ,or No I~hase 
I 
l1inj,uries lnjul'ies 
, 
,I , 
1969 
,,--
I Mohawk AI 11-l!9-69, 14 
'DWA(Training) AI I 7-26-69:: 5 , 
" 
,. 
Sea~9rld (Training) , AI iJ!!l-16-69 
, 
-
i 1969 1101J1ALS ' I 19 
, 
I ill! , 
I 
I , . ! 
I: Southern AI 11-14-701 75 , 
, 
I 
, capitol lint. A1i : 11-27-70 47 49 133 
, Trans 'Caribbean AI : !L2-28-701. 2 11 9 
, 
'DWA (Cargo) , AI U-30-701 i' 3 
'. Trans -Int. (Ferry) Al 9- 8-701 11 
. Mod Air Trans (Ferry) AI : 8- 8-701 , 8 , 
- -
1970 TOTALS ! I 'l35 68 14'5 
, 
, 1971 
, 
Hughes Air Wes·t ! AI 6- 6-71: 49 
Allegheny i i AI 6- 7-71 28 
, 
1 , 
, Alaska Airlines A~ 9- 4-71 111 , 
. Pan Am (Cargo) AI I 7-25-71 4 , 
Western ('Ferry) AI 3-31-71 5 
-
1971 110lJ'ALS I 197 1 , 
, 
, 
, Estimated 
Damage l1ota1 Aircraft Model 
Aboal'd Cost ($000) 
, 
14 FH227B $ 1,252* 
5 707-331C 8,660* 
5 DC8-63F 10,360 
24 $ 20,272 
, 
75 DC9-31 $ 4,165* 
229 DC-8-63F 10,360 
55 727-200 6,316 
3 707 6,842 
11 DC-8-63F 10.360· 
8 CV 990 2,444 
381 $ 40,487 
, 
49 D€9-31 $ 4,165* 
31 CV 580 Turboprop 692 
111 727-193 5,448* 
4 B707-321C 8,660 
_5 8720-047B 5,779* 
200 $ 24,744 
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Table H-l (Cone111dt:!d,) 
, I I ' . I , Estimated 
" 
, I : I' Utlnor I' I ,Fire ,I 
. !Fa,talities Serious .' N Total Damage Airline Da,te . or 0 Aircraft Model 
i ,Phase ' Inj,u,I':>es I j i Aboard,. Cost 
, n ,ur 'es ($000) I. , 
1972 
12-ZG-n l I ! I , I North Central AI HI 9 26 45 'DC-9-31 $ 4,165 
Eas'tern AI 12-29-72. 99 60 17 176 ' UOl1-385-1 15,786* 
Nor·th Central A(E 6-29-72 5 5 CV 580 692* 
I Hmited AI !l2- 8-72' 45 17 62 '737-222 3,462 
.! Delta {Ferry) I AI 5-3G-72 4 , 4 :nC-9 4,165 , ! 
i 'Eas,te·rn AI 5-18-72 , 3 7 10 , 1,000 
--
I .i 
, 
1972 T0TA'LS 163 89 50 302 
.... II' J!':I fj 'I: I 'I' I I I' I I I 
'e; ,--. ,_. ; - : •• - _-I: - - '--- -_.- - ----'I
I $ 29,270 
, ' 
, l!973 
, 
,. 
! I , 
Pan Am (Ca,rgo) I F ,11- 3-d' 3 3 707-321C $ 8,560* 
Oza,rk Ai ' 7-23-731' 
·Delta AI 7-31-73' 
, TeiKas Int. AI 9-27-73' 
, 
Pan Am F 7-22-731 
" World Airways,(Cargo) AI 9- 8-73!: 
l!973 TOTALS 
1 197'4 
I 
I 
I ' I-- I, , I 
:1 TWA AI 1-16-74 i 
! Pan Am AI 1-3G-74, 
1974 T0TIlliS 
! 
I , 
, 
, 
- -- --
Note: 1974 totals a,re prelimiinary 
* lndica,tes impac,t non-survi vab Ie 
38 
88 
11 
79 
6 
--
225 
96 
96 
--
Fire Phase Key:F - Inflight; AI = Af,te·r Impact 
I 
6 i 44 FH227B 1,091* 
1 
, 
89 ,DC-9-31 4,165* , , 
, 11 ,CV 600 581* 
I 79 707 8,660 , , 
i 
6 DC-8-63F 10,360* 
- --
7 232 $ 33,517 
3 5 5 707-131B $ 1,000 
5 
-
10'1. 707-321B 8.660 
8 5 1A6 $ 9,660 
, ' 
Total Cost 0" Destroved Aircra·ft ($!l00) $256,004 
Cos't of Des.troyed Impac t Non-Survivable $135,829 
Aircraft Included Above ($000) 
- --- - -
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, Airline Phase: 
, 
];963 
Eastt"'r:n ! AI 
Eastern F 
I. Eastern F 
t::: I 1963 T@TkLS , 
.~ 
1964 
American AI 
TWA AI i 
1964 T@TALS i 
1965 
National ! AI 
Pan Am AI 
1965 T@TALS 
];966 
Braniff AI 
!L966 T@TkLS 
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TaMe H-2 
SubstantiaJ!ly Damaged Turbine Powered, Aircraft 
U.S. Air Carrier--Fire Related Accidents 
(IIncluding Eng1!nellfuee1 Nacelle Fires) 
, 
, 
, I 
Serious: Milnorl Total 
nate Fatalities 
. Injury None Aboard 
i , 
, 
, 
i' I 
, 
B-2l!-63 , 28 28 
11- 6-63 i 38 38 
12-12-63 I 15 16 
I 82 82 
7- ];-64 3 12 
8-26-64 138 138 
, 141 150 
I 
6- ~-65 77 77 
3-26-65 170 
---
17A 
247 247 
I 
i 
, 
, 
2-13-66, I 127 
, 
, 
-
o 
Aircraft Model 
DC8 
720 
720 
720 
707-331C 
DC8 
B707-321 
8720 
Estimated 
Damage 
Cost 
($000) 
$ 1,500 
1,000 
11 000 
$3,500 
$ 1,000 
21°00 
$ 3,000 
$ 800 
1,000 
$ 1,800 
I : 700 700 
l 
1 
1 
1 j 
1 
1 
I , 
I , 
Ii 
LJ·I ..i1 , , 
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Airline 
1967 
"Cari,bbean Atlantic: 
: United' 
'. Caribbean Atlantic " 
"', Pan Am 
I No. Cons. Airline 
Delta 
1967 TOTALS 
1:968 
North "Central 
Fl!yil\g Tiger 
American 
1968 TOTALS 
I 
I iJ!969 
, 
I, Pan Am 
I 
': Eas,te,rn 
1969 TOTALS 
Fire 
Phase 
" 
, 
I 
AI 
G 
AI 
G 
AI 
AI 
G 
F 
G 
G 
Table H-2 (Continued) 
I 
Date ~ ! Fatal! tie s Serious Minor/ Total! Aircraft MOdel 
I lnjoury None Aboard 
4-25-67 I 57 Convair 640D 
6-26-67 1 32 33 Viscount 745D 
1-23-67 28 28 CV640 
9- 9-67, 2 172 174 707 
6-26-67 2 2 PC6A 
6-24-67 59 59 CV880 
-
-- -
3 293 353 
6-24-68 I 22 22 CV580 8- 5-68 3 1fJ7 
1-19-68" ' I 38 38 8707 
- -
I 
I 60 63 
, 
f'- ~, 2 114 1l!6 727 
" 1-28-69 I 
I 
123 123 DC8 
-- --
237 .z :19 I I 
Estimated 
Damage 
Cost 
($OOO~ 
$ 200 
60 
300 
1,500 
200 
100 
$ 2,360 
$ 300 
900 
900 
" $ 2,l!On 
$ 800 
151. 
$ 950 
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;J;970 
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Braniff 
, I Wes,tern 
'Delta 
I !t97:0
 TG%\1.S 
iIl97il 
i
' 
Aloha 
Saturn 
united 
,:1 
1971 TGTA1.S 
, , 
, 1~H2 
'.~ 
i 
Delta 
I! IEas1t.ern 
" 
lJ'exas ~ntl. 
1972 TGTM.S 
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AI 
I' F 
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Tab.le H-2 (eontinried) 
, ' 
, 
'Date I: Fa'tali,tiesl 
Serious ! MiLnor! 
',Injury None 
" 
! ! 
i I ,I 
I ' ~ " 
'I 9-29-70 I' 
" 3-28-7'0' , 27 
5-l8-10 I .....l 
'I 
' , 
,I 30 
! ~ 
'I 8- 8-71 ! I 
' ! 3-18-71' , 4 
, 
" ll-U-71 '! 36 
36 
' ' 3-l!9-72 
5-l!0-72 
, 2-16-72 3 
,I 
, 
! 3 
, 
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Es,timated 
'I!ota1 Airccraft Hodet 
Damage 
,Aboard, Cost 
($000) 
56 I' 720-027 $ 80 27 72911 100 
3 GA382 100 
86 $ 280 
I I 
72 ' V745D Viscount $ 20 
4 GA3'82B 50G 
36 ! ! 727 300 
108 
'!I 
$ 820 
' ! 
8:/ I DC9-32 1,000 
4 DC9-31 Stretch 6,000 
...l. CV:600 100 
, I 94 
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Table H-2(Cenclluded') 
J ,Ii ' ' 'I '" lEstimated , , , 
I' AirHne 
IIFbe 
,J!)alte ! i ~ i Serious' i Miner/ TetaiL '::1 f M d 1 I Dama~e I Pha'se 'I Fa'talines; ID j I ',. A .. Tcra t ,0 e , I I in illil'Y Nene ' Abeara ' Cest 
" 
, ($OIlO~ 
! , , 
, I 
, i ]973 , il-'-' , , ' 
, I! I Eastern i AI , '1:2-17-73 1 89 D(;9-31 I $ 1,111111 
Belta 
, 
AI U-27-73 3 39 79 DC9-32 , 2,11011 , 
,Piedment I AI 111-2'8-73 , 5 96 737-21i111 1,1100 , 
,I 'Braniff I F ! 8- 8-73 I :1 81 81 I', 727 1,11110 
Ame,rican AI ' , 
3- 5-~311: ---2 --2 'B71il7 2,1100 ! -
]973 'l'0TA'LS 3 , 129 I' 348 ,$ 7,111111 
'Fetal Ces't ef Subs,tantial1y 
namaged Aircraft ($1I0ll) $29,6]0 
Key: G=G,reund; 'F=Flight; AI=After Impact 
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Appendix I 
CAB REPORT ON LEVELS OF RECOVERIES 
ON ACCOUNT OF PASSENGER DEATHS 
(Accidents Occunoing in Calenda,r Years 1960 through 1969) 
Compiled by the Office of the General Counsel, in coopera,tion with 
the Data Processing Division, Bureau of Ac~oUl',ts and Statistics, Civil 
Aeronautics Board, from responses by m.s. certificated air carriers to 
a CAB Questionnaire (CAB Form T-109), circulated May 14, 1970. 
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SUMMARY ..... 
.... - ,." ". : . 
" 
• Th~s report sets torth deta~led information on tinanc:lal recoveries by 
settlement or court judgment for passenger deathB and ser~oWl injuries, 
ariSing 1'1'0111 acc:ldents occurring dur~tn~.S. air QMrier!il:perationsdur1ng 
. . ' 
the period 1~0 through 1969. it presents in tabular form the data compiled 
, , 
rrom responses from certif:lcated U.S. air carriers to a questionnaire 
, ' 
CV&ulatM' gy"the Civil Aeronau,tics IIoard on May 14', 1970. a a, • _ • 
. 
Tbe tables indicate a striking increase in the level ot individ1;lal 
• 
recoveries in death cases settled between January 1968 and June 1970. 
'nle average level ot recovery in domestiC accidents. 'for example, bas 
more than 'doubled, trom below $90,000 before 1%8 to nearly $200,000 in 
" , 
. .... ...... .. 
the first six months of'19'10. The tables also indicate that the average 
,". t1me between accident and settlement for recoveries at various' -levela -' ' __ "J, 
. -- -- - - . - - - - .. -
, trom $l!oo, 000 to $500,000 is Funning be1!ween 4 and 6 yeau. ' , " 
.. --...... ,~ ': '\ :: 
" 
,-, .. ,'.-. 
. -:':J . ' .. ', . 
'" 
.. ,", 
'" .. 
.. The civu Aeronautics 110&1'4 requested' all U.S. certificated c~rie'rs 
to tu;n1sh for eachdeajh or sedpuB injun' arising out 01' each aCCident 
, "" g' ',' " , , 
, ' 
occUrring duritlg the ,covered period," in addition ~o otller 'information, 
, 
, 'Y' ,The requests were HcaseQ:on reports 01' accidente furnished to the 
Hat10i'lal ~ransporte Uon Safety lIoard, 
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t.he amount, 
. N' 
of settlement, if any, and the classification by and date 
nature of claim (non-Warsaw death, Warsaw death, flon-Warsaw serious injury, 
. '1/" - . 
Warsaw serious inJury) Vith respect to each ciaim. Responses -,lere • 
-
,'eceived from 33 cardel·s. providing information sufficient for CO:~·Fi1at:'on 
.... .... " . y' . . . .--.~.-----
w.lth respect te 16G acci-len1;s, including 1186 recoveries for nen-Warsaw 
d~athS; 223_ 1'01'! Warsaw deaths; 200 fOl' §! 
25 tor Warsaw Sel'!ieUB injuries. 
non-Warsaw serious injuries; ar,d 
The respenses fw:-ther saoW' Rending 
'lI . The amount req-..:ested vas tile ,F'mssamoWlt pa:id; no adj:ust:nent has 
been ir.ade, and no infel"Jll&tion is available, as; to the ~et recoveries by 
cl9.imants. 
• 
". 
N The term U Settlement U as used 
whe"bher by settlement or ju~ment. 
. . 
herein refers to all recoveries 
!iJ Warsaw chimS include all' q1aims arising out at inte~na"biona-1 tran$": c. 
.. p.Qrtation s·.rt:ject .to the Warsaw Convention (49 Sta);_ 3000; T.S. 876) whether 
or ne1i the limit of 1iabi.1ity provided therein was applied. With respec"b 
to passenger deaths ar injurief; the Convention prov.:.les for a 1.iability 
limit Cit $8,300. However, Since ~!ay 19615, the sa-called uf,lantreal Il',terim 
Agreement" al:".ong carriers has pravided a liabi 11 t;y limi"b under "bhe ~larSa'iT .-
Conventic,m, fa·r transpartatien te and fram the U.S., af $15,099, with 
absalute liaUlity (CAB Agreement 1.8900, appraved by Baar~'<irder E-23E80, 
\ 
May 13, l5'Ef). Because Warsaw claims are subjeet te a liability limit and 
a differen"b liab~lity. sy~te:::, "bhey have been campiloed separa"bely tram clailllS 
not subj.ect. te tae Warsa" Convent.ten. . 
'i/ DIe res·paAses were received with respe.ct to J.l!!.'t,ctdeDts, i~'/elYir:o; 
J 1G2 deaths ar:d ~) serj.0·"~S in~·.J:I"ie$ (ifiCbdir:S 2 aGeidents i:iv"'l·:~!.~; 7~ ar:a 41·.ieaths, reSPllctivel;:i). In addition, responses viti'l respect t;, ~!l-e~­
dents, invc l.,,;!.f.lg Aa dee'.:;,iS li<nd 20 serieus iHj "ries, s"bated th!l.t data '.·i:.,. 
resl'ectr to SUCII accid~nts ceuid net be llbtl!-ined. 
Y 'tbe carrier res;;vnses Incb:::'e4 partIal lai':Jrllatl:iH, ills ;fI'icient 
l'or c(!br·ilati~r. (except 1'o·r t~le eornri1atic!' incl.·lded :lS 1;!!.!"at;l"IJ.,':: j of thE. 
Aj:.!.eaQ.':':~) '.·;:t~~ !'es'J)E-,.!t tt;· ((1 !'~o!i-:"l1J.!"saw 'ae:at;!~ s,}";tl.e::~eHts; 75 iI~!'::!.s.',·: :.ie":lt!. 
sett~e:ile! .. :~-,; S'( !'i(",n-· .. :al·S~·;I ser1\', ,::;. ~h.:'J.ry st:ttle;::CHts; ~:.i 24 .. ::1. '~'J.." se:',L.. 
lnJ~y se,tt.!..~::.e;;ts. T·w.~er.~y,,)f 1;~:eS'£: sett..l.e:ne:d..:' !~e;re::e!.iZ a sit: '.t: o'e;:'.:'re::: 
fQ'r !wr.e 't:.&"!-l. tJhe !:.embe: .Gf 3. fai:.ll:,:. The lai..te:~ settle:::erlts I.a'·£: :.~'.:. hee ... 
incl..aeu. i:. a:.j" eQ"'~i~tior:, bul; llre st:;.arli1\;el;,· co;n~i1e:1 ill p.ra~!·":;, l. ;,l' 
the Al-pendlx te this repa!"t. t!t. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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un::h'Ltledclaims al> follows: 433 non-Warsaw deaths; 87 Warsaw d.eat.hsi 
97 Ilon~warsaw serious in,1:'ies; and 16 Wars~w 'seri~us in,1uries.'1I The 
. 
~ 
attliched tab;Les present pertinent co:upll.lations 01' the data received •. 
..... 
, . 
.. ., 
EXl'l.MlATION OF TABLES 
Tab~s I(A) through I(ll) set forth the level of recoveries for :1';n." 
. 
. 
Warsaw deaths. Warsaw deaths. non-Warsaw serious injuries, and Warsaw serious 
1n,1uries. respectivelY, compiled on the basis of year of settlement for the 
period 1966 thrwgh 1970.21 'J.!he tetal number and the percentage of settle-
' •• 0, 
. , . 
. menta which exceed the stated levels e1' recevery are set :renh. Fer example. 
• 
, :.' . 
'. , ..... 
... '. 
, . 
. . 
... 
.. ,,,'". 
. ... 
. . ". 
' . 
'. 
fjAbreBltdGWil of pending claims bY. acc:l.dent year and nature e1: claim 
i85et forth in paragraph 2 of the Appenqix. 
•• • ........
.. ~_ •• "0_ ... 7 ...... _ _ 
.. ' ... __ •• _
__
 
~ _ ..;_ ... ~ ..... ~ .... .-.:.1 ..... ....-_ .-.-._. ,. ' __ '._ ... 
. . ~ 
: -"!I For p~oses. et cOlJ.1PariBon, paragr~ph 3 e1' the Appendix c.,nta1~s a 
cOIIIPilatioll e1' the data en a ten-year 'basis in the ferm publlshed by the lCAO 
Air Transport C0WWl ttee :from resllonses te 'State "letter "S "l8/10:rJ8/-n, l(~c:t 20, 
1968. :\on AT-WP/l.OO7, Revised 2/77fiJ9, "Ecenomic Information Relating to the 
Warsaw/HarJJ.e Liab:\oli ty L1J1l1 ts." (Repr1nteq in Velume I, Reports aaa 1l0c1llllentatic:l. 
SubceJ!llll1ttee of the Legal Cemm1ttee on Revision e1' the Warsaw C6nvention as III:1end
e:1 
by the Hague Protecol,18-29 November J.960 and 2-19 septelllbe:r 19~. Doc. 8839-' 
J.c/J:.58-1. a'l> page 48.) . . . . . . . .... 
21 The settlement year ;L970 iDclu~es settlements made 4uring the: first 
six mOnths of that yeBir. The data rep$rted for settlements Ir.'lde in t.'1e 
perieil 1960-196$ ~d net include settlements relattng to accident.s oc.z=ing 
prior te +960. Because 1'r~m 5f/. to 501> of settloemc1}ts. depending up?n 'the 
. level of' settlelnent, ~e stx $1" mare years t.o settloe (see n:ne ElI..apo;r,d. Tilble 
III(Al); settlcJIlent anta relating t$ settlenlSnt years 1960-10965 would De 
incomplete, and thel'ef$re have not been included. 
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Table I(A) indicates that in 1966 18.~ of'the settlements were at a level 
OVtr $150,000. In the first half of 1970, 58.l~ of the settlements were 
over this level. ..... 
.. ' ...... 
Table II shows the average ot recoveries of the four categories (Warse .. " 
and non-Warsaw, cieaths and serious inj~ies) for the 
!91 ". -' 
through 1970. .. . 
settlement years 1966 
" 
• 
• • Tables III(A) and (B) provide a compilation, by number of years, of the 
. t:1me e:lJj,psed between the date ot accident and the date of settlement, with 
respect to non-Warsaw death recoveries at vario~ levels. Specifically" 
!Jlabl~ lII(A) sets forth the percentage of such claims settled within the .. 
Ilumbe~ of years stated, With respect to each recovery level category. '. 
. Table lII(B) sets forth esselltiaUy the same iI1formntioll,' however, compiled, 
..on,the baSis of all claims exceeding .the recovery lev:els of $100,000, 
'$200,000, $300,000, and $500,000, respectively. In addition, Table IlI(B) 
includes an avel'age elapsed settlement time for all suchclailDs above these 
levels with:l.n the covered pel'iod. These Tables' are based on recoveries 
, W 
relating to aCCidents occurring dUl'ing the years 1960 thl'ough 1963. 
jj§j U Earlier' yea",s liave not been illcl~ed for the reasons set forth in 
I10te 9--above. . 
, 
. W Because of the large proportion of claims taking more than 6 yee.rs 
to se.ttle", the compilation does not include settlements relating to aCCidents 
in late-r years. • . 
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Recuvery 
Amaun~ 
.. 1,000 
.. • 
10,000 
,. 
50,000 
75,000 
100,000 
125,000 
150,000 
. 
. 2OQ,000 
250,000 
300,000 
$ooiooo 
mAL' 
SEm.E-
MEtI'l'S 
(619) 
TABLE I (A) 
NON-WARSAW DEATH SE'l'l'LEMEN'lS ExCEEDIIlG STATED Al«ltnrr (BY SE'l'TLEMEN'l' YEAR) 
1966 :1.,967 1~68 1969 
flO. 
" 
NO, ,~ I/O. ~ ""No. 1" 
no 95.7 67 96.8 160 100.0' 157 99.6 
. 
94 8l.8 50 72.2 152 95·3 152 96.4 
41 41.0 ~4 34.6 69 43.3 98 £>2.2 
39 34.0 18 2$.9 63 39.5 86 54.6 
32 27.9 lo4 20.1 54 33.9 75 47.6 
28 24.4 13 lB.7 48 30.1 69 43.8 
21 3:8.3 12 17.3 45 28.2 61 38.7 
) ,.12 .10.5 • 8 .ll..$ . .. 30 .18.8 43 27.3 
. ... , 
.'of .. .. 
5 4.4 3 4.3 20 12.5 31 19·7 
3 2·7 2 2·9 12 7.$ 16 10.2: 
2 1.8 0 0 1 .6 a 1.3 
-
U5 'OJ:I -l6I1 . ' " J;5liS 
-
.. 
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1970' 
. fro. l' 
117 100.0 
115 98.2 
86 73.4 
80 68.3 
74 63.2 
70 $9.8 
68 58.1 
57 48.7 
., 
42 35·9 
28 23·9 
2 1.1 
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TABLE I (B) 
WARSAW iEATH SE'.l"lLEI>!EN'm ~CEEl!i)Il,G SVoTED .AK)UNT 
. (BY SEr:i':rr.EI-lEllT YEAR) 
. . 
Recovery 
Amount 
~.·66 .1970 
$ 1,000 
- 10,000 
50,00<? 
75,000 
100,000 
27 ~OO.O 54 
10 37.0 $1 
1 3.7 24 
1 3.7 15 
1 
• 
125,000 1 3.7 2 
° 1. 150,000 Ii) 
- _. ~- .,... ":" - .. .-
200 000 
.'. 
250,000 
300,000 
500,000 
TOTAL 
SE'rl'.t.E .. 
MENTS 
(143) 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
100.0 16 
94.6 15 
44.6 9 
27.9 6 
3.8 1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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1 
1 
Q 
o 
o 
o 
100.0 
94~O 
56.4 
37.6 
6.3 
6.3 
.6.3 
o 
Ii) 
o 
o 
No. iJj, No. 
34 
33 
18 
• 
14 
3 
3 
3 
2 
o 
..• 
o 
o 
100.0 12 
97.0 12 
52.9 7 
41.1 3 
8.7 
8.7 
._8.·1 
5.8 
o 
0, 
o 
3 
3 
3 
1 
o 
° 
o 
12 
.~ 
'" 
100.0 
100.0 
25.0 
25.0 
25.0 
25.0 
8.3 
o 
o 
o 
i 
I 
i I I ) 
tt 
~ 
~ ~ 
'I 
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;1 
" 
:1 
" 
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"1 ~~ 
'1 j '. 
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·1 ~1 
:1 
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'1 , 
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TABLE I (C) 
NON-WARSAW SERIOUS INJURY SE'l'lUMml.'S EXCEEDING S'M.'lD AMiUNT 
Recevery 
Jlmeunt 
$ 1;000 
1.0,000 
. 
50,000 
.' 
75,000 
100,000 
125,000 
150,000 
, -
200,000 
'2;0;000" 
300,000 
500' 000 
" 
. 
TOTAL 
SE'J'l1LE.. 
MEN'l'S 
(157) 
1~66 
Ne • . ", 
28 90.2 
12 3B~6 
3 9.6 
3 9.6 
2 6.4 
2 .6.4 
2 6.4 
-,. , ' 
2 6.4 
'"2 .j '1);4' 
, 
1 3.2 
0 0 
(BY S~-w.R) 
1967 1968 
Ne. 'I> I'O. 
'" 
25 92.5 ~ 92.0 
1.8 66.6 28 ·73.6 
11 40.7 13 34.2 
8 29.6 9 23.7 
6 22.2 3 ·7.9 
5 1.8.5 3 7.9 
,-
3 11.1 3 7·9 
... - . 
, 
2 7.4 1 2.6 
'0' ". -:L " '-2-:6 . 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
. 
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• 
1969 1970 
NO. 
." !'ie. -, 
n 78.8 13 92.8 
19 40.5 7 49.0 
6 12.8 6 42.8 
\ 
3 6.4 4 28.5 
3 6.4 1 7·1 
3 6.4 1 7.1 
2 4.3 1 1.1 
. ,- --, . .. - . - -.-- ....... 
2 4.3 0 0 
"'"2 . 4.3 0 0 
2 4.3 0 0 
; 
0 0 0 0 
·14 
I 
I 
! j 
• 
Recovery 
AnIount. 
$ 1000 , . 
-
. 
10,000 
. 
50,000 
75,000 
100,000 
125,000 
.150,000 
200,000. 
250,000 
300,000 
.500,000 
TOTAL' 
SE'l"I'LE-
MENTS 
(13) 
.•.. 
TABLE I (D) 
-
WARSAW SERIOUS INJURY SE1'l'LEt·!EN'1'S EXC:E:EI)[I,G STA'lD .Al>DUNT (BY S~~!EN'l' YEAR) 
• 
14:166 1~67 1968 1969 :1,970 
NQ~ 'no I~Q~ .~ Ne. '1i .. HO. 
" 
NG. - -7'-
6 100.0 0 0 1 100.0 3 75.0 1 100.0 
, 
4 66.7 0 0 1 1oo~0 0 0 C 0 , 
0 0 0 0 1 100.0 0 0 0 0 , 
0 0 0 0 1 100.0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 100.0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 • 100.0 0 0 0 0 
I 
0 0 0 0 1 100.0 . Q. () 0 .Q. • .. . . .. .. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. • .. 
... .,' . ... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 , • , 
.. 1 
0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 ''': 
1 
~ 
(: 
.. 
6 " 1 3. 3. '. • -:~ 
. ". ! 
~ 
, ~ .~ 'if 
.~ 
~ 
., 
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TAmE II 
SETl'LEMENT 
mR 
1966 
1967. 
1968 
1969 
1910 
00 
""t:Q H 
"dQ 
0!Zl ~~ 
£)~q~ 
eI 
" ·61 
-, -- ,_"'_w ·""-,O·_'"·' __ ~'~.> .• >--.-,.. •.. --,.~ ..... , .... " ,"". ·--·~~~·~'''"~~=~;-·''''''.''''"'''~n·'~='·-,~ .. '''''''v,~~r.',,~:-'''''',.,.,l'''~'''''X ,~. 4I!J
J}41, .... H.,OiJ. €AI It"" : 2$lZ C '. a y.ljO,M 
TABLE II 
PASSENGER RECOVERIES (INCU1DING lIoTR.:rwGMJm'l'S AND ~) , . 
, 
, IN WARSAW AND NON-WARSAW CASES - U.S. CARRIERS 
PASSENGER-DEATH 
NO. OF 
SE'l'TLEMENTS 
115 
69 
160. 
158 
117 
, I 
mTAl. AWlRAGE 
8E'l":rUlMENTS, 'PER nEATH 
NON-WARSAW 
$9,775,379 $85,003 
$4,557,065 $66,0114, 
$16,829,175 f1:Q5,182 
$21,405,179 135,475 
$22,866,877 $1:9~,443 
, 
., 
j .. 
I, 
i ' 
. ' 
• 
SERIOUS INJt:JRlES 
NO. OF TOTAL AV'ERAGE PER 
SE'l'TL'ElMEN'rS SET'l'LEMENTS SERIOUS lIUURY 
31 
27 
38 
47 
14 
$956,887 
$1,567,004 
$1,8<)1,490 
$1,6613,072 
$641,972 , 
$70i 641. 
:jj750 
$172,500 
$5.7211 $6,000 
$30,867 .. 
$58,037 
$1<7,407 
. $35,490 
$45,855 
$11,773 
$750 
$172,500 
$1,431 
$6,000 
, 
J 
----.J , 
.1 
.-J 
~,' 
~'''"'''''~~-''''!'''''''''''''V'''''''''~''''-''''''~~'_''h ~-,' !}~, ~ "",,;;;tZ .... ~~<n'""'",..,..'" ~, •.. 'Mi ,!Mf!tJ~,", oq 2 Z #, .. H;C X W:tUUi.A ,91@ 
Co ~ ~) 
'"r:1t;] 
g~ ~t». 
.cl:-! 
~~ fJ'9 
TABLE III (A) 
, 
IIOII-IIARSAV IlEA!!!! ~ 
mI: ELAPSED Il!."I'WEEJI ACC~1l!:NT AND GI."l'l'IDI!:! 
~!.f 
(BASED 011 RECOVEIl'!ES FOR ACC_ occtlIIRm:J 1lI 'l'IIE I'EMOD 1960-1963,) 
f-' 
'" 
'" 
RmOVlltr AM3UNT I v-1 th l,n vi th1>n vt,thl'n v1:thln vtthln vlthla. vl'thtn v1th1:n 
6 moB. 1 yr. 2 yr •• 3 yr •• 4 )"2' •• 5 yr •• 6 yr •• 7 yr •• 
lIO. -No.1 .~ ~O. J' no. No" ~ No 
:.;)l:)t)() or le .. 9115.21 )6161.0141169. 4 4.11 69. 4 47 79.6 50 810.7 56 94.9 59 100.0 
, 
1001-50·,000 451 9·3 ~]II127. 71250 151.7 21166.4 3R!. TS.1i 409 84.6 428 88.6 "39 90·8 
50.001-75" ().lO 1 2·5 8 I 20.51 14 I 35.8 1714).5 231 58.9 31119.4 1 33184.6 3GI 92.3 
15,001-100,000 o o 2110.01 6130.0 12160.0 16 I 80.0 161 80.0 1181 90.0 191 95.0 
lOO.OOl-2CO,()(X) 11 1.21 2 I 2.51 13116.6 124130.7 1 52166.6 1 61178.2 169188.4 1 751 96.5 
,:'00 ,on-300. £XX) 01 0 01 0 11 2.6 5113.1 1 19150.0 1 19150.0 1 26168.4 1 341 89.4 
t '.UO , (l(H· 500 ,oo.J o o o o o o 01 0 2110.0 
v1,thlu vith!:n I v1th!:!l 
8 yr •• 9 ,.".. 10 ,." •• 
No:.!. ..!. NO;l. -2- 4. N6~ 
-
, 
-
, - , 
-
, - , 
;].uo' 
44 \100.0, - , 
-
, - . 
t>lwo 
11100.0. _ 
1wol 11 1 97.0 I _ 
,plus 
3 100.0 
p~UlI 
2 1 100.0 
.1u'l N Ipl"" 1 85 .. 6 3 1 100.0 
plw 
2 100.0 
'I'O'IA!. 
~
59 
18) 
39 
~ 
7B 
38 
20 
\500,001 oroooy.lo I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 11133.31 31100.0 I -I - I -! - I -I - 1- I - I-I - I -I - I 3 I 
3115.0 10 1 50.0 I 1131 9J.0 
'roTM. 56 1.5 182 24,.5 325 4).9 421 56.8 543 73.3 592 80.0 643 86.8 683 92.2 729 98.5 730 98.6 740 100.0 
!y. Nwnerienl and perceNtage totals of settlements are cWll1ll.ative, except as otheIVise indicated. 
1/ Percentage is based on the total settlements of 1960-1962 accidents only (67) because of the 
abseNce of aa 8 year period to ]:970 witH respect to 1963 accidents. 
sJ Percentage is based on the total settlemel1ts of 1960-1961 accideats oll1y (21) because of the 
absencp. of a 9 y"o.r period to 1970 with respect to 1962 aau 1963 accidents. 
7100 .. ~ 
• 
'" -
-
-~ 
~-- , 
1 1 
---1 
~ 
i j 
" 
I-' 
.,. 
E) 
i~~,,:~ •• ,,_ ... _",,-
.. ~,_. '""'-". - - ... "--".,..'''' ...... ·''''''~·~->."c~~,"n'" "'-.-'; 4. ),.. \I;'<l"';,; fiG::Z::; ;t.li!'4q".il'!li·,~4 t4-¢.Pdl. 
2)$t ... #. WiA 
. 
00 
f..:j;...-; A 
.." 0' 
@~ 
lD~ 
C1~ ~& ~t;J 
RIXlOI12!1'AID1f'l 
Abo .. $100,000 
'Abo" .200,000 
'Abon $300.000 
Abo" .500,000 
~VARSAV DEAm ~ 
nMI Z!MIIZD B2'1'IIE!lf ACCElEII'r AlID =-
~_ ~ JIIlXNUUl8 JIll AOClL£lI'm 00CIIRRllIG JII ~ I'DIOD 1960-1963) 
'1IIlCOm!IES ABM! S'l:A'!'ED A!rlmrs 
Yl.W1I Yl.thl1l Yl.thl1l within vlthln vltMtI vith1l> vith1n viW" 
6_. 1 'P' 2 7"'1. 3 'P" ~ )'1'0. 5 )'1'0. 6 'P •• T 7"'1. 8 7". 
110 .. 
-' 
I ,"",' , 110. , no ,. Ii<> ~, Ifo. 10 INO 10' Iio' _10 I. til? 
, 
~ 
p1u K 1 .T 2 l.~ 14 10.0 )0: 21.5 16 ~.5 86 61. TT.~ 130 '93.2' 1 
0 :0 • 0 '0 1 1.6 ? U.~ 25 ~.9 25 40. 39 63.9 55, 90.1 - -
00 0 0 0 0 1 ~.3 521.6 6 25.! 13 56.3 21 91 - -
0 0, 0 0 0 0 1 33.3 ,3 100 - - - - -, - . 
. 
TABLE III (B~ 
. 
! , , 
" 
"Uh11l vitbl11 'I'O'fAL AVE!lACI! Ill. ur t!AftS 
97"' 10 )"1"0. ~ FOR~ 
No, ,. :Iio. ,. 
p!", 
- -
2 100 '139 •• 2 
, 
~1U11 K6 p!", , 1 3, 100 61 j 5.~ 
.. 
. 
p!", 
100 6.5 
- -
2 23 
. . 
- -
3 ].6 
-
11 PercenUl8e is ba'sed on the total clllllulathe' settlements of 1960-1962 accidents only (12a) because ::~ 
of the absence of eJl 3 year period to 1970 with res,pect to 1963 accidents. 
E Iii 
51 I el'centaee is cased on the total cUlIIIllat1.ve settlements of 1960-1961 acc1.dents only (44) because ~ 
the absence of Ii 9 year periOd. to 1970 Vi t.'l respect to 1962 and, W63 accidents. 
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I 
i 
" J 
~ 
1 
" 
J 
( 
, 
I , 
I I 
~ 
" r , 
'. t , 
! 
r 
~, 
~"" 
I 
r 
I 
I 
1.. '!be tollov1ng ~o settlementa re.present a single recovery for more than 
one member ot e family end vere not included in the compilation. 
Recovery 
AlnO\lnt 
$600,000 
495,000 
367,000 
350,000 
215,000 
1.10,000 
• 
150,000 
95,000 
'76,000 
15,000 
68.,500 
65,000 
65,000 
50,000 
10,000 
" 
- 1.40,000 
140,000 
_ .. , ... J-G.5 ,000 
50,000 
-.- .. 
No. ot 
Pers:ons 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
---- 2. 
2 
2 
3 
NQn .. War!3aV 
, 
ncstr,s 
Accident 
Year 
1963 
1960 
1963 
1963 
1963 
1.964 
1.963 
1963 
1963 
1963 
1.968 
1.963 
1964 
1.963 
1.964 
"1964 
1.964 . 
1964 
1968 
Settlement 
Yepr 
1909 
1966 
1910 
19109 
1909 
1966 
1970 
1965 
1969 
1909 
1969 
1965 
1.970 
19"10 
1966 
, ---.- •. 1966 . 
1968 
1.909 
1910 
. .. - .-'. 
2. '!be folloving 1s a compilB tion of the ~sz; ... din5 cla1!1l5 resulting fr:>m 
acc1dents occurring in t:,e period 1960-1969. .. 
Accident Non-Warsaw Wa,rs9v N('::m-We~sAv Warsaw Total Total 
I· 
'{ear Deaths Deaths Serious InJuries Seriou's Injuries Pending Claims 
1.960 l.l. I'> 0 <:I II 448 
1.9101. <:I <:I <:I <:I <:I 1.36 
1.9102 1. 61. <:I • 0 62 30ll. 
1.9103 0 <:I 2 0 2 251 
1964 1.0 2 1 <:I 1.3 190 
19105 38 2 :LO 0 50 291 
;1.966 14 0 4 <:I 18 15 
19107 1.35 0 0 0 l!43 246 
1968 123 19 46 4 191! 343 
1969 1.01 3 210 12 142 182 
. ;·~'DTAL !ill itt 2I 16 ~ 2469 ~.J ~ ~
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P:onding 
2.4 
.0 
20·5 
.7 6.n 
:L€i.8 
24.0 ~ 
58.1 j 
55·9 , 1 
78 •0 1 ~ 
<15,6 ~ ~ 
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3· The r.lIl1('1winr, compilation correspondS t~, the Table published by the lCAO A:i.r Trar'lport Committee 
iN AT-'WP!1007, Revised 2/7/69, from State res;porlsea to lCAO State letter S lfJ/10-6'd/27, 
I·larch 20, 1908. - - ) 
'. 
. . PERCENT OF ALL JDGMENTS AND SETTLIDMENTS 
FOR DEATHS WITHIN STATED LEVELS - u.S. CARRIERS 
(Compl1at.iORs based OR all settiements for deaths or seri01:lS InJ.udea 
for accidents r)ccl!lrrintj dl!lr1ng the period 1~.60 through 1%9.) 
. , 
: 
Less than $17,OOi - $33,001 - $50,001 - $75,001 - Above Total 
$17,001 $33,000 $50,000, $75,000 $100,000 1$100000 
1 ~6C-l ,;,70 No. 
'" 
~o. 
'" 
N€>. 
"'. 
No. <f. No. 
'" 
No. 1, 110. ~ 
Dea·tl-ls 
llon-Warsa~ 421 34.1 231 18·7 119 9.6 6€i 5·3 56 4.5 340 27·5 1233 lqo.O 
Warsaw 106 47.3 33 14.7 23 10.2 20 8.9 32 14.2 10 . 4.4 224 100.0 
Seriotls Inlu'l"iea , 
- - - " .. \--
. 134 56·5 16 6.7 16 6.7 fJ.4 
. i 
'Non-Warsaw 29 12.2 22 9.,2 20 237 100.0 ' 
.#arS:lW .. 33 94.2 1 2.8 0 • I... • 
° 
-
° 
-
1 2.8 35 loo.O , 
I 
.. 
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Appendix J 
LEVELS OF RECOVERIES ON ACCOUNT OF PASSENGER lDEATllS 
ANID SERI01!JS INJURIES IN AIRPLANE ACCIIDENTS--CAB IDATA 
(Calendar Years 1970 thr0ugh 1974) 
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c., Hi 
1 
. 
- - ~ ; NO~{-~IARSAU nEATH SETTLE:·!};::rs E:':CF.[;n:;G STJ;T~D ;"~·!I)Ui''IS (By Se t tleI!'.~ftt Year) 
---
., 1m. 1 19n~973 I r.ccovery 1910 1974* 
. ....::- -' -'-'--. -' -'-" .-!,\!lOunt No. " f' ., .. ' ' 'I~ . !:O, I >f I, Nt!) • % t~ ~ , 1." ~'''Q. 4 
" 
$ 1,000 112 . 100 169 99.4 194 99.4 99 100 141 100 
10,000 110 98. ~ 169 99.4 158 95.6 96 96.7 141 100 
. 
50,000 69. 61.; 107 62.9 107 64.7 52 52.2 126 89.3 
75,000 65 58.1 88 51.7 78 47.1 42 42.2 107 75;3 
100,000 56 50.], 7/. 43.5 62 37.4 35 35.1 87 6.1..6 
125,000 53 47.4 49 2iL8 51 30.7 :n 31.1 74 52.4 
150,000 51 45.6 41 24.1 4l. 26.5 2:.7 . 27.1 64 1'.5.3 
200,000 liS [,0.2 30 17.7 27 16.2 Z2 22.1 53 37.5 
250,000 33 29.5 25 14.7 22 13.2 1'9 19.1 45 31.9 
~ 
300,000 21 18.8 20 11.7 14 13.4 Hl 18.1 T . I 26.2 
, 
500,000 2 1.8 5 2.9 6 3.6 ,4 4.0 16 J.1. 3 
75O,000 0 0 .0 0 
° 
0 '2 2.0 5 3.5 
1,0@(!l,(!lOO . 0 (! 
° 
Iil' 0 0 '1 1.0 0 0 
. 
. 
TOTAL 112 170 165 951 141 
SI:TTLE-
!lE.N'rs (687) 
.. 
- ;: l.'irsl: 5:1.:, nlan ths 
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Recovery 
Amount 
1,000 
10,000 
50,000 
75,000 
100,000 
125,000 
150,000 
200,000 
250,000 
30.0,000 
500,01])0 
750,000 
-
1,000,000 
TOTAL 
SED:!.E-
- "liNTS (104 ) 
WARSAW DEATH 
19iO 
I Nc;>, " ',' 
17 100 
17 100 
8 47.1 
3 17.7 
2 11.B 
2 11.8 
2 11.8 
1 5.9 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
17 
* First six m"nths 
SETTLEHENTS EXCEEDING STATED 
(By Se t tr1emen tr Year) 
1971 1972 
N". % NtD. % 
2S 93.3 16 100 
28 93.3 16 100 
6 20.0 3 18.8 
4 13.3 1 6.3 
4 13.3 1 6.3 
:3 10 1 6.3 
:3 10 1 .6.3 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
30 16 
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I 
AMDUNTS , 
I , 
,', 
; 
1973 J 97 iJ ; , 
, 
No. % No, "' " 
I 
28 100 13 100 I 
, 
28 100 12 n.3 ; 
, 
22 78.6 8 61.5 I I 
; 
15 53.6 1 7.7 ! 
14 50.0 1 7.7 
14 50.0 0 0 i 
i 
14 50.0 0 0 
7 25.0 0 0 
I 
7 25.0 0 0 I i 25.0 0 0 
I 5 17.9 0 0 I 
1 3.6 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
I 
-_ .. . 
28 13 
( 
r 
! 
..... _' •.. ' v,.·.~ .. """"~' ~_"""'I m ... 
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, 
NON~WARSAW SERIOUS INJUFY SETTLE~mNTS EXCEEnING STATED AMOUNTS 
(By Settlement Yea,r) 
Recove'ry 197G 1971 1972 1973 1974* 
Amount No. % No. % No. % No. 7- No. % 
$ l,GGG 32 84.l 37 9G.2 24 96.G 32 86.5 75 lGO 
10,GGG 14 36.! 23 6.G 16 64.G 21 56.7 73 97.3 
5G,GOG 9. 23.6 5 1L2.1 6 24.G 7 18.9 51 68.G 
75,GGG 7 18. , 2 4.8 2 8.G 5 13.5 38 5G~7 
100,000 5 13.0 1 2. " 1 4.G 4 IG.8 32 42.7 
125,GGO 4 lG.4 L ~ ... 1 4.G 3 8.1 29 38.7 
150,OGG 4 1G.4 .. 1 2.4 G G 3 8.1 24 32.G 
2GG,GGG 3 7.S 1 2.4 a G 3 8.1 21 28.G 
250 OOG , . 2 5.2 0 0 G 0 3 8.1 19 25.3 
3GG,GGG 2 5.2 G G G 0 2 5.4 16 '21.3 
50G,OGG 1 2.6 () 0 G G 0 G 7 9.3 
75G,000 1 2.6 a 0 G 0 0 a 1 1.3 
l,OOO,00G a 0 a 0 0 0 G ·0 0 0 
TOTAL 38 41 25 37 75 
SETTLE-
MENTS (216) 
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WARSAW SER,IOlllS INJURY SETILEHENTS EXCEEDING STATED Al'10lllNTS 
., 
! 
(By Settlement Year) 
, , 
Recovery 197ID 
,'. 
19n 1972 1973 J 9iL 
Amoun t HI;!, :.: No, % No, % No. % No;>. " " 
$ l,OIDID 5 62.5 25 80.6 37· 80.4 23 100 22 100 
10,00ID 3 37.5 3 9.6 17 36.9 15 ~5.0 14 63.5 
50,000 0 0 1 3.2 5 10.9 4 1'-7.3 5 22.6 
75,000 0 0 0 0 2 4.4 2 8.6 2 9.0 
100,0ID0 0 ( 0 0 1 2.2 1 4.3 2 9.0 
125,IDID0 0 ~ 0 0 1 2.2 1 4.3 1 4.5 
150,000 0 0 0 0 ID 0 1 4.3. 1 4.5 
20ID,OOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4.5 
250,IDOID 0 ~ 0 0 ID 0 0 0 1 4.5 
300,(i)(i)@ 0 ( 0 0 (i) 0' 0 0 1 4.5 
500,0Q(i) 0 ~ Q 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q 
750, (i)0Q 0 [ 0 0 Q Q 0 0 0 
I 
0 
l,0ID0,O(1)0 0 j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 
. 
- , 
TOTAL 8 31 46 23 22 
SETILE-
!-'ENTS (130) 
:: "U-i:st six montAs 
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